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This engineering manual provides a complete companion documentation about 
th,e structure of the main program and subroutines, the preparation of input 
data, the interpretation of output results, access and use of the program, 
and the detailed description of all the analytic, logical expressions and, 
flow charts used in ~omputations and program structure. A numerical example 
is provided and solved com,,'etely to show the sequence of computations 
followed. The program is carefully structured to reduce both user's time . 
and costs without sacrificing accuracy. The user would expect a cost of 
CPU time of approximately $5.00 per building zone excluding printing costs. 
The accuracy, on the other hand, measured by deviation of simulated con-
sumption from watt-hour meter readings, has been found by many simulation 
tests not to exceed ±10% margin, a margin which is considered very reasonable 
for engineering purposes. 
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It is commonly conceived that buildings can be designed for minimum energy 
consumption if their thermal insulation is increased, window air leakage is 
reduced, lighting levels are decreased, shading devices are properly installed, 
heating and cooling equipment are adequately designed, maintained and their 
capacity fully utilized. These energy saving ideas and many others should be 
coupled before implementation with the cost of add-on equipment and materials, 
operation and maintenance cost, constraints of building codes, life styles, 
aestheti c attl'activeness, etc. 
The common design methodology used in slzlng heating and cooling systelns based 
upon the single-value quasi-steady state peak summer hour or peak winter hour 
usually results in oversizing of equipment and consequently overheating or over-
cooling of the space to be controlled. Over-designed systems, while they are 
occupying more sr/ace, always operate at lower efficiency and in turn require more 
energy to function compared to properly designed ones. The single-valued design 
methods are, therefore, ruled out in any study or design of energy systems. 
The only effective way to study and design heating or cooling-systems and mini-
mize their energy consumption, is to simulate the building thermal performance 
as accurately as possible. With the advent of high speed digital computers, 
the above simUlation requil:ement can be done on an hourly basis for a full year 
and with summation over many zones or buildings. - In the last ten years, several 
of these simUlation programs have been developed which vary in cost, availability 
to the user, pro9ram structure, and assumptions used in computations as indicated 
in references (1) and (2). Nost of these programs, whether they are public ov 
proprietary, are applicable to new system design or to add-on or retrofit systems. 
The user may access the programs by: (1) purchasing publ ic source codes, (2) 
input data only through time sharing when deal ing \qith proprietary source codes 
or (3) input data only to the developer when dealing with complete proprietary 
codes. The disadvantages to the user in types (2) and (3) above are the lack of 
awareness about assumptions and limitations made by the developer and the inability 
of the user to improve or modify the codes. Proprietary programs are commonly 
written by architect-engineering conSUltants, heating, ventilation and air con-
ditioning (HVAC) equipment manufacturers or utility companies. The cost to the 
user is usually included in their service. 
The need for a building simulation tool was essential to support the Deep Space 
Network (DSN) Energy Conservation project. The latter has been initiated to save 
energy and associated cost at government installations, and specifically at the 
Deep Space Communication Complex, at Goldstone, California. Twenty-three build-
ings out of fifty were identified, by a first phase study, as major energy 
consumption buildings and were further put under investigation for a second 
building modification study. Both stUdies were performed by architect-engineer-
ing firms in cooperation with the DSN engineering section at JPL,r resulting in 
many energy saving recommendations. Furthermore, several suggestions and .proposals 










engineers motivated by the personnel Energy Conservation, Awareness and Recog-
nition program (ECARP). It has, therefore, become essential for economic and 
technical reasons to develop a tool for accurate assessment and evaluation of 
all building modifications. 
To accomplish the task of finding the building simulation tool, a survey was 
made among fourteen available codes for heating and cooling load calculations. 
The major codes among them are (1) ECUBE 75 which was developed by the American 
Gas Association, (2) NBSLD, the National Bureau of Standards Load Calculation. 
Program, (3) NECAP, the comprehensive and expensive NASA's Energy Cost Anal~sis 
program, (4) TRACE, the Trane Air Conditioning and Economics Program and (5) 
USPS, the United States Postal Services Program developed by the General American 
Transportation Corporation. 
Unfortunately, none of these programs was found: (1) suitable to simuiate the 
unique features of two-level electronic control rooms located at the Goldstone 
Communication Complex. (2) low in running cost to yield an inexpensive evaluation 
of the tens of p05sible energy saving recom~endations, and (3) simple enough for 
the average user with minimum input data about system parameters. TO~Jard these 
objectives, an in-house Energy Consumption Program (ECP) was developed both to 
s.atisfy the Deep Space Network needs and to Be al so appl icable to residential 
and institutional buildings. 
1.2 Purpose of Documentation 
The purpose of this engineering manual is to provide a complete companion 
documentation about the structure of main program and subroutines, the prepa-
ration of input data, the interpretation of output forms, the access and use of 
the program, and the detailed description of all the analytic expressions and 
flow charts used in computations. The program is considered non-proprietary 
and is carefully structured to reduce both user's time and cost without sacri-
ficing accuracy. 
1.3 Overview of Program Structure 
The calculation of energy requirements for heating or cooling in any enclosure 
involves three major successive steps. First, the calculation of the heat loss 
or heat gain to the enclosure which is heated or cooled is computed. Second, 
the heating or cooling loads imposed on' the heating or cooling coils inside the 
fan-coil units (or air handlers) are determined. Third, the energy input to all 
of the primary components constituting the air conditioning system such as com-
pressors, heat pumps, boilers, engines, etc., is calculated. Each of these 
calculation steps may be carried out with various degrees of complexity and 
sophistication if more refinement or ~ccuracy is required. 
Fig. 1-1 illustrates, for example, the possible sources of heat, gain or loss to 
or from a simple zone as needed in the first step of calculation. These sources 
include Ca) solar heat gain through windows and glass areas, (b) heat transmission 
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through walls and roofs due tp solar and ambient air effects, (c) internal heat 
gain from lights, people, electronic and··'mechanical equipment, (d) infiltration 
or exfiltration from cracks, and natural draft, and (e) effect of neighboring 
nodes at different temperature compared to the zone under study. In figure 1-2, 
the location of the fan-coil unit (air handler) with respect to the zone is 
illustrated. The expressions of "supply air" to the zelle, "return air" from the 
zone, "outside air" and "mixed air" will be repeated throughout the text and 
the reader should be familiar with their positions in the common air conditioning 
loop in Fig. 1-2. The fresh outside air charge to the loop and the recycling of 
some of the warm return air from the zone(s) is a comme'n practice to both satisfy 
the venti 1 ation needs and to save heating or cool ing en,~rgy needed at the air 
handler coils. Fig. 1-3 shows hO~1 the air conditiol1ii ng loop can be different 
when a t~lO-level zone versus a simple zone is conditioned. Two-level zones are 
quite common in industrial or utility plants where large number of automatic 
control and monitor equipment or racks are grouped in one room. The equipment 
cooling is made via a large cold duct (air plenum) that exhausts in the room through 
the racks. For personnel comfort in this type of zones, another stream of 
"comfort air" is fed into the room, through ceiling or floor level outlets, to 
mix \~ith air discharged from electronic racks. 
The second step of program calculations, the heating or cooling loads at the 
air handler coils, are computed to match the zone needs. The third step of 
calculations then follows and requires the definition of HVAC components such .as . J 
the boilers (whether gas-fired or electric type) for heating and the electric 
driven vapor-compressor refdgeration unlts for cooling. Other supporting com- I 
ponents such as motors, pumps, fans, engines, etc., need to be also included. j 
arrangements that will be explained ir. detail later. This is only presented at 
The dual duct system, shown in Fig. 1-4 for example, is one of many fan-coil I 
this stage to acquaint the program user Itith the type and location of components 
i.ncl uded in the buil ding energy ana lysis. In the dual duct mul tizone system, ~ 
the mixed air leaving the fan sect10n 1s divided into two main air streams; one .. ] 
of them is cooled down to the cooling set point temperature (commonly at 55-600F) 
and the other one is heated up to the heating set point temperature (commonly at 
aO-gOoF). Each zone according to its internal heat gain or loss asks the air 
handlar for a specific "supply air" temperature to meet the comfort conditions 
inside it. The mixing box, located prior to each zone air supply section, extracts 
the appropriate amounts of air from each of the hot and cold ducts and mixes them 
together to yield the air mixture temperature requested by the zone. The function 
of controlling the mixing process is usually made by motorized dampers that are 
actuated by signals from temperature sensors. The cooling coil, heating coil, 
boiler, and the vapor compression refrigeration unit are 1ncluded in Fig. 1-4 
to show their relative position in the cycle. 
1.4 Program Methodology 
The following paragraphs explain the methodology used to express each major 
heading in the program. Nore input data desct'iption can be found in Section HI. 
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Figure 1-2. General schematic of an air conditioning system 
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Figure 1-3. Schematic of a simple zone (top) and a tt·!o-level zone (bottom) 
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Figure 1-4. Example of primary air condition:ing equipment components in a 
dual duct multizone system 
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1. 4. 1. 11eather Data 
Only outside air dry bulb temperature, cloud cover factors and wind speed are 
needed. Since the program is handling only sensible loads with no consideration 
to latent loads, t.he outside air wet bulb temperature or relative humidity is 
not needed in the weather data. 
1.4.2. Transmission Loads Through Walls and Roofs 
The methods that have been developed in the past, such as degree-days or bin 
methods, for proportioning the design load to provide hourly loads, were found 
unacceptable with their gross approximations. On the other hand, sophisticated 
and time consuming methods such as using the transfer functions or response 
factors are expensive and cannot be justified on the basis of the random changes 
of many other parameters in the system. This means that it is illogical to 
increase the-accuracy of only one of the many sources of heating or cooling 
loads (i.e., the heat transmission through walls/roofs) while the other sources 
are subject to random changes ~Iith very 1arge errors. 
The methodology used in ECP is the sol··alr temperature method or Total Equi-
valent Tempemture Difference method (IETD) as described in references (3) and 
(4) and is written in (TRANS) subroutine section VII. It is a comprehensive 
yet easy to apply method. In the TETD method, the effects of outside air tem-
perature and solar radiation intensity are combined into a single quantity. 
Walls and roofs are assumed homogeneous with constant material properties that 
are determined in advance by the special sub-program (UVPHI), presented in 
appendix C. The steady state and transient heat transfer coefficients to~ether 
with the phase hours needed to run tne heat transmission calculations in (TRANS) 
subroutine are expressed analytically in (UVPH!) subprogram. 
1.4.3. Solar Heat Gain 
Local solar radiation values have been calculated in (SOLAR) subroutine, as 
explained in Section VI, usi.ng the we1.1-known ASHRAE model descri.bed in Refer-
ence (3). Cloud cover factors are used to modify the hourly radiation values from 
CSO~AR) subroutine to Yleld the local and site-specific values. This procedure 
was found to be effective in reducing solar radiation and cloud data required for 
mani.pulation, since only the monthly integration of direct normal solar irl'adi.ation 
i.s required for the computation of monthly cloud cover factors. The latter can 
be measured by an integrating type radiation pyrometer. Heat gain through glass 
doors or windows will then follow in computation given the glass transmissivity. 
1.4.4. Infiltration/Exfiltration Load 
The "air change method" is used to calculate the infiltration/exfiltration heat 
load in this program instead of the common "crack method". In this method,the 







air to or from the zone by natural draft is averaged by assuming a fixed out~ide 
air change rate of 1.2 changes/hr. The computation of heat loss or gain fram or 
to the zone then follows assuming quasi-steady state conditions. 
1.4.5. Internal Heat Load Profile 
Since latent loads due to humidity gain or loss to the zone are often less than 
10% of the total heat load, only sensible heat loads are considered in the pro-
gram. With this approximation in mind, the computer memory storage and humidity 
related calculations were simplified. The cancellation of psychrometric chart 
manipulations and the reduction of weather deck data are examples of simple 
handling of data. It is worth mentioning in this respect that the assumption of 
negligible latent loads, although it appears as a gross approximation, is not 
seriously affecting the accuracy of computations for a full year simulation 
period. This is due to the fact that the other sources of internal heat loads 
usually encompass parameters of random nature and given by the user based on his 
"best estimate". 
The int~ 1al heat load ;n a zone is composed of heat gain from people, light 
(incandes[,nt or fluorescent), electronic and mechanical equipment, and other 
miscellanetJIS sources such as process steam, kitdien equipment, etc. Each of 
these loads are calculated on an hourly basis for two day-types representing , 
repetitive e~ents for the whole ~e~r. The first day-type represents all working 
weekdays (approximately 251 days) and the second day-type augments all weekends 
and holidays (apprOXimately 114 days to include 10 official holidays). The 
number of persons occupying the zone, the wattage rating of electricaL mechanical 
eqUipment and light bulbs'are listed every hour for the two day-types. Since 
the data collected under thts tnternal load calculati,on section are considered 
approximate estimates with varying degrees'of uncertainty, it was decided in 
the early stages of Eep development that the (TETD) method, previously described 
undel' subsection 1.4.2, and the assumptton of zero latent loads are in fact 
adequate to meet the program goals of simplicity and low running cost. Further-
more, the transient effects of convection-radiation segments of all internal heat 
loads from light, people and equipment Wel'e neglected. The internal loads are 
assume9 totally convective and their hourly values were computed by quasi-steady 
state equations. 
1.4.6. Architectul'al Data 
The physical and architectural characteristics of the building and its zones 
playa significant role in the sensible heat load. The required data include 
building orientation, latitude, elevation above sea level, wall areas. glass 
areas, space volume, physical dimensions, exterior walls solar absorptivity and 
the cross section description of layers constituting walls and roofs. The 
data are grouped by zone; the maximum number of zones per building is not allowed 
to exceed eight in the program. If there are more than eight zones, grouping 
of seVeral zones into macrozones having the same fan-coil feed arran'gement may 
be done. ' 









1. 4. 7 Shading Factors 
The shading factors are used to attenuate the incident solar radiation and the 
heat transmission to exterior walls. Shading due to overhangs, side projections 
or adjacent buildings is handled in ECP as a fixed fraction bebleen zero and 
one given by the user based on year'ly average observation. This approximate 
method is used in lieu of the detailed analytical methods used to compute hourly 
shaded areas at varying sun angles. 
1. 4. 8 Loads Due to Ne; ghbouring Areas 
The effect of a neighbouring zone having a temperature different from that of 
the zone under study has been taken into consi derati on in load cal cu"' ati ons. 
Ground floors were assumed perfectly insulated with no heat exchange to or from 
the varying temperature ground. Temperatures of neighbouring zones are specified 
by the program user as input data as will be explained later. 
1.4.9 Fan-Coil Types and Arrangement 
There are nine types of fan-coil arrangements that have been incorporated into 
the program for the second step of calculations. These are sketched in Fig. 1-5 
and will be explained in detail in SectIon VIII. Nine subroutines (KEQ1) through 
(KEQ9) are presented corresponding to e&ch fan-coil arrangement. The maximum 
number of fan-coil units for each building is ten. To support the calculation 
of the heating and cooling loads of the fan-coil units, the ratio of outside 
air to total circulating air, and the set point temperatures of both hot and 
cold supply ducts are required as input. Moreover, for two-level rooms the 
maximum allowable plenum air temperature~and the ratio of comfort air discharge 
" to total circulating air discharge are required from the user. The program 
also includes outside air economizer cycles and their various air flow and temp-
erature control mechanisms. The outside air economizer cycles considered are 
e)(plained i.n the main pr.ogram Section V in detail. 
1.4.10 Time Clocks 
The inclusion of time clocks, to control tli.e opel'ation (on or off) of fan-coil 
units only, has been presented as an energy saving suggestion. The energy saved 
by a time clock control is optimum for buildings that operate on the common 8:00 AM 
to 5:00 PM schedule. The time clock on/off control in the program is not made 
. applicable to lighting, electronic or mechanical equipment since these latter 
changes will ap'pear directly under the internal load schedule data. 
1.4.11 Primary Equipment Performance 
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~ystems (electric, gas-fired or heat pump), (2) the arrangement of fan-coil. 
units with respect to the electric driven compressor/chiller (vapor compression 
refrigeration units) and (3) compressor stages and size. The maximum number 
of compressors allovled in the program is ten per building. Each compressor 
was assumed to be made of two stages with the second stage giving the full refrig-
eration tons when on. The coefficient of performance of heat pumps and vapor 
compression refrigerators was assumed a fraction (--'50%) of the ideal Carnot's 
cycle working between the refrigerant's evaporator and condenser temperatures. 
Partial-load performance was assumed unchanged from 100% full load until 40% of 
the full load. Beyond the 40% full load point, the external energy consumed 
was assumed constant. Further details are given in the coefficient of perform-
ance (COP) subroutine in Section IX. Electric heaters (or boilers) were assumed 
having a constant BO% efficiency at all loads. No absorption chillers, steam 
turbines or engines were considered in the primary equipment performance at this 
stage but the program is simply structured to allow for future expansions or 
inclusions if needed. 
1.4.12 Energy Consumed in Auxiliary Equipment 
An auxiliary equipment is defined in this program as that equipment outside the 
air conditioned space which is necessary for building operation but does not 
affect the heating/cooling loads calculations significantly or at all. Auxiliary 
equipment include air handler fans, condenser fans (if air cooled). condenser 
pumps (if water cooled), cooling tower pumps and fans, boiler pumps, external 
lights, etc. The energy consumed by these equipment directly affect the watt-hour 
meter reading. Their load profile and schedule can be quite complex if not s'imp-
lified. The auxiliary equipment consumption is modelled in this program by name 
tag capacities and their total hours of operation. No allowance was made for 
partial load performance or f10w,pressure and discharge variations. 
1.4.13 Energy Cost 
The unit cost of both thermal and electric forms of energy as purchased from 
a utility company or generated on site was used to compute monthly and yearly 
cost of energy. The economic section of the program is therefore made short 
with results that can fit many well-developed cost-benefit programs using the 
cash flow analysis. 
1.4.14 Other Program Features 
In addition to the above component description, many default values are assigned 
to fill unknown input data. The program ts written 'in FORTRAN V computer 
language using the EXEC-B cOl1lllands and codes of UNIVAC-llOB machines at JPL. 
The program output results are explained in detail in Section IV. The user would 
expect a cost ,)f CPU time of approximately $5.00 per building-zone excluding 
printing cost. In this regard the program is considered inexpensiVe compared to 









other complex codes. The accuracy, on the other hand, measured by deviation 
of simulated consumption from Vlatt-hour meter readings, has been found by actual 


















ACCESS AND USE OF ECP 
ECP is accessed on the Univac 110B System through the I'se of EXEC-B control 
language. The following cards a\'e necessary to execute the program: 
11 DB Control Cards 
A control card is used to control the flow, mak~ necessary filets) 
assignment(s) and execute the program. 
(1) @ASG,A PROGRAH. FILE. 
Assigns the filets) containing the absolute element, ECPABS and all 
data elements. 
(2) @XQT FILE. ELEr~ENT 
Executes the ECP absolute element. 
(3) @ ADO FILE. ELEMENT 
Adds the data needed for the run from FILE.ELEr~ENT 
B. Data Deck 
The data bank is divided into three decks: a weather deck, an air con-
ditioning equipment deck and a macrozone deck. The three decks are described 
in detail in Section III of this document. 
A typical program deck is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It is assumed that the 
user has some knowledge of logging-on and logging-off the 110B system. 
2.1 Use of (NAMELIST) 
With the exception of the weather deck, all data are input into ECP ~sing 
NAMELIST, explained as follows: 
NAHELIST is a FORTRAN V input/output option which allows an entire list of 
data to be input in the program with only one READ statement. The data with-
in a NAMELIST must comply with FORTRAN V NAMELIST rules. These rules are 
discussed briefly below. A typical NAMELIST deck is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. 
The first card in a NAMELIST is a Title Card. This card must have $$ 
followed by the title of the NAMELIST with no blanks between, i.e •• $$TITLE. 
Cards following the Title Card are Data Cards. The general form of input 
data is, for example: 
AH(B,3} = 1, NOP (22,5) = 3., HEATER = 1, 
The data are punched on a card between columns 2 and BO in any order. Data 
items are separated by commas; the final comma of the last data card is 
optional. FORTRAN V ignores all blanks within a NAHELIST. Numerical values 
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contain a decimal point. (A numeric character following the decimal point is 
not necessary.) Integer values are entered without a decimal point. The 
detailed description of each data entry includes the form of the data entry 
which allows the user to decide if a deciP'll point is needed or not. This 
is explained in Section III. For the two variables (HEATER) and (AH), for 
example, having dimensions (10) and (8,10), respectively, the following 
demonstrate the use of shorthand notation and overwriting in a NAMELIST deck. 
. EXA~IPLES OF SHORTHAND NOTATION 
Card Image 
HEATER (5) = 1,1,1, l 
or 
HEATER (5) = 3*1, J 
AH (7,9) = 1,1,1, 
or 
AH (7,9) = 3*1, } 
HEATER = 1,1 ,1, } 
or 
HEATER (1) = 1,1,1, 
EXAMPLES OF OVERWRITING 
Card Image 
AH = 5*1, 
AH (3) = 2,1,3, } 
Eguivalent 
HEATER (5) = 1 
HEATER (6) = 1 
HEATER (7) = 1 
AH (7,9) = 1 
AH (8,9) = 1 
AH(1,lO)=1 
HEATER (1) = 1 
HEATER (2) = 1 
HEATER (3) = 1 
Eguivalent 
AH (1,1) = 1 
AH (2,1) = 1 
AH (3,1) = 2 
AH (4,1) = 1 
AH (5,1) = 3 
If any data entries are omitted in a NAMELlST they will be taken as zero 
unless a default value has been set. 
The final card in a (NAMELIST) is the END card. The END card must have 
a $$ followed by END with no blanks between as shown in Figure 2.2. 
The data within a (NA~lELIST) is further divided into two subgroups: (1) NAMELIST/HANDLR/ data which are related to the fan-coil units (air 
handler) and the primary air conditioning components and (2) NAt~ELIST/INPUT1/ 
data which are related to building archit.ectural data and other zone data. 
The deta.i 1 ed descri pti on of the data in each NAMELIST subgroup is gi ven in 
the next Section. 
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INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
Each of the weatner deck, the air conditioning equipment deck and the macro-zone deck will be explained in detail as follows: 
3.1 Weather Deck 
The weather deck cl:msists of three weather related data items: dry bulb temperatures of outside air, monthly cloud COver factors and hourly wind speed for the location under investigation. The dry bulb temperatures and cloud cover factors are taken as monthly averages and are listed in Table 3.1. 
Tab'le 3.1 Heather Deck No. Variable Numeric 
form 
Dimension Descript~on 
1. CCF REAL 
2. TOA REAL 
3. WI~PH REAL 







CCF is the monthly cloud cover factor. One representative value for each month. The cloud cover data card consists of twelve entries each occupying six col-umns. (12F6.2). CCF(i) indic~tes the cloud cover factor for the it month. 
TDA is the outside air dry bulb temper-ature in degrees F. Each month is assoc-i ated wi th twenty-four values: one value for every hour in a representative day 0f that month. One data card consists of t.wenty-foul' entries, each occupying three columns. (24F3.0) TOA(i,j) in-dicates the outside air temperature of the ith month at the jth hour of the representative day. 























All data for the air conditioning equipment deck are input through NAMELIST/ 
HANDLR/ in a free field format. These data items simulate the fan-coil unit 
configurations, hot and cold deck set points. outside air economizer cycles, 
type and size of primary equipment. compressor-air handler arrangement, etc. 
The total number of variables entered in this deck is 21 as listed in Table 3.2 






Air Conditioning EguiQment Deck Dimension Description 
(2,5) ACCERY is the daily energy consumption in matrix kilowatt-hrs of each auxiliary eqUipment (fans, pumps, external lights, etc.) that does not contribute to the air conditioning load of the building. Data are entered according to day type and use of auxiliary equipment as defined below. If 1·1 is the daytype then ACCERY (14,1) = energy consumption by lights external to the building ACCERY (M.2) = energy consumption by fans in all air handlers in the 
ACCERY bunding (N,3) = energy consumption by pumps and fans in all condensers in the building ACCERY (M,4) = energy consumption by all 
- boiler pumps in the building ACCERY (N,5) = energy consumption by any other equipment which does not contribute to the air condition-ing load and is not mentioned above 















Table 3.2 continued 
No. Varia e Numenc Dlmenslon Description 
I·:, Form 
i 
~ 3. Single cold duct with bypass and terminal reheat. 
I 
4. Heat pump with bypass control, or 
! ~ single duct with alternately operating 
i : " cooling and heating coils with bypass. , . i , 
control. ! 
5. Two-level room with cold plenum air and 
comfort air modulated by' terminal reheat. 
f 6. Two-level room with cold plenum air and 
r 
comfort air modulated by a mixture of 
cold air with bypassed mixed air and 
, terminal reheat. 
l 7. Two-level room with cold plenum air and 
r comfort air modulated by mixing cold 
and hot decks. . 
8. Single cold deck with fixed, blpassed 
return air and terminal reheat" .. 
~ 9. Two-level room w=ith constant volume 
t ( cold plenum air and variable volume 
r comfort air at fixed hot deck tempera- I 
r. ture. AH(i,j) indicates the jth air I 
handler type that feeds the ith zone. j 
.' 
3 ALFA Real (10) ALFA(i) is the ratio of fresh outside air 
vector discharge to total circulating air discharge 
of the ith air handler. 
4 BLDG String BLDG is the name of the building under study 
with maximum of six alphanumeric characters (e.g. BLDG = -6-86"). 
5 CLIMIT Integer 1 CLIMIT is the number of compressors 'in the 
building. CLIMIT cannot exceed 10. 
6 COPRES Integer (10,10) COP RES indicates the compressor-air handler 
matrix feed arrangement. Each compressor can feed 
a maximum of ten air handlers. All air 
handlers fed by the same compressor will 
be listed as follows: cOPRES{M,N) = N 
implies the Nth air handler fed by Mth 
compressor is air handler No. N. 
7 DKWHE Real 1 OKWHE is the cost per kilowatt-hr electric 
i in dollars; default value is $.03. 
I 
! 8 DKWHT Real 1 DKWHT is the cost per kilowatt-hr thermal 
in dollars; default value is $.012 • 
.. -- .•. -"---.~--- -,---_ ... 
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Table 3.2 (continued) 
No. Variable Numeric Dimension Description 
Form 
9 ECON Integer (10) ECON indicates the type of outside air 
vector economizer cycle used for each air handler. 
ECON(i) is the type of outside air econo-
mizer cycle, if any, controlling the ith 
air handler. ECON is defined as follows: 
O. No outside air economizer cycle 
1. Honeywell economizer 
2. Barber-Coleman DIGI-DAP Control 
i The explanation of the different economizer logic in each is presented in the main 
program Section V. 
10 HEATER Integer (10) HEATER indicates the type of heater used in 
vector each air handler as follows: 
o - electric heater 
1 - gas-fired boiler 
2 - heat pump 
HEATER(M) = 1 indicates that the heater in 
the ~Ith air handler is gas-fired. 
11 HFBRA Real (8) HFBRA is the ratio of the comfort air dis-
vector charge to the total air discharge for air 
handler type 5, 6, 7 and 9. Also HFBRA 
is the ratio of bypassed return air to the 
total air discharge for air handler type 8. 
HFBRA(i) means the air flow ratio for the 
ith special zone. 
12 ICNTRL Integer (8,10) ICNTRL is an index that differentiates be-
matrix tween air handlers feeding two-level zones 
and Single level zones. The index ICNTRL 
can be 0, 1 or 2 according to the following: 
o - Single level zone fed by one or more air 
handlers supplying each the same temperature 
to the zone. 
o - Two-level zone fed by two air streams (plenum and comfort air) both from a single 
air handler 
1 - Two-level zone with the air handleds) 
feeding its plenum air only 
2 - Two-level zone with the air handler 
feeding the comfort air only. 
If ICNTRL equals 0 then the air handler 
type (AH) can be from 1 to 9. If ICNTRL r 
equals 1 or 2 then (AH) can only be 1, 2, 
3, 4 or 8. ICNTRL{i.j) presents the index 
for the jth air handler that feeds the 
ith zone. 
------~-.-, '-';:',-" ' 1 
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iable 3.2 {continued} "1 1 
No. Varie.ble Numeric Dimension Description , I 
Form l ~ 
13 KLIMIT Integer 1 KLI~lIT is the number of air handl ers in ! 
the building. KLIMIT cannot exceed 10. 
14 ~lAXMo Real 1 MAXMo is the number of months requested 
by the user for analysis. Default value is 
12. MAXMo = 8 means that the calculations 
will be executed for the first 8 months 
of the year starting with January. 
15 MLT Real 1 MLT is the mass-specific heat multiplier 
a for the elevation of the site under invest- , 
igation. At sea level MLT is 1.08; default , , 
value is 0.97 for Goldstone, California. 
1 For elevations different from sea level, MLT equals 1.08x{local pressure/sea level pressure). . 
16 REHEAT Integer (8) REHEAT indi cates the type of heat'jug used 
I vector for the terminal reheat coils at the zone. 
I REHEAT only applies to those air handler 
types which have reheat coils, i.e., for I AH = 1, 3, 5, 6. or 8. REHEAT is defined as follows: o - electric heater 1 - gas-fired boiler 
2 - heat pump 
REHEAT(M) = 2 indicates that air reheat 
system at the Mth zone is done by a heat 
pump. 
17 SETPTS Real (2.10) SETPTS is the temperature set point of the 
matrix cooling/heating coil for each air handler 
in deg. F. SETPTS is defined as follows: 
SETprS(1,t~) is the cooling set point of the 
Mth air handler. 
SETPTS{2,M) is the heating set point of the 
Mth air handler. 
18 SIZE Real (3.10) SIZE gives the air c1Jnditioning equipment 
matrix capacity. SIZE allrMs for a two stage 
compressor and a heat pump and is defined 
as follows: 
SIZE(l.M) = size c,f first stage comprassor 
in tons of refl'igr!ration for the Mth 
compressor. 
SIZE{2,M) = size of second stage compressor 
in tons of refrigeration for the Mth 
. compressor 
SIZE(3,t4) = size of heat pump i.n BTU per 
,-", hour for the Mth compressor when it is in 
heating made. 




Table 3.2 (continued) 





Integer (48,10) TMCLK represents the ON-OFF schedul e of a 
time clock which controls the air condition-
ing equipment. Forty-eight values per air 






o - Time clock is off, implies equipment is on. 
1 - Time clock is on, implies equipment is off. 
TMCLK(I,K) = 1 implies that the time clock 
associated with the Kth air handler is on 
during the Ith hour. 
ZCFM is the zone air discharge which is fed 
by a particular air handler in cubic feet 
per minute (cfm). Zones that are fed by the 
same fan-coil configuration can be grouped 
as one macrozone. One macrozone may be fed 
by several air handlers or one air handler 
may feed several macrozones. ZCFM of a ' 
macrozone is the sum of air discharge (cfml 
of each zone within the macrozone. 
ZCFM(K,M) refers to the air discharge (cfm) 
of the Hth air handler which feeds the 
Kth macrozone. 
ZLIMIT is the number of zones or macrozones 
in the building. 
ZLIMIT cannot exceed 8. If ZLIMIT exceeds 
8, zones may be grouped into macro zones 















?3 Macrozone Deck 
An data for the macrozone deck are input through NAMELIST/INPUT1/ ancf in a free field format. These data items give the geographic location of the building, the physical dimensions of each macrozone and other related thermal and structural properties of walls bordering each macro-zone. Table 3.3 lists the twenty-six variables defined in this deck in aiphabetic order. 
Tab 1 e 3.3 MacrozonE'. Deck No. Var.lable Numeric 
form 
Dimension Description 
1 ASSORT Real 
2 ADJ Integer 





Solar absorbtivity of exterior walls and roofs. Default value is 0.62. 
ADJ determines the nature and conditions of adjacent neighboring macrozones and their thermal environment. Orientation is given a number from 1 to 9 representing S,SW, W, NW, SE, E, NE, N and roof. respectively. ADJ can be either 0,1,2, or 3 as follows: ADJ(5,M) = 0 indicates that no wall exists or there is a thin partition separating the southeast side of the Mth macro-zone from surroundings. ADJ(5,M) "'1 indicat~s that the southeast wall of the M n macrozone is adjacent to a room that is maintained at a constant temperature all year around. ADJ(5,M) = 2 indicates that the southeast wall of the Mth macrozone is adjacent to an unconditioned zone typical to me-chanical rooms housing boilers, air conditioners, pumps, etc. The un-conditioned"zone is exposed to fluctu-ating outside air temperature. ADJ(5,/1) = 3 indicat~s that the southeast waH of the M hmacrozone is an exterior wall ~xposed to ambient air temperature fluctuat"ions in addition to direct solar radiation • 
AGLAS is the total area in square feet of all gl ass wi ndows and doors in each ~Ia 11 (accordi ng to its orientation) surrounding the macrozone. Wall orientation is given a number from 1 to 9 representing S,SW,W,NW,SE,E,NE.N and roof, respectively. 
AGLAS(4,M) = area of glass windows in the north-west wall of the Mth macrozone. 
., 
! 















No. Variab e Numeric Dimension form 
i 4 AWAL Real (9,8) AWAL is the net area (in square feet) of each wall i i matrix excluding glass areas, surrounding a macrozone according to its orientation. Wall orientation 1 is given a number from 1 to 9 representing S,SW,W, NW,SE,E,NE,N and roof, respectively. For example, AWAL(2,M) = area of southwest wall of f1th macrozone. 5 BOLEFF Real 1 Boiler combustion efficiency. Default value is 0.8. 6 GRREFL Real 1 Ground reflectivity to solar radiation. Default value is 0.2. 
7 KEQUPE Real (24,16) Schedule of major electrical equipment load and matrix miscellaneous electrical loads within the zone. KEQUPE should be given in kilowatts. Twenty-four values for each daytype for each zone are needed. Electrical loads that do not affect the air con-ditioning load are excluded. 8 KEQUPM Real (24,16) Schedule of major mechanical equipment load and matrix miscellaneous mechanical loads within the zone. KEQUPM shou1d be given in kilowatts and should , ., exclude all loads which do not affect air con-ditioning. Twenty-four values for each daytype fol' each zone are needed. 
9 KfLGHT Real (24,16) Schedule of fluol'escent light loads for each matrix zone on an hourly basis. The total electric kilowatts consumed by fluorescent lights (excluding external lights) should be entered. Twenty-foul' values for each daytype for each zone are needed. 
10 KtLGHT Real (24.16) Schedule of incandescent light loads for each matrix zone on an hourly basis. The total electric kilowatts consumed by incandescent lights in each zone (excluding external lights) should be entered. Twenty-four values for each daytype for each zone are needed. 
11 LAY Real 1 Latitude of the location under inVestigation. LAT is given in radians. Default value is 0.611 (35 deg). 12 NECHO Integer 1 NECHO is a flag used to control the subroutine r ECHO. ECHO will reprint out all the input data in neat tabulated forms if NECHO equals 1. If NECHO equals zero, input data will not be printed. See Section IV for more details. Default ValUe is D. 1 
i 
















Table 3;3 Macrozdne Deck (cont'd) 


























Number of peopl e occupyi.ng each macrozone. An 
estimation of the number of people occupying each 
zone on an hourly basis for a typical day is 
requested from the user. Two daytypes for each of 
the allowable B zones are included. Twenty-four 
values are needed for each daytype. 
(B) PHIRF(M) is the phase angle or thern.::1 lag for the 
vector roof of the Mth macrozone. PHIRF is given in 
radians. Default value is 1.30. See UVPHI sub-
program, Appendix C, for PHIRF calculation. 
(B) PHIWL(M) is the phase angletRr thermal lag for 
vector the exterior walls of the M macrozone. PHIWL is 
given in radians. Default value is 1.10. See 
. UVPHI subprogram, Appendix C, for PHIWL calculations. 
1 Glass transmissivity. Default value is 0.8B. 
(B,B) TNEXT is the temperature of a neighboring room 
matrix adjacent to a given macrozone wall that is main-
tained at a constant temperature. TNEXT is only 
applicable when ADJ = 1. Wall orientation is given 
a number from 1 to 8 representing S,SW,W,NW,SE,E, 
NE and N. TNEXT (6,M) = 65 means that the east 
wall of the Mtn zone is next to a zone maintained 
at 650 F all year round. 
1 TPAM is the maximum allowable temperature of plenum 
air in deg F. Only applicable for two-level zones. 
Default value is 620 F. 
(8) TSUM(M) is the summer design temperature of the Mth 
vector macrozone in degrees Fahrenheit. Default value is 75
0 F. 
(B) TWIN(M) is the viinter design temperatur!l for 
vector the ~ltli macro zone • Defaul t value is 75 F. 
1 Glass20verall h
eat transfer coefficient in BTU/ 
hr-ft - deg F. Defau 1 t val ue is 1. 13. 
(8) UR(M) is the steady state overalltReat transfer 
vector coefficient of the ro~f for the M macrozone. UR 
is given in BTU/hr-ft - deg F. Default value is 
0.1. See UVPHI subprogram, Appendix C, for UR 
ca1culation. 
(8) UW(M) is the steady state overall heat transfer 
vector coefficient of exterior ~alls for the Mth macrozone. 
UW is given in BTU/hr-ft - deg F. Default value 
is 0.21. See UVPHI subprogram, Appendix C, for 
UW calculation. 
----
















Tab'le 3.3 (continued) 









VOL(M) is the volume of the Mth macrozone 
in cubic feet. Default value is 5000 
cubic feet. The zone boundary used to 
calculate VOL is the occupied volume not 
including attics. 
VRF(M) is the amplitude of transient heat 
transfer coefficient for the roof of the 
Mthmacrozone. VRF is given in BTU/hr-ft2-
deg F. Default value is 0.05. See UVPHI 
subp):ogram, Appendix C, for VRF calculation. 
VWL(M) is the amplitude. of transient heat 
.transfer coefficient for exterior walls of 
thz Mthmacrozone. VWL is given in BTU/hr-ft -deg F. Default value is 0.05. See 
UVPHI subprogram,Appendix C, for VWL cal-
CUlation. 
From Table 3.3 the six variables number 14, 15, 22. 23, 25 and 26 are extracted 
from preceding execution of the UVPHI subprogram described in Appendix C. These 
six variables require for their evaluation the type, density, specific heat, 
thermal conductivity, thickness and number of layers used to construct exterior 
walls and roofs of each zone. 
Also, in Table 3.3, the five data arrays number 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13 provide the 
information needed for the internal load calculation. The values and time 
schedules enterEd are usually estimated with various degrees of uncertainty. For 
each zone (or macrozone) the five arrays are given for two daytypes representing 
the whole year profile: Daytype (1) which is a typical weekday and Daytype (2) 
\~hich augments the profile during weekends and holidays. Each zone is associated 
with two columns of each array. The (2M-l) column represents daytype (1) schedule 
and the (2M) column represents daytype (2) schedule of the Mth zone. 
3.4 Sample Preparation of Input Data and a Case Study 
To simplify the process of gathering input data, a set of blank forms are pro-
vided in Appendix B. The set of tables, table B-1 to table B-41, should be filled 
in on site by cognizant personnel. Each table 'is provided with'a brief explanation 
free from the abbreviations and expressions commonly used by computer programmers. 
The intent is for it to be understandable to users of different backgrounds with 
minimum familiarity with computer terminology. A second set of tables, given i.n 
Section 3.4.2 as an example, represents a translated draft of the first set tabe 
used by the machine operator. An execution of the subprogram (UVPHI), as explained 
in Appendix C, is still required before a full run of (ECP) can be made. 
The following case study illustrates the use of data tables presented in Appendix 
B and lists the assumptions and guidelines used in performing a complete energy 





3.4.1 ·Description of Building Zones 
The selected building under investigation is the Operations Support Building 
(building G-86) which is located at the Mars Deep Space Station. The latter 
is one station in the Deep Space Communication Complex located at Goldstone, 
Cal ifornia. 
Building G-86 is a two story building whose floor plan is illustrated in 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The type of occupancy in each room is presented in 
Table 3.4. In the first floor shown in Fig. 3.1, Room (101) acts as a large 
cold air duct tor plenum) providing the air upward to the second floor con-
trol room number 201. Similarly, Room 102 acts as a cold air plenum 
providi.ng the air upward to the second floor communication room number 213 • 
. The building is ol'iginally composed of seven air conditioning zones as shown 
in Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.3. 
The first zone is the cold plenum (rooms 101 and 102) which receives a total 
of 40,000 cfm of cold air from only two air handlers; 23,000 cfm from air 
handler 1 and 17,000 cfm from air handler 2. Both air handlers land 2 are 
. multizone type with twin hot and cold ducts. A third air handler is 
located in room i07 which acts as a standby only to air handler 1 in case of 
failure. The second zone is the electronic communication room located on 
the second floor which receives 4000 cfm of "comfort air" from air handler 2 
in addition to the part of upward plenum air that is coming through the 
electronic racks located in the communication room onJy.The third zone is the 
electronic control room located also on the second floor which receives 
another 4000 cfm of "comfort air" frt'm air handler 2 in addition to the part 
of upward plenum air that is coming through the electronic racks located 
in the control room only. The comfDrt air temperature is maintained by 
proper air mixing in hot and cold decKs. The fourth zone supplies 2350 cfm 
conditioned air to the second floor rooms number 202,206,207,208 and 209. 
The fifth zone supplies "125 cfm conditioned air to the second floor rooms 
number 203,204 and 205. The sixth zone supplies 400'cfm conditioned air 
to the second floor rooms number 210, 211 and 212. The fourth, fifth and 
sixth zones are fed by a main air duct from air handler 2 through proper 
mixing of air in hot and cold decks. The seventh zone is supplyi.ng equipment 
room 105 in the first floor with 400 ciin from the main "comfort air" duct 
that supplies zones 2 and 3. This is in addition to direct infiltration of 
plenum air in zone 1 to zone 7. For building modelling, zones 1, 2, 3 and 
7 are grouped into one large macrozone given the name macrozone 1. The 
comfort air for macrozone 1 is accordingly fed by air handler 2 by a lumped 
quantity of 8400 cfm. Also, zones 4, 5 and 6 are summed together and modelled 
as macrozone 2, which is fed by air handler 2 by 2875 ciin of conditioned 
air. The sin91e line schematic of' the building two-macrozones is shown 
in Fig. 3.3(b). The data collected to support the calculations are described next. 
3.4.2 Collection of Input Data 
The. followi.ng data points are gathered to support. the modelling process. 
The data are listed in tables 3.5:1 through 3.5.25 and are explained as follows: 
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h) SINGLE LINE SCHEMATIC SHOWING THE TWO AI~ CONDIriONING MACROZONES 





































































32 I ~ 
. ~ 
, 
Type of Room Activity in Building G-86 i 
Nature of Activity Air 
Conditioning 
Zone 
El ectl'on'j c control room plenum 1 
Electronic communication room plenum 1 
Tunnel entrance 
Mechanical room housing air handler No. 2 
Maser room 7 
Mechanical room housing air handler No. 1 
~lechanical room housing air handler No. 3 
(stand by). 
Electronic control room 3 
Hallway 4-
Janitor Room 5 
Rest room 5 
Rest room 5 
Offices area 4-
Offices area 4-
1 Rest area with snack machines 4-Offices area 4-
Offi ces area 6 
Offices area 6 
Hallway 6 










Weathpl" Q'Ita for calendar years 1970 through 1973 were made available for the 
study from nearby sites. Data for a "typical" year were developed from the 
dry bulb temperatures previously measured at ECHO station site and the cloud 
cover data were taken from the China Lake site. Both sites are within a 
radius of 20 miles from the I~ARS site. A "typica'h day" in each month \~as 
formed by a1leraging over the days of the month. Dry bulb temperature data 
were listed 1n Table 3.5.1. Raw wind data for the locatqon were available 
but were not statistically processed. Tee location is known to be non-windy 
and have an average wind speed of 10 mi/hr all year around. Cloud cover 
factors Were given in Table 3.5.2 by the ratio of integrated monthly solar 
radiation (at China Lake site) to that calculated theoretically by ASHRAE (ref. 3), 
In Table 3.5.3, the wind velocity (WMPH) was assumed 10 mph for each hour. 
3.4.2.2 Air Handler Type 
In Table 3.5.4, the first macrozone is fed by the first air handler with cold 
plenum air and the AH type is 1. Also, the first macrozone is fed by the 
second air handler with both plenum and comfort air the type that is described 
under AH = 7. The second macrozone is fed by the second air handler by the 
method described under AH = 2. 
3.4.2.3 Set Points 
By actual field measurements, the first air handler is set at 600F and 950g 
for cold and hot decks, respectively. The second air handler is set at 55 F 
and 9SoF for cold and hot decks, respectively. Data are entered in Table 3.5.5. 
3.4.2.4 Zone Air Handler Characteristics 
Since there is no terminal reheat at any maCI'ozone, the variable REHEAT is set 
equal to zero in Table 3.5.6. The air flow ratio for special zones (HFBRA) 
is only applicable to the first macrozone and is equal to 8,400/25400 = 0.33. 
The type of heating used in both air handlers is electric. No outside air 
economizer cycie is used in both air handlers.. The percentages of outside air 
to total circulating air are measured as 0.05 and 0.17 for air handlers 1 and 
2, respectively, and are entered in Table 3.5.7. The air discharge to each 
macrozone from each air handler is abstracted Trom Fig. 3.3 and entered in 
Tabae 3.5.8. The index for two-level zones (ICNTRL) is given in Table 3.5.9 
for the first macrozone and the fil'stair handler only. Since thel"e is no 
time clock used to control the operation of both air handiers Table 3.5.10 
is left blank or filled with zeros. 
~ ..... -.•..... __ .. __ ..-





3.4.2.5 Compressor-Air Handler Arrangement 
From field observations, the first compressor which is feeding the first air 
handler is composed of two multistage units; each produces 56 tons of refrig-
eration at full load. Although one of them is actually used as a standby, 
both tonnage are entered in Table 3.5.11. The second compressor, feeding 
the second air handler, is composed of three multistage units each having 28 
tons of refrigeration at full load. The second compressor produces 84 tons " 
total at full load and is modelled as a two-stage compressor with 42 tons 
each. Tables 3.5.12 and 3.5.13 are completed following the above information. 
Since the local elevation is 3000 ft. above sea level-with an atmospheric 
pressure of 26.82 in Hg, the multiplier (MLT) in Tilble 3.5.13 is found 
to be 1.08 X 26.82/29.92 or 0.97. 
3.4.2.6 Accessories Load 
The data used in Table 3.5.14 are entirely estimated and taken from name 
plate information. The 4 KWe external lights to the building are assumed 
to be on for 12 hrs/day. The sum of the two air handlers fan power is 6 KWe 
is assumed continuously on for 24 hrs. The same is done with the "!O KWe 
condenser fans and the 7 KWe electric boiler circulating pumps. No 
differentiation is made in auxiliary equipment consumption for daytype (1) 
and daytype (2). 
3.4.2.7 "Architectural Data 
Wall areas, glass areas, orientation, adjacent neighbour condition and 
its temperature, and the fraction of unshaded portions are entered in Tables 
3.5.15 through 3.5.19. Data are collected from field measurements and 
as built drawings. Structural details of walls and roofs are found from 
architectural drawings to support the UVPHI subprogram. The values of UR, 
UH, VRF, VHL, PHIRF, and PHIWL listed in Table 3.5.20, are taken from the 
G-86 example in Appendix C. 
3.4.2.8 Time Schedule of People, l..ight and Equipment 
For each macrozone, Tables 3.5.21 through 3.5.25 include the time schedule 
of number of occupying persons, wattage of fluorescent and incandescent 
light bulbs, wattage of electrical and mechanical equipment. Data for day-
type (1) and daytype C2J are also entered. The data were abstracted frGo. 
tracking station maintenance flles, communication with building personnel 
relative to operating practice, field survey and actual measurements. No 
consideration was given to predicted future changes and only present con-




Table 3.5 Set of Tables For G-85 Input Data 
Table 3.5.1 TOA (F3.0) 
• LL_. I 
. HOUR 
NO!lTH / 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 /40 40 40 39 39 39 38 38 40 44 47 50 51 53 2 146 45 45 45 45. 44 44 45 47 52 56 59 62 63 
3 47 46 46 45 45 45 46 49 52 56 59 60 63 64 
4 51 50 49 48 48 48 48 52 55 59 62 64 66 68 
5 61 59 58 57 56 56 55 57 61 65 68 72 75 77 
6 7" 70 68 67 66 65 65 69 73 77 81 85 87 90 
7 /79 77 76 75 74 73 72 74 78 82 87 90 93 95 
8 80 78 77 76 75 74 73 73 76 81 86 89 91 93, 
9 71 69 68 67 67 66 65 66 70 74 78 82 85 86 
10 59 58 57 57 56 55 55 57 60 63 66 69 72 73 
11 46 46 46 45 46 45 45 45 48 54 56 58 60 61 
12 39 38 37 37 37 37 36 38 40 44 46 48 49 49 
Table 3.5.2 eCF (F 6.2) 
MONTH 1 I ? 'l /J. 
" 
h 7 
eCF 0.88 [ 0.92 0.05 nM n 0<: 0.98 0.88 
. ,_.. Table .3.5.3 WMPH (F3.0) 
.. . . ' 
HOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
WMPH , 10 
-----u;. -.,.- . 
15 16 17 18 
53 52 150 47 
63 63 52 59 
64 64 63 61 
. 
68 69 68 67 
79 80 80 80 
91 92 93 92 
97 98 98 98 
95 95 95 95 
87 88 87 .§.L 
74 73 73 70 
61 61 59 55 
49 48 46 4'3 
A, a 
0.94 a.gll 
15 16 17. 18 
" ~, 
19 20 21 22 
43 41 41 40 
55 52 50 49 
58 55 li3 ~ 
65 61 58 55 
78 76 73 69 
91 88 84 80 
97 94 91 87 
94 91 88 85 
Jl.L 81 n ~5 
67 65 62 61 
52 50 49 49 
41 40 39 39 
In 17 
O.aR 0.97 
19 20 21 22 
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1 1 0 . 
2 7 2 
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3.5.5 SETPTS TABLE· 
KNUN COLO HOT 
1 60 95 





7 I 8 I , 












3.5.6 REHEAT & HFBRA TABLE 
ZONE 1 2 3 4 
REHEAT 0 0 
HFBRA 0.33 0 
3.5.7 HEATER, ALFA & ECON TABLE 
KNU~l . 1 2 3 
HEATER 0 0 
ALFA .05 .17 
ECON 0 0 
3.5.8 ZCFH TABLE 
~ KNut·l 1 2 3 
1 23,000 









-· ... k .• 
37 
5 6 7 8 
4 5 6 7 
. 
4 5 6 


















,.,--. __ . 
L_. 
3.5.9 I-CNTRL TABLE 
~ KNUN 1 2 3 
1 l' 0 









3.5.10 TMCLK TABLE 
KNUN ~ OAYTYP 
1 24 x 0 
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3.5.11 SIZE TABLE 
~ FIRST SECOND HEAT STAGE STAGE PUMP (TONS) (BTU/HR) CNUM (TONS) 
1 56 56 
2 42 42 











3.5.12 COP RES TABLE 
COMPRESSOR NO. SEQUENCE OF AIR HANDLERS FED BY COMPRESSOR 
1 1 , , , , 
2 2 , , , , 
3 
















CLUm , 2 
HLT 
DKI'IHE , l 







3.5.14 ACCERY TABLE 
, 
! ACCESSORIES (K\~H ) DAYTYPE 1 
EXT. LIGHT 48. 
Ali FAIl 144. 
COND.p FAN 240. 































3.5.15 AWAL TABLE 
ZONE S(1) SH(2) H(3) NH(4) 
1 284. a 800. a 







3 5 15 AGLAS TABLE . . 
ZONE S(1) S~I (2) W(3)_ NW(4L. 
--_._-
1 4. 0 0 0 
------ --
.. -







3 5 17 ADJ TABLE . . 
ZONE sIn Sv!(2) :W(3) N\J{/I.) 
1 3 0 3 0 








SE(5) E(6) NE(?) 
a 800. 1380. 
0 195. n 
SEC 5) _ .~10. NEe?) 
a 0 0 




s~lfi) Et§L NEW 
0 3 2 







195. o . 
0 0 
.. -l--._ 
J'1/R ) pnnlO 
3 3 






















3 5 18 SHADE TABLE . . ~ 
ZONE S(ll 511(2) H(3) NH(4) 5E(5) E(6) NE(f) N18) ROOF i 


















3 5 19'TNEXT TABLE . . 
j 
I 
ZONE 50) 5H(2) H(3) NH(4) SE(5) E(5) NE(7) N(8) 
1 
.... .../ 





3 I I l 




-.-- ----- -- ----7 
8 I 
3 5 20 OTHER ZONE DATA • • 
I ZONE 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 A n 1/ 
VOL FT3 96960. 122900. 0 0 0 0 0 0 5500 
of 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 75 TSU1'1 78. 78. ,. '.~ 
nlIN of 68. 68. 0 0 0 _--.9_ 0 0 75 
UR .0657 .0657 0 o . 0 0 0 0 0.1 
UW .0755 .0755 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 1--.-' 
"-
PHIRF RAO. 1 70A· l 704 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3 
PHIWL RAD. 2.962 2.962 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 
VRF 
.0378 .0378 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.05 
WL .• 
.0181 .0181 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.05 
,-_ ASSORT . . 0.62 
LAT RAO .. 0.611 
"TPAM OF . 62 
, NECHO 1 . 0' 










3.5.21 NOP TABLE 
ZONE DAY 24 HOUR SCHEDULE 
1 .2·4 * 7.0 
1 2 24 * 7.0 
1 6 * 0, 10 * 4, 
2 2 24 * 0 
24 * 0 1 
3 ~---2 24 * 0 
-_. ,----- . --------_.-
1 24 * 0 
-4 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 
5 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 • 
6 2 24 * 0 
.~-- . . _----
1 24 * 0 
7 
1--:. 
2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 
8 2 24 * 0 
______ --, __ ' _-'-.i~_~,,-, . 
43 
---_._. 


























3 5 22 KFLGHT TABLE . . 
. 
ZONE DAYTYPE 24 HOUR - SCHEDULE 
~ ,".0:.- 1 6 * 13.0, 4 * 16.5. 6 * 20.5 2 * 17. 
1 2 6 * 13.0; 4 * 16.5, 6 * 20.5, 2 * 17. 
" 
, 1 6 * 3.0, 10 * 6.9, 8 * 3.0 
- 2 2 24 * 3.0 
. 
1 24 * 0.0 
~ 3 2 24 * 0.0 , 24 * 0.0 • 
• 
4 2 24 * 0.0 
~ 1 24 * 0.0 
5 2 . 24 * 0.0 
1 24 * 0.0 . 
, 6 2 24 * 0.0 
t 1 24* 0.0 
I 7 -' 2 24 * 0.0 1--' 1 . 24 * 0.0 
, .-
, 8 , 2 24 * 0.0 
3 5 23 KILGHT TABLE . . 
ZONE DAYTYPE 24 HOUR 
-
SCHEDULE 
1 24 * 0 
1 ? 24 * 0 
1 6 *0 '10*0.1 8'# 0 2 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 3 
2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 
4 2 24 * 0 
. 
24 * 0 1 5 I 24 * 0 2 
. ' 1 24 * 0 6 24 * 0 2 . 
1 24 * 0 
. 7 I . 2 24 * 0 ~ , 1 24 * 0 2 24* 0 
". ---"" . ~- -, . 
- - .. - !' •. _-'-. -";"""-~- ---- -- - ------,- "- ".----,-_. 
; 
;:c 
II,-··~ __ -- . ",,,,,, .. "--
















--, ZONE DAYTYPE 24 HOUR - SCHEDULE . 
1 24 * 99.4 
--1 2 ?/l * 00 A 
1 6 * ',l.li. 1 Q*3 • ;3 ,.JL-I: _ 3. D-..,-_ I 2 2 24 ~.\) 
1 
, I 24 " 0 
3 2 24 * 0 i 
1 24 * 0 I. 4 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 i 
5 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 I , 
6 2 24 * 0 
1 24 1< 0 
7 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 ! 
8 2 24 * 0 ! 
. 
3.5.25 KEOUPM TABLE 
ZONE DAYTYPE 24 HOUR - SCHEDULE 
" 
1 24 * 0 
1 2 24 *- n 
1 24 * 0 
2 2 24.. *0_ I 
1, 24 * 0 I 
3 2 
-
I 2g, *- ~ ~ 1 24 * 0 4 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 
5 2 24 * a . 
. 
1 24 * 0 . 
6 2 24 * 0 
1 24 * 0 . 
7 2 ;24 * 0 
1 124 * 0 
8 r 2 124 * b 1 



















DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT FORt4S 
The program results are given in tabular form" and are divided into seven groups: 
l} Tables of echoed input data 
2} Tables of hourly, daily and monthly load calculation of each zone 
3} Tables of hourly, daily and monthly cooling and heating loads-o-r-each 
air handler 
4} Til.bIes of hourly, daily, and monthly cooling load of each vapol""compression 
comressor 
5} Tab es of hourly, daily and monthly profile of watt-hour meter 
6} Tables of new design conditions ' 
7} Tables of monthly and yearly itemization of energy consumption and cost 
Each group of tables is described next. 
4.1 Tables of Echoed Input Data 
Upon assigning tht variable NECHO (see number 12, Table 3.3) the value "one," 
the program will call the subroutine ECHO to echo all the input data in a 
readable tabular form. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the output form for the example 
building (G-86) given in Sec. 3.4. The input data presented in Fig. 4-1 
should match the data in Section 3.4.2 and are sectioned for convenienee 
to the reader. 
4.2 Tables of Zone Loads 
The output form presented in Fig. 4-2 pertains to the same example, Building 
G-86, presented in Section 3.4. Only the result of the month of January 
is given as an example; i.e., Fig. 4-2 presents 1/12 of the zone loads output. 
The columns from left to right are explained as follows: 
Column 1 (HO) 
Column 2 (ZONE) 
Column 3 (DAY-TYPE) 
Column 4 (HR) 
Co 1 UITII1 5 ( HIFILTN) 
Column 6 (GLASS) 
Column 7 (TRANS HTN ) 
Column 8 (LIGHT) 
Column 9 (PEOPLE) 
Column 10 (EQUIPMENT) 
Column 11 (NET HEAT) 
Column 12 (SUPPLIED 
AIR TEMP) 
Column 13 (RESULTANT 
RM TEBP) 
_~_____ _~"-''' _~b"_ . 
gives the month (varies "from Jan to Dec) 
gives the zone or macrozone number (varies from 1 to 8) 
gives the daytype number (1 or 2). 
gives the hour of the day (varies from 1 to 24) 
gives the infiltration heat gain or loss to the zone 
in Btu/hr 
gives the direct solar heat gain and heat transmission 
from the outside air through glass areas of the zone, 
in Btu/hr 
gives the combined solar and ambient heat tl"ansmitted 
through solid walls and roofs of the zone, in Btu/hr 
gives the heat gain to the zone by incandescent and 
fluorescent lights, in Btu/hr 
gives the sensible heat gain to the zone due to 
people, in Btu/hr 
gives the heat gain to the zone by mechanical and 
electrical equipment in Btu/hr 
gives the algebraic sum of columns 5 through 10, in 
Btu/hr 
gives the supply air tempel"ature to the zone, in deg F 
gives the zone inside temperature in deg F. This shoUld 
match the design conditions with proper air handling. 

























Column 14 (COOLING) 
Column 15 (HEATERl} Column 16 (BOILER 
Column 17 (PUMP) 
47 
This gives the cooling coil load in tons of refrigeration 
that is required to satisfy the zone needs. 
This gives the heating coil load in Btu/hr, which is . 
required to satisfy the zone needs. Column (15) is us~::' 
for electric heating, column (16) for gas-fired boilers 
and column (Ur for heat pumps. Only one of the three 
columns will give the heating load values. 
Tables of Air-handler Loads 
The hourly, daily or monthly cooling and heating loads on the air handler 
coils are presented in Fig. 4.3. for the example building G-86.Table 4.3 
presents only results for the month of January i.e., 1/12 of the yearly 
total air-handler load tables. 
The columns of Fig. 4.3 from left to right are explained as follows: 







Col umn 8 
Column 9 






(BOILER) J' (PU~lP) . 
Column 10 (MIN TSAZ) ( 
Column 11 (MAX TSAZ)f 
gives the air-handler number (varies from 1 to 8 
maximum) 
gives the month (varies from Jan to Dec) 
gives the day-type number (lor 2) 
gives the hour of the day (var·jes from 1 to 24) 
gives the temperature, in deg F, of the air mixture 
at the fan-coil entrance. This is a mixture of outside 
air and return air 
gives the cooling load on the air-handle cooling coil 
in tons of refrigeration 
gives the heating load on the air handler heating 
coil in Btu/hr. Column (7) for electric resistance 
heaters, column (8) for gas-fired boilers Clnd column 
(9) for a heat pump 
gives the limits of the supply air temperature (in 
deg F) to all the zones fed by a particular air handler. 
Column (10) gives the minimum value, and column (11) 
gives the maximum value. 
In addition to the above, the monthly minimum and maximum supply air temper-
ature to the air handler zones are listed for reference. 
4.4 Tables of Refri gerati on-Compressor Loads 
The hourly, daily or monthly cooling loads on the vapor-compression refriger-
ator compressors. are printed.in a form identical to Fig. 4.4. Fig •. 4.4 lists 
the output results for the example building G-86, and the results shown 
present 1/12 of the fun year performance. The columns are explained as follows: 
Column 1 (COMPRESSOR) gives the number of compressors (varies from 1 to a 
maximum of 10) . 
Column 2 (MONTH) 
Column 3 (DAY-TYPE) 
Co 1 umn 4 (HOUR) 
Co 1 umn 5 (TONNAGE) 
gives the month of the year (varies from Jan to Dec) 
giVes the number of day-type (lor 2) 
gives the hour of the day'''lvaries from 1 to 24) 
gives the cooling load on compressor. in tons of 
refrigeration . 
Next to the above columns, the "DAILY TOTAL" line gives the sum of cooling 
energy consumed for each day in ton.l1rs. The number of hours pel" day during 
which the compressor was "off" is also included • 
. - - .. -










4.5 ~iatt-hour Profile 
The hourly electrical energy consumption of the building under study is summed for all the lights, electronic equipment, mechanical equipment, etc., 
., 





; ! and presented in the form of Fig. 4.5. Fig. 4.5 presents the results of the j, example building 6-86. The simulated KWe values given in Fig. 4.5 should not deviate very much (+ 10% at the most) from the actual watt-hour meter chart, if available. -
4.6 Design Conditions 
The design conditions output provide data for the user who is designing new building equipment, or for quantizing the difference between a "present" condition and a "properly designed" one. The design conditions data are di vi ded into three sets. . 






These consist of: 
a) Minimum one-hour heat gain or loss to or from the zone,in Btu/hr, among the whole year hourly data b) Maximum one-hour heat gain to or from the zone, in Btu/hr, among the 
i I 
I I 
whole year hourly data 
c) Design value of cfm for proper design d) Present value of cfm 
e) Maximum cooling load in tons of refrigeration needed to satisfy the zone needs 
4.6.2 Air-Handler Conditions 
a) Minimum ventilation air, in cfm (MIN CFM) b) Minimum ratio of outside air to total air circulation (MIN ALFA) ci Yearly minimum and maximum temperature of supply air to zones fed by a given air handler d) Yearly maKimum cooling load on air handler cooling coils 
4.6.3 Compressor Design Conditions 
These include: 
a) Yearly sum of cooling energy in TON HOURS b) The yearly maximum cooling load in TONS. 
4.7 Monthly Energy Consumption, Itemization and Cost 






gives the month of the year gives the monthly energy consumption due to incandescent and fluorescent lights in the builaing , in KWHe gives the monthly energy consumption due to mechanical 
and electrical equipment in the building in KWHe gives the monthly energy consumption due to auxiliaries in KWHe 
gives the monthly energy consumption by vapor 























gives the monthly energy consumption by electric 
resistance heaters in Klme, if any gives the monthly energy consumption by heat pump(s) 
in KWH , if any 
gives ~he monthly electric energy consumption, in KWH
e
• 
Column 8 is the sum of columns2,3,4,5,6,and 7. 
gives the monthly thermal energy consumption by gas-
fired boilei's used for heating, in KWHt gives the montnly energy cost in dollars, combining 
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~CP PROGRA~ DATE 062318 P~GE 
._, EN~RGt CONSUMPTION ESTIMATION Fon'SUILDING G-S6 
'*K NuHBF.R OF MACRoznNES ~ 2 
.*. NUMBER OF AIRHANOLERS • 2 
*'* ABSORPTIYITV O~ wALLS IND ROOFS R ,62 
••• LATITUDE INGLE FOR THE LOCATION Z 35. 
****.* •• ,*** ••••••••• , •••••• ****** ••• ***********. ZONE INPUT DATA *.****~**'*************'******'**********'*'.**$'*'**" 
.~, WALL A~EA IN SQ, FT, 
OItIENTA TION 5 SW W NW 
ZONE 
I aaQ. o. 800. o. 
2 103;. 0, 200. o. 
*** WALL ADJACENT CONDITIONS 
ORIENTATION S SW W NW 
ZONE' 
1 3 0 3 0 
l! 3 0 3 0 
.*. FRACTION OF UN5HADED ARE4 OF WALL 
OQIENHTION S 5W 
ZONE 
1 1.0 1.0 
2 1.0 1.0 
*,. GLASS ~REA IN SQ, FT. 
ORtE'lTATlnN 5 5W 
ZONE 
1 ~. D. 
2 11 O. o. 
** OCCUPANCY L04D 
DAY 
ZONE TI'PE ~ 2 3 
I 1 • 7.0 7.0 7.0 
1 2 7.0 1 •. 0 r.o 
~ 1 ,0 .0 .0 
2 2 ,0 .0 .0 
~* ~LUORE5CE~T LIGHT !N KW 
0.' 







4 5 6 
7.0 7.0 7.0 
7.0 7.0 7.0 
.0 .n .0 
.0 ' ,0 .0 
4 5 ,6 
BE E NE N RDOF 
o. aoo. 1380. ISla. aSho, 
O. 196, O. 1170. 2290. 
o FOR NO WALL OR PARTITIONS 
! FOR AN !NT~RIDR WALL ~DJO!NTING • CONSTANT TEMP 
2 FOR AN INTERIOR WALL ADJO!NTIHG A UNCONDITIONED ZONE 
3 FOR AN EXTERIOR WALL EXPOSED TO AM6IENT 
SE E HE N ROOI' 
0 3 2 3 l 
0 3 0 2 3 
BE E NE N ROOF 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Fig. 4.1 Input Data from 
3E E NE N ROOF Echo Subrouti ne 
0, 0, 0, 196. O. 
O. 4. O. O. O. 
SCHEPULE 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1& 17 18 n 20 21 22 23 
7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 1.0 1.0 7,0 7.0 'T,O 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
7.0 7.0 7.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 1,0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 1.0 7.0 
ij.o ~.o 4.0 ",0 4.0 4.0 4,0 4.0 4.0 ".0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 
.0 ,0 .n .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 


































































































*. ELEeTR!C~L EQUTPMENT LOAD IN KW 
DAY 

































































































VO~U~E OF ZONE IN cu. FT. 
SU~~ER INS lor DFSIGN CONDYTION 
wr~TER lNSIDE DESIGN CONDITION 
HelT TRANSF,R COEFF FOR W1LLS 
~EAT TRANSFER COEFF 'OR POOFS 
5 b 7 
.0 .0 liD 
.0 .0 ClO 
.0 ~.o III 
,,0 .0 .0 
1 
~6960.0 
IOEG Fl 16.00 















































































































































































































































































































••••••• ** •••• *v****.*** ••• ** ••• ****.******.***.** .'R HlNOLEP DATA **********~****'****"******~*
'*******$*'***.*'*.$"" •• ,.,. 
i~ 











~. llR HANDLER SCHEDULE WITH TIME CLOCK 
DAY 
.. ",-..• ," 
4 5 6 7 8 ~ 
Fig. 4.1(Continuation) 
'petru' ,,('trW Q lilt· . - t? 'zwx"'1e-. e' t rf X'ttr r _,t. ia "H' bitt I ... tll~'2 '''=*'1 ............... ,,'11 t • .... .....,0 ".-..:::. 
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ECP PROGRAM DAH 062378 PAGE 
A~ TYPE 1 2 3 0 5 I> 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 10 15 16 17 10 19 20 21 22 23 
I 1 ON 0" ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON 
I 2 ON ON ON ON ON ~N ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON 
'2 1 ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON nN ON ON 0>1 ON ON ON ON ON ON ON 
2 2 'ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON 
** AIR QUANTITY DISTRIBUTION IN CFH 
Al~HANDLER NO. C 3 a 5 I> 7 e q 10 
ZON. 
I 23000.0 25400.0 
2 .0 2875.0 
UqHANOLER NQ. 1 2 3 a 5 6 7 e 9 10 
COLO DECK SErpO!NT bO.OO 55.00 
HOT orCK SErpe!"'T 95.00 qs.oo 
PERCENT VFNT AIR .os .17 
DUTS!PE AIR 'CONO~IZER NO NO 
TVPE OF ~EATING IN AK ELEC ELEC 
*.'.$*****~'*'*"*'*~'*.**'*'**'**.*'***$*'****** COMPRESSOR OAT~ **************************.*****.****,.*** •• ***.** ••••••• *** 
~, CO~PRESSO~/AlR~ANDLER nISTRIBUTION 
Alq HANDLER NO, CO~NeCTEO TO I COMPRFSSOR 
AIR HANO~ER NO. CONNECTED TO a COMPRESSOR 





















CO~PRESSORNO. 1 2 :; 4 5 6 7 8 q 10 
FT~5T CONDENSER TONNAGE 5&.00 -42.00 
2ND CONDENSER TONNAGE 5&.00 42.00 






$.*~.*.*.**.***$* ••• *'*.*****.******.**~****.**.****$.**********.**.***.*.***** •• ~., •• **.**'**.** •• *.*~**.$.* •• ** ••••• *** ••••• $.** 
b ~§ 
(g17.l 9~ ;;~ 
~l ~ (v 
~tI 










AH-l,1*0,7.2. SETPTS.60,,9S,.S$.,9S •• 






































SSINPUTI AWAL.2B".,O.,800,.0.,O,,800.,1360 •• 151~.,45&O,. 
A~AU1.al=ln35 •• 0 •• 200.,O •• O •• I'1b.,O,'1770 •• 22qO •• 
AGLAS"U.,b*O,e1Q6.,Oevl10 e ,a*o.,u.,3*O •• 
~DJ=3,O,3,0.O,3.2,3,3,3.0.3.0,O.3,0,2,3, 
VOL 2 9bQbO.,22900., UR=.06S7 •• 0bS7.b*O •• 
U ••• 07SS,.07~S.6*O" PHIRf=2*1.704,.'O" 
PHI'l =2-'.,'162.6*0 •. , VRF32*,0378.6*O,. 
V_~=2*.Otll.b*0 •• ASSORT: •• ? 
































ita I ,t,",. > -h P"hOlllS;. ',w m" 1 trt' 'j,ft d'# 'it "" -,." ~i"", rl-h?"'1 'f, '*'f ••• r1~'"rl .. "'"Oii'"1''''''"~~",-~",,~ ....... ~_._,.u.._,_,~_," ... ~_" . ..:...~~<._:-..:~ 
~c 7'" ."'~' .-;'-- M.C, ...,.~_,, __ 7~ ___ ~~ 
ECP PROGRAM 
135q2'V!C(ll.EC~2/WEATHER 
I 40 40 40 39 39 39 38 38 40 44 47 SO 51 53 53 52 50 47 43 41 41 40 40 40 
2 46 45 45 45 U5 44 a. aS 47 52 56 59 62 63.63 63 62 59 55 52 50 09 48 47 
3 47 06 46 as 45 45 46 uq 52 56 59 60 63 6. 60 64 63 61 58 5~ ,3 51 50 09 
4 51 50 .9 08 oR 4S 48 S2 55 S9 62 64 66 68 68 69 .8 67 65 61 S8 S5 53 52 
5 61 59 58 57 ;6 56 ~S 57 61 65 68 72 15 77 79 80 AO 80 78 76 73 69 66 63 
6 71 70 6~ 67 66 65 6; 69 73 77 al 85 87 90 91 92 93 92 91 88 Ao AO 76 74 
7 79 77 76 75 74 73 72 74 78 82 87 90 93 95 97 98 qa 98 97 9U 91 A7 84 81 
e ~o 7~ 77 76 75 14 73 73 76 At 86 a9 91 93 95 95 95 95 94 91 A8 AS 63 81 q 71 69 6A 67 67 66 65 66 70 74 78 82 AS 86 87 88 87 86 84 81 77 75 73 71 
10 59 S8 57 "7 56 55 55 57 60 63 66 69 72 73 74 13 73 70 61 h5 62 61 59 59 
11 4& 06 46 45 46 45 45 4S qR S4 56 58 60 bl 61 61 59 SS 5a SO 49 49 U8 47 
12 39 J8 37 37 37 37 36 38 UO UU U6 46 u9 49 49 uS 46 43 41 UO 39 39 ]8 38 
13 0 .. 86 O.Q2 o.qS 0.94 0.96 0.98 Oe B8 0.9" o,qa 0.98 0.97 0,92 
I" 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
_PRT,S VIC.NAMELIST/G-Sb_NEW 
Fig. 4.1 (Continuation) 















E';P PROGRAM DATE 062376 P4GE 
~a tONE DAY. HR INFILTN GL45S Tfl.~SMIT/I LIGHT POEPLE EDUfPMENT NET HE~T SUPPLIED RESULTANT COOLING HEATER BO IUR PUMP 
TYPE CBTU) C ~TU) CBTUl CBTUl CBTUl (BTU) CBTUl AIR TEMP RH TEMP CTONS) (BTU) CBTU) (BTUI 
J~~ 1 1 I -52669, -6328. ·«;31.19 .. S5~5B. 2030. 3l9252. 3?R394. 61.0 68.0 2&.2& 1~5262. O. O. 
JAil 1 1 2 -S2bEJQ. .6326. .10160. 55458. 2030. 339252. 3275a3. &1.0 68.0 26.25 135925. O. O. 
JAN 1 1 3 • 5~66q. -6328. _10988. 554S8. 2030 • 339252. 326755. 61.0 68.0 26.24 13.583. O. O. 
, JAN 1 1 4 -sasso .. • &1554. _\1178. 55458 • 20.0. 339252. 323859, 61.1 b6.0 25.61 139626. O. O. ~§ . JAN I 1 5 • 54550. • 6554. _1i?47L1 • 55458 • 2030. 339252. 3n163. 61O! 6B.0 25, 79 1~0182 • 0, O. 
JAN 1 1 6 • 5a550. .. &IlSLJ. -13030. 55458 • a030. 339252. 3.2b07. 61.1 68.0 25.78 140625. 0, O. 
. !;JAN 1 I 7 -5&431. • 6780. _131J07, 70369. 2030 • 339,,52. 33S053 • 60.9 68.0 25.61 131366. O. O. t:5~ 
,'JAN I 1 8 -56431. .lH~2q. -13581. 703~9. 2030. 339252. 336731. 60,8 68.0 25.64 130039. O. o. ~~ ,:JAN I 1 q -52b6'1, .2qq8. ·13';39. 70389. 2030, 33925? 342466. bO.7 68.0 26 .• 51 124109, 0= o •• 
IJA~ 1 1 10 • 45145. -ltOI. -13284 • 703~9. 2030. 339252. 352142. 60,5 68.0 28.23 113933. n. o. • t"' 
!~ ~'A N I 1 11 -39502. 172. ... t?S\::53. 87453. 2030 • 339252. 176572. 60.0 68.0 29.88 93393. O. o. :g::; 
, JAN I 1 12 -3385B. 1049. -12218. 87453. 203~. 339252. 38370B. 59.8 68.0 31.23 8bln2. o. o. ~ .' 
"JAN 1 1 13 -31 977. 1976. $1J !J7Q. 87453. 2030. 339252. 386354. 59,8 bA.O 31.68 8UOOb. O. O. , t~; 
.,JA~ I I 1" -28215. Q33. .. 106b8. 874~3. • 030. 339252 • 390784, ;9.7 6~.O 32.58 79778. O. O. ~~ i.'JA~ 1 I 15 -2~2IS, -60. ",QSl!O. 87453. 2030. 339252. 390620. 59.7 MhO 32.58 79899. O. o. 
:JA~ I 1 16 -300Q6"" -1765. .9051. 87453. 203011 3392~2. 387823. 5'1.1 68.0 32.12 824Jb. O. o. 
r i JA'I 1 I 11 -]3858. _406~. • S355. 72522 • .0]0. 33.9252. 367523. 60.2 68.0 30.89 9Sb35. O. O. !.!J~N I 1 18 • 3q5C'2. -4746, .,.17Q9. 72522. 203 O. 339?52. 36175~ • 60.3 68,0 2Q.5Q 104715 • O. O. 
!'JAN 1 I 19 -47026. .5&50. -7421. 55458. 2n!o. 3;q252. 336,,43. 60.8 68.0 27.~6 12b6.5. O. O. 
!JAN I I 20 -s07B8, -61025 n72~8. 554 sa. 2010. 339252. 332603. 60,9 &8.0 ?~.72 131234. o • O. 
!J.~ 1 I 21 -So78~. ' • 6102. • 7290. 55458. 2030. 339252 • 33256\ • 60.Q 68.0 26.72 131267. O. O • 
.'JAN 1 1 22 .. S2&&Q. .. 6328. .7SUS • 55458 • 2030. 3H252. 33DI9Q, 61.0 b8.0 26.29 133A49. O. O. 
i:JA'I 1 I 23 -52669. -6328. .7996. 55"58. 2n30. 339252. 329748. bI.o 68.0 26.29 H"207. O. o. '" 
'I 1 1 24 -52&69. -6328. ·~&II. 55458. 2030. 339252. 329133. 61.0 68.0 26.28 134695. O. o. '" ,JA'I 
:i 
:!JAN I 2 I -52669. -6328. .,93!J911 55458. 2030. 339252. 3283Q4, 6100 68.0 26.26 135282. O. O. 
;JA~ 1 ;:. 2 -52669. . -63 2B. -10160, 55458. 2030 • 339252. 327583. 61.0 68.0 2b.25 135925. O. o. 
!J'~ 1 2 3 -52669. • 63~B, -10968. 55458. 2030. 3H2S2 • 326755. 61.0 68.0 26.24 13&583. o. o. 
'JAN 1 2 4 .. 51.1550. .. cssa. -11778. 55458 • 2030 • 339252. 323859. 61.1 68.0 25.81 t39b26, O. O. 1 
,JAN 1 2 5 -54550, .. 655!l. -t2t.1711. 55"58. 2030. 339,,52. 323163. 61.1 68.0 25.79 140182. O. O. 
IJAN 1 2 6 -5u5S0. .,65SlIl11 -\3030. 55458. 2030. 339252. 3~2b07. 61O! 68.0 25.78 \40625. O. O. IJ~~ I 2 7 -56'131 .. • 6780. .,t3LlO7. 70369. 2030. 339?S2 • 335053 • 60.9 68.0 25.bl J313~b. O. O. 
!JAN 1 2 ~ .56 0 31. "U929. -13581. 703~9. 2030. 339252. 350731. 60.8 68.0 25.64 130039. O. O. 
iJ~N 1 2 9 ·5?6bQ • -2998. ·1~539. 70389. ?030. 339252. 3"2466. 60.7 68.0 26.5! 124109, O. O. 
)JA),f 1 2 10 -4~145. -1101. -13284. 70389. '20;0. 339252. 352142. 60.5 68.0 28.23 113933. O. O. 
iJAN 1 2 11 -3QS02. 172. -12833. 87453. 2030. 339252, 376572. 60110 68.0 29.88 93393. O. O. 
iJAN 1 2 Ii? .-33858, 1049. -12218. 87Q53. 2030. 339252. 383108. 59.8 68,0 31.23 8b4 72. O. O. 
jJA~ 1 2 13 -31 977. 1076. _!l479. 87453. 2Q30. 339?S2. 38&35., 59.8 ba •. 0 31.68 SQo06. O. O. 
IJHI I 2 IQ -2ij215. 9n. _10668. 87453. 2030. 3:59 ?57. • Hn 78Q. 59.7 -68.0 32.58 79776. O. O. 
jJUI 1 2 15 -28215. vea. • q~uo. 87u53· 2030. lHasa. 390620 • ~9.7 68.0 32.58 79899. O. O. 
lJA~ I 2 Ib -3no96. -J76S. • Q051. 87453. 2030. 339252. 3878.3. 59.7 &8 111 0 32.12 82Ul6. O • O. 
"{JA,., I ~ 17 -33858. .. .llO6~. -8355. 72522 .• 2030. 33Q252. 367523. 60.2 68.0 ]0,89 98635. O. O. 
iJAN 1 2 18 -39502'. -4746. .7799. 12522. 2030. 339252. 361758. 60,3 68,G 29,59 104715. O. O. ~J"N 1 • 2 19 .4702&. .. 565"0. -7LJ21, 55458. 2030. 3H252 • 336643. 60 •. 8 68.0 27.56 1266b5. O. O. 
iJA"I I 2 20 -50788 .. .6102. • 72tJ8. 55"58. 2030. 339252 • 332603. bO.9 68.0 26.72 131?3~. n, o. 
IJAN I 2 21 .50788. -6102. -7290. 55458. 2030. 339252. 3325bl. 60,9 68.0 26.72 IJI?67. O. o. 
.1 JA~ 1 2. 22 -S2&bQ. -b~2B. • 7545. 55ij.,8. 2030. 3;9252 • 330199. 61.0 68,0 26.29 133849. O. O. 
'JA~ 1 2 C3 ... S?bb q lll -632". ~7q96. 55Qo;a. 2030. 339252. 329748. 61.0 68.0 ,26.29 \3Q207. O. O. 
!JAN i 2 24 ""2b6Q. -bH8. _8611. S5Q58. 2030. 339?52. 329133. 61.0 68.0 26.28 13Q695, O. O. I 
Fig. 4.2 Hourly~ Daily, and 110nthly Zone Load Calculations 
I, i 
7~~·~"~:;.;,1 
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I 
! ECP PROGRAM DATE 062318 PAGE 
! 
ArR- HO DAY. HR TEMP OF COOlING HEATER SOllER PUMP MIN fSAZ . MAX T6AZ 
HANOlER TVPE MIXED AIR (TO~S) (BTU) (BTU) (BTU) (DEC F) (DEG F) 
2 JAN I 1 63.2 15.]5 161118. O. O. 61.92 66.67 
<1 JAN I 2 63.2 15.33 16211.3. O. O. 61.95 66.83 
<1 JAN 1 3 63.2 15.31 163136. O. O. 61.98 66.Q9 I 2 JAN I q 63.1 14.Q2 167135. O. O. 62.10 67.36 1 2 JAN I 5 63.1 14.91 166014. O. 0, 62. !3 67.50 
2 JAN 1 6 63.1 IU.eq 168724. ·0. O. 62.15 07.62 
2 JAN I 7 62.9 15.0e 144908. ~. o. 61.04 61.65 
2 JAN I 8 62.9 15.28 13559$. O. O. 5",48 61.58 
2 JAN I q 63.2 16.15 124109. O. O. 54.65 61.34 
2 JAN 1 10 63.9 I)' .66 113933. O. O. 5 •• 32 60.95 
2 JAN I 11 64.4 19.15 93393. O. O. 50.81 59.96 
2 JAN' 1 12 64.Q 20.34 66472. O. O. 49.86 59.67 
2 JAN I 13 65.! 20. '/4 84006. O. O. 49.73 59.56 
2 JAN I 14 65.4 21.53 79778. o. O. ~9.97 59.38 
I 2 JAN I· 15 65,4 21.5)) 19899. 0, 0, 51.28 59.39 i 2 JAN I 16 65.3 21.12 82436, 0, n. 53.15 59.50 
~ JAN I 11 64.Q 19.45 116539. O. O. 60.33 64.50 
2 JAN I 18 64.4 18.31 126015. O. O. 60.56 64.9Q 
2 JAN 1 19 63,8 16.50 150042. O. O. &1.58 65.73 
2 JAN I 20 63.4 15.77 155668. O. O. 61.74 6~.09 
2 JAN 1 21 63.4 15.77 !5S~q2, O. O. 61.75 66.09 
2 JAN 1 22 63,2 15,40 158946, O. 0, 61.84 66.33 
2 JAN I 23 63.2 15.39 IS94n. o. o. 61.86 66.41 Ul 00 
2 JAN 1 24 63.2 15.37 160220, O. 0, 61.89 66.53. 
2 JAN 2 1 63,2 15.35 161118. O. O. 61.92 66.67 
2 JAN 2 2 63.2 15.33 162113. 0, O. 61.95 66.83 
a JAN 2 3· 63.2 15.31 163136. O. O. 61.98 66.99 
l! JAN 2 4 63.1 14.92 167135, O. O. 62.10 67.36 
2 JAN 2 5 1:3.1 14.91 168014. o. o. 62.13 67.50 
2 JAN 2 6 63. ! 14.89 168724. O. O. 62,15 67.62 
2 JAN 2 7 6~,q 14.77 160286. O. O. 61.65 67.91 
2 JAN 2 S 02.9 14.96 150973. O. O. 61.58 64.35 
'2 JAN ~ 9 63.2 15.84 \38546. O. 0, . 61.34 61.52 
2 JAN 2 10 63.9 17,45 123007. O. O. 59.19 60 .95 
2 JAN 2 11 64.a 19.01 99099. O. G. 57.68 59.96 
2 JAN 2 12 6u.9 20.2a 90108. o. O. 56.73 59.67 
2 JAN 2 13 65.1 20.65 8734 I. 0, O. 56.60 59.56 
2 JAN 2 14 65." 21.42 e35~1. o. D •. 56,as 59.36 
2 JAN 2 15 bS.LJ 21.34 86390. O. 0, 58.15 59.39 
2 JAN 2 1& 65.3 2Q.7e 94090. n. 0, 59.50 60.62 
2 JAN 2 17 6#,9 19."5 118539. O. o. 60.33 6a.50 
2 JAN 2 18 64.4 18.31 126015. 0, O. 60.56 &lI.qq 
2 J-AN 2 19 63.8 16.50 150042. O. O. 61.56 &5.73 
2 JAN 2 20 b3.U 15.77 155668. D. O. 61.74 66,09 
2 JAN 2 21 63.4 IS.77 155692. O. O. 61.75 6~.O9 
2 JAN 2 22 61.2 15.40 15~9"b. O. O. &I.B~ 66.33 
2 JAN a 23 63.2 15.39 159479. o. O. 61.M 66.al 
z JAN 2 24 b3.2 15.37 1602<'0. o. O. ~1.8~ 66.53 
Fig. 4.3 (Continuation) • MONTHLY MIN SUPPlY AIR TEMP • ~9.7 * MONTHLY MA~ 8U~PLV AIR TEMP. 67.9 
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ECP PROGRAM DATE 06237e PAGE 
COM". ~ONT'" OAV~ HOUR TONAGE 
PRESSOR TYPE 
I J~N ! I 12.27 
! JAN I 2 1?.27 
! JAN 1 3 17..27 
1 JAN ! 4 12.16 ~O I JAN 1 5 12.1~ 
I JAN I b 12.18 ' z.'1 
I JAN 1 7 12,08 (3G1 
I JAN I 8 12. 08 O~ I JAN 1 9 12.27 
I JAN 1 10 12.64 i"t"' 
1 JAN I II 12.92 8'1:1 
1 JI.N I 12 13.20 ~~ t JAN I 13 t3,2Q I JAN, 1 14 13.1.I8 
I J,!;N I 15 13."8 8--. 
1 JAN I 16 13.39 
.~ CI> 
I JAN I 11 U.~O 
I JAN 1 18 12.92 
1 JaN I 19 12.S~ 
I JaN 1 20 12.36 
I JAN 1 21 12.36 
1 JAN I 22 12.21 <.n 
.1 JAN t 23 12.27 '" I JAN 1 2Q 12.27 .$ DAlLV TOTAL I 302.3Q TON8 eOMPR~5S0R OFF I o HR 
1 JAN <1 I 12.27 
, 1 JAN 2 2 12.27 
1 JAN 2 3 12.27 
I JAN 2 4 12.18 
I .JAN 2 5 12.18 
I JAN 2 b 12.18 
t JAN 2 7 12.08 
I JAN 2 8 12 0 0A 
I JAN 2 q 12.27 
I JAN 2 10 12.04 
I J~>I i! 11 12.92 
I JAN 2 12 13.20 Fig. 4.4 Hourly, Daily" and Monthly Compressor Loads I JAN 2 \3 13.29 
,I JHl 2 14 t 3-. QR 
1 JAN 2 15 13.48 
I • JAN 2 16 B.H 
I JAN 2 11 13.20 
'I JAN 2 18 12.92 
I J.N 2 IQ 1".55 
I JAN 2 20 12.3& 
I JA~ 2 21 12.3& 
1 J.~ 2 22 \<'.27 , JAN 2 n \2.?7 
\ JAN 2 Zq 12.27 • OAtL Y TOT ~\. I 302.3Q TONS COMPRESSOR OFF I o HR 
*En !:e"'! '~ e' _.---.r...~.-""""",-~~;;""A" tr . ..., '" ...... "'''''-''='-'~.~ .... ...-.._·_·.-...' __ ~O ••• _ .. ~._. ____ ..... ,._~,.'""'., __ .... ,." ... ,~__ .::,,~ 
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ECP PROGRA" DATE 06~n! PAGE .< 
; COM- MONTH DAY- HOUR TONAGF. 
PRESSOR TYPE 
2 JlN 1 1 1$.3'5 
2 JAN 1 2 15.33 
I 2 JUI I 3 115 .. 31 -~ I 2 JAN I ~ 14.92 " " 2 JAN 1 5 14.Q! 
" 
2 JAN ! b 14.69 
. 2 JAN 1 7 15.08 
I Z JAN 1 8 15.28 
l' 
2 JA'l I q 16.15 
2 JA" 1 10 11.66 
I Ii 2 JAN 1 11 19.15 
I, 2 JiN 1 12 20.3£1 2 JAN 1 13 20" 7,4 
II 2 JAN ! 14 21.S3 
'/ 2 JAN 1 15 21.53 2 JAN 1 16 21 • I 2 
2 JAN 1 17 19.45 
2 J1>l 1 18 18.31 
2 JIN 1 19 16.5D 
2 JA'I 1 20 1 S. 77 
2 JAN 1 21 15.71 
2 JAN 1 22 15"tlO 
en 2 JAN 1 23 15.39 
!iIl,23 TONi! 
0, 
2 JiN 1 i!q 15.31 * OAlL f TOTAL , COMPRESSOR OFF' o I~R 
2 JAN 2! ! 15.35 
2 JAN 2 ;1 i5.3! 
2 JAN 2 3 15.31 
2 JAN 2 u 14.92 
2 JAI; 2, 5 14.91 
2 JAN 2 b 14.89 
2 JAN 2 7 14.77 
i< JAN 2 8 !4.96 
2 JAN 2 q 15.84 
2 JiN 2 10 17.45 
2 JAN 2 11 19.01 
2 Jf.N 2 12 20.24 
2 JAN 2 13 20.65 
Fig. 4.4 (Continuation) 
2 J~N 2 14 21.42 
2 Jdl'! 2 15 ~1.34 
2 • JAN 2 16 20.78 
2 J'I'! 2 17 n.4S 
2 JAN 2 18 18.31 
2 J4N 2 19 16.50 
2 J&~ 2 20 15.77 
2 J4N 2 21 1 S. 77 
2' JAN. 2 22 15.40 
2 JA~ 2 23 15.39 
2 JAN a 24 15".37 • DAt~ Y TOTAL 409;OQ TONS f COMPRESSOR OFF I 0 HR 




cCP PROG~J." DATE Ooll7! PJ.GI!: 



















































1 2 3 a 5 6 ., 8 q 10 11 12 13 t~ 15 16 17 1& 19 20 21 22 23 24 
2t~ ciS 215 216 216 216 216 214 211 210 210 209 209 209 209 209 211 212 21l ZI3 211 21U 214 214 
211 2!~ 21~ 219 219 219 219 217 214 212 210 209 209 20'1 210 211 214 215 216 21& 21. 217 217 217 
210 211 211 211 212 212 212 209 20'1 208 208 207 207 201 207 207 20h 207 207 207 20e 208 20Q 210 
213 214 214 214 21S 215 215 212 210 208 207 206 20& 206 20& 207 209 210 210 210 211 211 212 213 
209 210 210 211 211 212 210 20B 208 207 207 207 207 201 206 207 200 20b laS 20b 20b 207 208 208 
21~ 213 213 210 214 215 213 211 209 207 206 206 206 206 20& 207 201 209 208 209 209 210 211 211 
207 'Z08 20'1 209 210 209 209 207 207 206 <:06 206 20b 20b 206 206 203 203 203 204 20il 205 20& 20b 
210 ~11 212 212 213 212 212 210 20~ 206 206 205 205 20S 205 20b 20~ 206 20& 207 207 208 209 209 
~o3 204 204 205 205 zou 206 205 205 204 205 205 205 205 205 206 201 201 200 200 200 201 201 202 
206 201 207 20B 2Q8 201 207 207 206 200 205 204 200 204 204 205 20a 20~ 203 203 203 ,04 204 205 
• 
en 
254 255 255 255 255 255 260 260 259 259 262 ?b2 2&1 261 261 261 255 255 251 252 252 253 251 254 ...... 
257 258 258 ?S3 258 25& 261 2&1 260 259 2b~ 2h2 262 2&1 261 2&1 258 25B 254 2$5 255 256 25& 251 
253 253 254 2~q zsa 25a 25q 259 258 250 261 261 261 261 261 261 25" 254 251 251 251 252 252 253 
25& 256 257 257 257 257 260 260 25q 258 2&1 261 261 ~61 2&0 260 257 257 25q 25" 25Q 255 255 256 
~53 253 253 254 254 254 25~ 259 258 258 201 261 261 261 2&1 261 255 255 251 251 252 252 252 253 
256 2S6 256 257 257 251 2bO 260 259 258 261 261 261 2&1 261 261 258 258 2SQ 25a 255 255 255 256 
25q 255 255 255 255 ~5b 261 260 259 258 262 2&1 2&1 261 261 261 256 256 252 253 253 25q 254 '2SU 
257 25~ 258 258 258 259 261 261 260 zsq 262 262 2&, 261 261 261 259 259 255 256 256 257 2S1 257 
2Q5 205 ~O& 200 206 207 207 20b 206 206 20& 206 20& 20& 20& 20& 203 203 201 203 203 204 20Q 20Q 
ZOS 208 ~o~ 209 209 210 210 207 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 206 20& 206 206 206 207 201 207 
211 211 211 212 212 212 212 210 209 20B 208 20B 208 207 208 208 207 208 206 209 209 209 209 210 
214 214 2ta 215 215 215 215 213 210 207 207 207 201 20& 207 20B 210 211 211 212 212 212 212 213 
215 216 217 217 217 117 ?17 21~ 212 210 210 210 210 210 210 210 213 214 214 214 215 215 215 215 
213 21'1 229 22~ 220 220 221 217 215 212 211 210 210 210 211 213 21& 217' 217 217 218 21B 218 21B 
Fig. 4.5 Hourly, daily, and monthly watt-hour meter. 
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Eep PRDG~AH DATE 062378 PAGE 
*'***'.$************~'*****************'************'********.*******¢.****.**********~**.*~***.*******t**.* •• ,**** 
LIGHT EDPT AOX eOMP ELEC HEAT ELEC GA! 
HONTH DowER POWEq POWER CHILLER HEATER PUMP METi:R BOILER ENERGY COST 
(KWH/6l,DGl (KWIl/SLDG) (KWH) (KWH) (KWH) (KWH) (KWH) (KwHT) DOLL,l.RS 
JAN .1U55+05 .7~77+05 .182~+05 ,2167+05 .287~+0§ .0000 .1580+06 .0000 .Q73Q+04 
"Ell .1455+05 .7u77+~5 o182U+05 .2472+05 .221)6+05 .0000 .1551 +Ob .0000 .4b5U+0~ 
Htll .14S5+nS .7U71+05 .18?",)O5 .2543+05 .2142+05 .0000 .154U+Ob .0000 .4632+0U 
'PI! .lu55+05 .7U77+05 .IB24+05 .26QO+05 018a5+05 .0000 .1533~0& .0000 .4599+04 
!-l~Y .1455+05 .7477+05 .1824+05 .3073+05 .1293+05 .0000 .1512+06 ,0000 .4537+0" 
JUN ,1 455+05 .7477"05 .1824+05 .5071+05 .3184+05 .OGOO .1901+06 .0000 .!!703+04 
JUI. .1455+05 .7477+05 .1824+05 .5258+05 .2930+05 .0000 .1894+06 .0000 .5&83+04 
AOG .1455+05 .7477+05 .1824+05 .5228+05 .29&7+05 .0000 .1895+06 ,0000 .5bB5+0Q 
BE? ,1455+05 .7477.05 .1824+05 .U988+05 .3291+05 .0000 .1903+06 .O~OO ,5'110+0U 
nCT ,1055+05 .7477+05 .1824+05 .2898+05 ,1584+05 .0000 .152U+06 .0000 .4512+04 en 
w 
NOV .1455+05 .7477+05 01824+05 .2447+05 .2345+05 .0000 .1555+06 .0000 .4664+04 
DEC .11155.05 .7417+05 .1824+05 .2095+05 .3026+05 .0000 01588+06 .0000 .U7n+aU 
TOTAl. .1146+06 .8973+06 .2189+06 .4093+06 .2Q81+06 ,DODO .1998+07 .0000 .5994+05 
*'*'.*~$**********~****************,********************.*******************************.$*******~*'****'**'****'*'****'**'~**"$$ 
.8RKPT PRINTS 
Fig. 4.7 Monthly Energy Consumption anti Cost 
"'eVtb- "'en tt tfrb !!f.1~ 





SEQUENCE OF CALCULATION OF 
THE NAIN PROGRAM 
The main program of ECP calculates the hourly .heatgain or loss to 
each zone within a building according to the building architecture 
and structure details, local weather, positi 011 of the sun and schedul-
ing of equipment, lights and peop1e,etc. The heat loss/gain Of the 
various zones determines the requirements on the air handlers or 
fan-coil units. From these requirements the energycdnsumption (electrical or thermal) of the air conditioning primary equipment 
is calculated. Moreover, the electric energy consumption due to 
1.ights, electronic and mechanical equipment and other auxiliaries 
are added to the computed energy consumption by the primary air 
conditioning equipment to give the total energy consumption of the 
building. The latter is used for comparison with actual readings 
from watt-hour meters to determine the accuracy of the simulation 
process. 
The. net heat gain to a zone calculated in the main program is the 
final result of augmenting direct solar radiation, infiltration, 
heat transmission through glass and walls and internal heat sources 
such as lights, electronic/mechanical equipment and people. 
The main assumptions used in the main program are listed as follows: 
(1) The heat gain or loss to or from a zone is assumed totally 
sensible with negligible latent loads. The effects of outside 
air humidity changes are neglected. 
(2) Scheduling of people, lights and electronic/mechanical equip-
ment (other than air conditioning equipment) remains the same 
for each month throughout the year. Only variations insche-
du1ing due to day type (weekday, weekend or holiday) are 
considered. 
(3) The number of day type (2) aUgmenting holidays and weekends 
per year is taken as 114 days assuming 10 holidays per year. 
The average number of day type (2) per month is 114/12 or 9.5. 
The aver'age number of days per month for. day type (1) (weekdays) 
will then be (365 - 114)/12 or 20.9. 
(4) The sources of heat gain to the zone due to electrical. mechani-
cal equipment, incandescent and fluorescent lights, and people, 
are all assumed 100% convective to the air stream with no 
radiative portions. 
A complete listing of the program and all \If the subroutines are 
presented in Appendix A. A flow chart of the main program is presented in 
Fig. 5.1. ' 
• 
1'''l1li 
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J=5 ES NECHO= 1 YES 
I 
KNUM= 1 
] ICNTRL YES COMPUTE CFMPEN ZONE, KNUM) = 1 (ZONE) 







.Figure 5-1. Nain program flow chart 




































COMPUTE LPOWER (DATYPEr ZOt'lE) 
COMPUTE EPOWER (DATYPE, ZONE) 
COMPUTE QLIGH T (HOUR, Z) 
COMPUTE QEQUP (HOUR, Z) 
DATYPE = 2 ")-_..lYCEE.i!.S -_<ZONE = ZLIMIT::-rY.EES!,-,......j COMPUTE LITPR (DATYPE) 
NO 
DATYPE= DATYPE +1 
COMPUTE AT2.VOL 
L_-CZONE = ZLIMIT COMPUTE MINCFM (KNUM) 
COMPUTE MIALFA (KNUM) 
Figure 5-1. (Continuation) 
COMPUTE EQPWR (DATYPE) 
YES 
ZONE = ZLIMITr;-__ < DATYPE=2 












OF ARRAYS WHICH 
VARY BY HOUR AND 
AIR HANDLER 
TRA (ZONE) = TWIN (ZONE) 
QPP=QPPS 
YES 
MO>10 >-Y~E~S--IIO>\(jZONE = ZLIMIT YES 
NO NO 
TRA (ZONE) = TSUM (ZONE) 
IASTRK=O 
COMPUTE QINF (HOUR) 
HOUR=24 
HOUR = HOUR + 1 
COMPUTE CSETPT (I, KNUM) 













~- .. --.-~ --- .- . 
. -" -. -_ .............. -...... -














COMPUTE MINQ (ZONE) 
COMPUTE MAXQ (ZONE) 








.i)-~ COMPUTE TCOMFT (ZONE, JJ) 
NO 
KNUM) ~ 











SAZ (ZONE, II) 





HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) ~ 
TSAZ (ZONE, JJ) 
HMAXAH{JJ, KNUM) ~ 
TSAZ (ZONE, JJ) 
EVALUATE HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) 
EVALUATE HMAXAH (KK, KNUM) 
EVALUATE MAXAM (KNUM) 
EVALUATE MINAH (KNUM) 




MAXAH (KNUM) ~ CSETPT (JJ, KNUM) 
YES 
MINAH (KNUM) ~ CSETPT (JJ, KNUM) 
67 
COUNTE (Jj, >-_Y;..:E",S_--, 
KNUM»I 
NO 
HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) ~ 
CSETPT (JI, KNUM) 
HMAXAH (JJ, KNUM) ~ 
CSETPT (JJ, KNUM) 
EVALUATE HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) 
EVALUATE HMAXAH (JJ, KNUM) 
.,i.tFOLDOUX l?RAMS 














NZONE= ;>-_Y;.;E;.;S ___ --' ZL/MIT 











·~~_-"."-~;·#'1iK -;'-¥:,,·;;,:}d%*M~':~·9;i&tj!ll;f:·t~~-~:i:Q·~~j~ia(>:·'0rb.;*,.; .. ,,~m:'F~~~~~;"'-;:';:'''''~ ;..~' ,.:' . 
.---_<HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) >-_YW;E5~ _________________ < YES 
TRAA 
NO 
HSETPT (JJ, KNUM) = HMAXAH (JJ, KNUM) 
TMA (JJ, ~NUM) = HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) 
CSETPT (JJ, KNUM) = HMINAH (JJ, KN~M) 
J EVALUATE HSETPT (JJ, KNUM) 
E5 YES HSETPT (JJ, KNUM) =TMA (JJ, KNUM) 
CSETPT (JJ, KNUM) = TMA (JJ, KNUM) 
J 
NO 
COMPUTE TMA (JJ, ~NUM) 
CSETPT (JJ, KNUM) = TMA (JJ, KNUM) 
HSETPT (JJ, KNUM) = HMAXAH (JJ, KNUM) 
TMA (JJ, KNUM)" HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) 
CSET PT (JJ, KNUM) = HMINAH (JJ, KNJM) 
HSET PT (JJ, KNUM) = HMAXAM OJ, KNUM) 
NO 
COUNTE(JJ, 




























.~-.. ~ ... 
TOA (MO, HOUR) 
>TRAA 
YES 
TMA (JJ, KNUM) = CSETPT(JJ, KNJM) 
TOA (MO, HOUR) YES 
<TRAA 
YES 
vlAX".H (KNUM) = TCOMFT (ZONE, JJ 
.!NAH (KNUM) = TCOMFT (ZO NE, JJ 
COUNTE(JJ, 
KNUM) >1 
HMAKAM (JJ, KNUM) = 
TCOMFT ZONE JJ 
YES 
EVALUATE HMINAH (JJ, KNUM) 
EVALUATE HMAXAH (JJ, KNJM) 







H (ZONE~ K~ 
~ 
I 8 
~ YES_ f::::\ r-o f· 
CALL KEQ I 
) 
o CALL KEQ 2 
) 
o CALL KEQ 3 
) 
CALL KEQ 4 
) 
CALL KEQ 5 
) 
YES.-----~ 
CAll KEQ 6 
K~ 126 CALL KEQ 7 
K ~ 128 CALL KEQ 8 
YES.-----~ 
K ~ 129 CALL KEQ 9 
NO 
TROOMA (JJ, KNUM) ~ TROOM (JJ) 
RESET VAlU[]S 




TMCLK (JJ, KNUM);o' YES 
~ mIi,OOUT. FRAME 
0..- -

















COMPUTE AQHEl (JJ, KNUM) 
COMPUTE AQHHP (JJ, KNUM) 
~ . 
COMPUTE AQCC (JJ, KNUM) 
MO= 1 
YES YES 
AXTAH (KNUM) 0 '.CC (JJ, KNUM 
~!! 
'---K-N-UM-=.!.K ' I 
NO NO 
EVALUATE MAXTAH (KNUM) 
COMPUTE AQHBOl (JJ, KNUM) 
l-~:jcNUM = KI.''' ~. 
KNUM= 1 
{ FUw).UU~. ~ 









NO NO 1_4_--_-1 
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HANDLER BELOW L OUTPUT TABLE 
YES 
ZONE = ZLIMIT >----_'" KNUM= 1 
YES 
YMINA!i (KNUM) = MINAH (KNUM) 
YMAXAH (K'''UM) = MAXAH (KNUM) 
lWL.D.OU.:c Ji'.RAM& 
I 
, , KNUM = COPRES (CNUMr INDEX) 
I KNUM=O 
YES 
COMPUTE COCC (HOUR, CNUM) 
YES 
HOUR=I MO=j 
.. N ...... O_____ --I NO 
EVALUATE MAXTCP (CNI,lM) 
COMPUT CQ HPP (HOUR, CNUM) 
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Figure 5-1. (Continuation) 
I fOLDOUTF~ 
L ___ _ 
YES CQCC (JJ, CNUM) 




WRITE THE DAILY 
TOTAL TON,\! 









COMPUTE YCQCCI (CNUM) 
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JTEFINMON (MO, 1) 
JTE FINMON (MO, 2) 
UTE FINMON (MO, 3) 
ITE FINMON (MO, 4) 
TE FINMON (MO, 5) 
TEFINMON (MO, 6) 
rE FINMON (MO. 7) 
! 










Figure 5-1. (Continuation) 
j 
74 
COMPUTE YCQCCI (CNUM) 
WRITE OUTPUT ARRAYS 7 
IN TABULAR FORM 
'-----.---~! 
L-____ C_O_M_PU_T,~r~-Q--CC---~ 
CNUM = CNUM + 1 
Figure 5-1. (Continuation) 
YF.S 
WRITE YTQCC" 
WRITE HEADER HECORD 
FOR FINAL OUTPUT 
TABLE 
MO= 1 






















C,_',=_l __ ..J 
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J =J + 1 
~"" 
WRITE 
FINMOl'l (13, I) 
FO R 1 ~Tl.:.., 9'----1 
END 





















5.2 Computation Procedure 
1. Compute P,DEC, A, B, and C to be used in [solar] subroutine using the algorithm in ASHRAE mode].ref(3). 
P=MO*1< 
6 
DEC = [0.2833 - 23.188*COS(P)-0.15*COS(2.*P)-0.211*SIN(P)+O.1155* 
SIN (2. *P]* #./180. 
A = [368.5+23.98*COS(P)-1.083*COS(2.*P)+4.893*SIN(P)-.722*SIN(2.*P)] 
B = [171.58-33.08*COS(P)+3.08*COS{2.*P)-10.34*SIN(P)+1.3*SIN (2.*P)] *10-3 
C = [90.333-39. 63*COStP)+6.83*COS(2.*P)-10.651*SIN(P)+3.17 *SIN(2.*P)]X10-3 
2. Compute infiltration heat gain/loss (QINF) assuming 1.2 air changes per hour 
QINF = VOL*.02(TOA-TRA)*MLT 
3. Call [SOLAR] and [TRANS] subroutines to determine heat gain through 
walls and roofs and glass areas QWAL and QGLAS 
4. Compute LpOWER, EPOWER, QLIGHT, QNOP, QEQUP and QSUM (on an hourly 





L: KILGHT(i) + KFLGHT(i) 
;=1 
24 l: KEQUPE(i) + KEQUPM(i) 
i=l 
KILGHT*341 3. +KFLGHT*4266 
(assuming fluorescent bulbs dissipate 25% more energy from ball asts) 
QNOP = NOP*QPP 
QEQUP = KEQUPE*3413.0+KEQUPM*34i.3 
(assuming that mechanical equipment are dissipating 10% of its power in the form of heat) 
QSUM = QGLAS + QWAL + QINF + QLIGHT + QNOP + QEQUP 
5. Compute total cfm for each zone when fed by more than air handler. 
10 























6. Compute temperature of supply air to zone 
TSAZ = TRA - QSUM/ZCFM(TOTAL)*MLT 
7. Compute the supply air temperature for two-level rooms with air 
handlers feeding the comfort air only, plenum air only, or both. 
Compute the maximum and minimum values of (TSAZ) for each zone. 
8. Compute the average temperature of return air (TRAA) associated 
with a given air handler. Averaging is done overa:'ll zones that 
are fed by the air handler. 
ZLIMIT 






9. Compute mixed air temperature (TNA) based on the outside air 
economizer control schemes, and the return air temperature. 
With no outside air economizer 
TMA = ALFA*TOA+(l-ALFA)*TRAA 
10. With Barber Coleman (D1Gl-DAP) outside air economizer, the 
outside air and return air dampers are positioned to vary 
automatically the cold deck set point temperature according 
to the zone requiring the most cooling. The hot deck set 
point is automatically adjusted to match the zone that requires 
the most heating. 
i) Cooling mode (at least one zone is in cooling mode) when 
TRAA > HMINAH 
ALFA 
TOA 
• IF HMINAH ~ TOA 
Dampers will be set at minimum position. The hot deck 
set point will be set at the supply ail' temperature for 
the zone requiring the most heating 
HSETPT = HMAXAH, 
ALFA = minimum value 




• IF TOA <; HlUlIAH 
Dampers will be automatically adjusted to vary the value 
of ALFA such that 
TMA = HMINAH 
CSETPT = HMINAH 
HSETPT = HM..I\XAH 
(cooling equipment are off) 
(heating will be only off for a 
single zone) 
and the minimum value allowed for HSETPT is 60oF. 
i1) Heating mode: when all zones in heating mode. 
HMINAH > TRAA 
ALFA ~~HtUNAH TRAA "-
';t ' .... 
1\ IF HMINAH < TOA TOA 
TMA = HMINAH 
CSETPT = TMA (cooling is off for all 
HSETPT = H!4AXAH 
• ELSE IF TOA <: HMINAH 
TMA = ALFA*TOA+(l-ALFA)*TRAA 
ALFA = minimum value 
zones) 
CSETPT = TMA (cooling is off for all zones) 
HSETPT = HMAXAH 
11. With Honeywell Type Outside Air Economizer 
a) IF TOA;;:, TRAA 
TMA = ALFA*TOA+(1-AL.FA)*TRAA 
b) IF TOA:-':; TRAA and TOA s. CSETPT 
coo ling is off 
TMA = CSETPT 
ALFA = (CSETPT -TRAA) /(TOA-TRAA) 
c) IF TOA <: TRAA and TOA;;: CSETPT 
ALFA = 1.0 






· I : 
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CSETPT TRAA TOA 
I 
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12. Call aPP1"opriate air handler s~broutine to determine QHEL, QCC, QHBOL, QHHP, TROOM 
13. Compute AQCC, AQHEL, AQHHP, AQHBOL sum of loads for 24 hours and 




24 10 24 
AQCC = l: =- :E QCC(i ,j) • ZQCC = E QCC(i) i=l j=l i=l 
24 10 24 
AQHEL =L: r: QHEL(i ,j) , ZQHEL = E QHEL(i) 
;=1 j-l ;=1 24 10 24 
AQHHP =1: E QHHP(i,j) ZQHHP = X; QHHP(i) 
;=1 j=l i=l 24 10 24 
AQHBOL = L r; QHBOL(;,j) , ZQHBOL = L: QHBOL(i) 
i=l j=l ;=1 
Call [COP] subroutine to determine coefficient of performance of air 
conditioning equipment. Sum loads for Daytype 1 and Daytype 2 in 
SUMBLl, SUMBL2, SUr.!CC1, SUMCC2, SUr.!HLl. SUMHL2, SUMHPl and SUMHP2. 
Compute TTLACl and TTLAC 2 (sum of accessories for daytype one and 
daytype two) 
5 
TTLACl = L ACCERY(i) 
;=1 
5 




16. Compute total load (sum over hour and zones) and multiply by daytype 
factor and determine total monthly energy consumption (FINMON) matrix. 
17. Compute design conditions DEZCFM by: 




















The [SOLAR] subroutine determines the p.osition of the sun and calculates 
the different components (direct, diffuse and ground reflected) of solar 
radiation intensity incident on the outer surface of a building wall. 
The subroutine is composed of three parts: the first part depends on 
the day of the year, the second part depends on the time of day and the 
third part depends on the surface orientation. 
The main assumptions used in the calculations are as follows: 
(1) Ground reflectivity [GRREFL1 is 0.2.. 
(2.) Clearness number is 1. O. Clearness number i, .1 multipl iel" of the 
direct normal intensity (IDN) which accounts for the effect ·of 
dry sky, high elevation, season and type of industry in the 
neighbourhood of the locality. 
(3) The local solar time is assumed ~qucl.l to the local civil time. 
The longitude correction (4 mirr/degree difference between local 
longitude and the longitude of the standard time meridian for 
that locality) and the equation of time (l'lhich is in the range 
of ± 14 minutes) are neglected. 
FiC]. 6.1 illustrates the solar and \~all angles used in this subrGutine. 
The flo\~ chart is sketched in Fig. 6.2.. 
6.2. List of Variable Names 
The following is an alphabetical list of variables used in the [SOLAR] 
subroutine. 
An angles are measured in radians. 
CCF Cloud cover factor. CCF 1S the ratio of real solar irradiation 
to the clear day formula given by ASHAAE. 
COSTH Cosine of the angle (THETA) measured between the normal to the 
wall and the sun's ray. 
HA Hour angle measured from solar noon. 
HALNT Hour Angle Limit. The angle at which the sun rises or sets. 
ION Direct Normal IntenSity of the sun's energy received on a surface 
perpendicular to the sun's rays. 
LAT Latitude of the site (positive for a location north of the 
equator; negative for a location south of the equator), 
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FOR 9 WALL 
ORIENTATIONS 
CALCULATE { SIt QS 
Figur~ 6-2. Flow chart for solar subroutine 





















SALT Solar altitude angle. The angle between the sun's ray and 
the projection of the sun's rayon a horizontal surface. 
SAZN Solar azimuth angle. The angle between the south direction 
and the project'ion of the sun's rayon the horizontal surface. 
S1 Tota',\ Solar Irradiation (direct, diffuse and ground reflected) 
on a wall for the given day of the month. hour of the day and 
surface orientation. 
VSG View (geometric) factor. The fraction of the energy reflected 
from the ground 11hi ch reaches the wall. 
WAZM Wall azimuth angle. The angle between the projection of the 
normal to the wa11 on the horizontal plane and the direction 
















WSAZt4 Wall-Solar Azimuth Angle. The angle between the projection of 
the normal to the wall on the horizontal plane and the projer.-
tion of the sun's rayon the horizontal plane. 
WT Wall tnt is the angle between the wall and the horizontal 
surface. 
6.3 Calculation Procedure 
(1) Calculate the hour angle (HA). It is positive in the morning and 
negative in the afternoon. 
(2) 
HA'" (12 - HOUR) 15# 
180 
radians 
If the hour angle is sma11er than the hour angle 1 imit of sunrise 
or greater than the hour angle limit of sunset, the solar intensity 
;s zero. 
HALMT =cos-'{-0.7 tan (DEC») 













(3) Calculate solar altitutle, solar.' azimuth and wall-solar azimuth 
angles and cosine the angle of incidence. The declination 
angle (DEC) is previously determined in the main program, 
Section 5.2. 
SALT = SIN-l[COS(LAT)COS(DEC)COS(HA)+SIN(LAT)SIN(DEC)] radian 
SAZM = SIN-l[COS(DEC)SIN(HA)/COS(SALT)] radian 
HSAZM = SAZM+[WAZM(HA/lHAj)] radian 
COSTH = [COS(SALT)COS(WSAZM)SIN(WT)]+[SIN(SALT)COS(WT)] 
(4) Calculate direct normal solar radiation using the values of the 
constants A, B, and C previously calculated in the main program, 
Section 5.2. 
IDN = A/exp(B/Sin(SALT» 
(5) Calculate the view factor from wall surface to ground 
VSG = (1 - Cos (HT) )/2 
(6) Calculate total solar irradiation (ST) 
5I = IDN[COSTH +[C*(l-VSG)l+GRREFL*VSG[C + Sin (SALT)]} Btu/hr.ft
2 
(7) For different wall orientations, the index (J) is given such that 
\ 








WAZ~I angl e ± 180 
or ana lyti cally 
for J > 4 
J ::? 4 
E 
-90 
WAZM = - ~I (J-4) 
~JAZM = ~ (J-l) 
S 
o 
(8) Calculate the heat transmitted (QS) through glass 
by solar gain and indirectly by warm outside air: 
QS = (Sr*TAU*AGLAS*CCF)+[UGLASS*AGLAS{TOA-TRA)] 
where 






UGLASS: glass heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr.ft
2oF 
















The (TRANS) subrouti ne cal cui ates the rate of heat transfer from the 
external environment through each exterior or intel'ior wall and roof 
of a zone. Input Data include the construction details, (UNPHI) sub-
program output, solar irradiation. outside air temperature, and the 
temperature of adjacent zones. 
For exterior wal1s, the sol-air temperature method or Total Equiva-
lent Temperature Difference method (TETD) with periodic (transient) 
heat flow through homogeneous wall s 'j s used. The so i-a i r temperature 
combines the effects of direct solar incidence and variable outside 
air temperature .:is shown in Fig. 7.1. It uses Foul'ier series expan-
sion (harmonic analysis) where harmonics higher than first order are 
neglected. The analysis considers the time-wise change of thermal 
environment and the thermal storage in wall material. See Reference 
(4) for more details. A flow chart is provided in Fig. 7.2. 
For interior walls. quasi-steady state heat transmission calculations 
are used. The U-Factors calculated in ( UVPHI ) subprogram are entered 
to ( TRANS ) subroutine as input data. 
The main assumptions used in the sol-air temperature method and 
tTRANS) subroutine are: 
(1) Walls or r~oofs have an infinite height. length (compared to the 






Walls or roofs are homogeneous with material properties (conduc-
tivity. specifi c heat. density and thel'mal diffusivitlY) 'chat are 
constant with temperature. For walls or roofs of mu'ltflayer 
construction, average properties were ca1cuTated. 
Convective heat transfer coefficients on the inside and outside 
boundary layers of the wall surface are uniform and constant 
with temperature. 
The solar absorptivity of the outside wall surface is independent 
of the ray's angle of incidence and is constant with temperature. 
The variation of the outdoor air temperature and the total solar 
irradiation is periodic and identical with time on consecutive 
days. 
The internal zone thermal environment is unchanged from day to day. 


























Figure 7-l. Wall temperatures in a one dimensional unsteady 




































List of Variables 




















Solar absorptivity. for exterior wa1ls and roofs. 
Flag for adjacent zone condition. 
(ADJ can be 0, 1, 2, or 3) 
Hour 
Heat transfer coefficient for outside wall surface, 
BtY/h~. ft2oF. 
fourier coefficient for (TE) expansion. 
Fourier coefficient for (TE) expansion 
Phase angle (or hour) for the heat transfer QTRAUN 
Heat transmissi on rate pel' unit-area, Btu/hr. ft2 
Total heat transmission through a zone boundary, Btu/hI' 
Phase angle for (TE) expression. 
Wall shade factor = unsh.aded area/total wall area 
Total solar radiation. Btu/hr. ft2 
Sol-ail' temperatUl'e, OF. 
Mean sol-air temperature, OF. 
Next neighbour temperature for ADJ = 1 • OF. 
Neighbour zone temperature for ADJ = 2 , OF. 
Outside air temperature, OF. 
OVera 11 heat transfer coeffi ci ent (mean). Btu/hI". ft2oF. 
Overall heat transfer coefficient (amplitude), 
Btu/hr. ft20F. 
.-" __ .. _,."'. __ •• ,-,._, ... _~ ... _._.,~ -..jr-- ~- --"'"""---"' 

























7.3 Computation Procedure 
( TRANS) calculates the heat transmission per unit area (QTRAUN) through 
a wall depending on the conditions of adjacent zoneSl 
(1) If ADJ=O, i.e., no wall or only a partition separating two air 
conditioned zones of the same temperature, then: 
QTRAUN=O Btu/hr.ft2 
(2) If ADJ=l, i.e., an interior wall separating the zone from an 
adjacent conditioned zone at constant and different air tempera-
ture (TNEXT): 
QTRAUN = (TNEXT-TRA)*UWALL Btu/hr.ft2 
(3) If ADJ=2, i.e., an interior wa11 separating the zone from an 
adjacent unconditioned zone, typical of mechanical rooms 
QTRAUN = (TOA1-TRA)*UWALL 
TOAl "TOA IF TOA ;;;: 70 
= 70 IF TOA < 70 
(4) If ADJ=3, i.e., an exterior wall, 




b) Expand the temperature (TE) by fourier Series with 24-hou!'s 
period, in the form 
T£(H)=TEH+M*COS ~ 12 H;l+ N*Sin f.: 12 H}; • < •• 
at any hour (H) 
The fourier expansion coefficients are as follows: 
24 
~t = LTE(i)*CDS( 11";/12)/12 
;=1 
24 
N = I: 1E {i )*SIN( 11" i /12)/12 
~'Ii I 












(c) Rewrite the above TE express'ion in the compact form 
TE(H) = TEM + I ~ M2+N2*COSipJi ~ SANGL~ ] 
where 
SANGLE = ARCTAN I N/M I 
If N<O and r~>o then SANGLE = 2 11' - SANGLE 
If N<O and M{Q then SANGLE = 7T + SANGLE 
If N>O and M<O then SANGLE = '/r - SANGLE 
(d) Ca1culate the transient heat flow per unit area 
QTRAUN(H) = lU*(TEM - TRA)}' + tV*~(M2 + N2)*COS(:rrH/12 - SANGLE - PHI)] 
Btu/hr ft2 
The values of U, V, and PHI are given by (UVPHI) subprogram. 
5. Calculate the total heat transmission through the walls and roof of a zone 
boundary' 
9 
QTRANS t ~ QTRAUN(i)*AWALL(i) 


















AIR HANOLER - TYPE SUBROUTINES 
8.1 General Assumptions 
There are 9 subroutines available in ECP which characterize the different 
types of air-handler units (fan-coil units). The subroutines are as follows: 
KEQl Single cold duct with terminal reheat. 
KEQ2 Dual duct, multizone with mixing boxes, or single duct, multizone 
with mixing at the air handler. 
KEQ3 Single cold duct with bypass and terminal reheat. 
KEQ4 Heat pump with bypass control or single duct with alternately 
operating cooling and heating coils and bypass control. 
KEQ5 Two-level room with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by 
terminal reheat. 
KEQ6 Tl1o-level room with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by 
mixing cold air and bypassed mixed air and terminal reheat. 
KEQ7 Two-level rOOm with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by 
mixing cold and hot decks. 
KEQ8 Single cold duct with fixed, bypassed return air and terminal reheat. 
KEQ9 Two-level room with constant volurr.e cold plenum air and vaT'1able 
volume comfort air at fixed hot deck temperature. 
The main assumptions of the air handler subroutines are as follows: 
1. The heating/cooling loads are assumed predominately sensible with 
negligible latent loads; the effects of outside air humidity changes 
are negl ected. 
2. Quasi-steady state conditions prevail for all heat transfer calculations. 
3. The air-handler coils are ideal, i.e., they provide the zone 
heating/cooling as needed without heat losses. 
4. The ducts are adiabatic, i.e., no heat exchange occurs between the 
ducts and their surroundings. 
5. All air dampers are functioning according to their specifications 
~Iith no leakage or malfllonctions. 
6. Air temperature rise due to energy dissipated by the air-handler 
























7. Mixing of plenum air and comfort air in the main room is homogeneous. 
For each sUbroutine an analytical description, a flow chart and a 
schematic of the heating/cooling mechanism are presented. Each calcul-






8.2 KEQ' Subroutine 
This subroutine simulates the performance of type "one" air handler, 
a single cold duct with terminal reheat as shown in Fig. 8-1. Mixed air 
is cooled to a fixed set point at all times for all zones. The supply air 
temperature to a particular zone is modulated according to its load profile 
by a reheat coil located near the zone. A flow chart for the subroutine 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.2 and a sketch of the air temperature control 
mechanism is given in Fig. 8.3 on the psychrometric chart. 
8.2.1 Calculation Procedure 
1. Determine the temperature of the air leaving the cooling coil. 
If TMA<CSETPT 
Then SETLO = TMA 
Else SETLO = CSETPT 
2. Determine the actual temperature of the supply air to the zone (TSAZN): 
If TSAZ<SETLO 
Then TSAZN = SETLO 
Else TSAZN = TSAZ 
3. Compute the reheat coil heating load. With electric-type boilers 
QHEL = MLT* ZCFM (TSAZN-SETLO) 
QHBOL'" 0.0 
With gas-fired boilers 
QHEL = 0.0 
QHBOL= ~ILT* ZCFM *(TSAZN-SETLO) 
Btu/hl' 
Btu/hr 
4. <:alculate actual zone temperature. If the actual supply air to the 
zone does not equal the required supply air to the zone then the temper-
ature of the foam will differ from the design temperature 
If TSAZN '" TSAZ 
Then TROOM = TSAZN + QSUM/{MLT*ZCFM) 
Else TROOM = TRA 
5. Determine the cooling load on the cooling coil 
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8.3 KEQ2 Subroutine 
This subroutine simulates the perform§nce of type "two" air h?ndler: 
dual duct, multizone, with mixing boxes or single duct, multizone with 
mixing at the air handler. Mixed air is divided and supplied to a heating 
coil and a cooling coil. The supply air temperature to a particular zone 
is modu'lated by mixing cold and hot air streams at the air handler or at 
the zone. A schematic of this type of air handler is shown in Fig. 8 •. 4 
and a flow chart for the subroutine algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.5. The 
process on the psychrometric chart is sketched in Fig. 8.6. 
8.3.1 Calculation .PrQ(~edure 
1. Determine the temperature of the air leaving the cooling and heating coils: 
-If T~lA<CSETPT 
Then SETLO = TMA 
Else SETLO = CSETPT 
• If TMA>HSETPT 
Then SETHI = TMA 
Else SETHI = HSETPT 
2. Calculate the fraction of air which passes through the heating coils (XH). 
XH = (TSAZ - SETLO)/(SETHI - SETLO) 
3. Determine the actual temperature of air supplied to the zone 
If XH >1 then TSAZN = SETHI and Xtl = 1 
If XH<O.O then TSAZN = SETLO and Xtl = 0.0 
Else TSAZN = TSAZ 
4. Compute the heating coils heating load. Distinguish between the 
different heating types. 
5. 
6. 
If HEATER = 1 then QHBOL = r~LT*(ZCFM)*(XH)*(SETHI-TMA) 
QHEL = 0.0 
If HEATER = 0 then QHEL = MLT*(ZCFM)*(XH)*(SETHI-TMA) 
and QHBOL = 0.0 
Determine cooling load on cooling coils 
QCC = MLT*(ZCFM)*(l-XH)*{TMA-SETLO) 
Calculate actual temperature of room 
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1 GART -.." TMA. TSAZ CSETPTS. HSETPTS j ZCFM, QSUM, TRA , 
,; 
1 
SETLO = C5ETl'T .1 

















J XH<O YES TSAZN = SETLO XH=O 
1 
HEATER = I YES 
QHBOL = QHEL .1 QHEL = 0 




























B.4 KEq3 Subroutine 
This subroutine simulates the performance of "type three" air handler; 
a single cold duct with bypass and terminal reheat. Mixed air is cooled 
to a fixed set point for all zones. The supply air to a particular zone 
is modulated according to its load pl'ofi1e by mixing cooled air with 
bypassed mixed air with a reheat coil located at the air handler or near 
the zone. A schematic of this type of air handler is shown in Fig. B.7. 
A flow chart of the SUbl"Outine algorithm is shown in Fig B.B. The process 
is also sketched on the psyc!.lrometric chart as shown in Fig. B.9. . 
B.4.1 Calculation Procedure 
1. For heating mode (TSAZ > TMA) : 
All air will bypass the coolirg coil. Compute the heating load. 
If TSAZ >TMA then BF = 1 
QHEL = MLT*(TSAZ-TMA)*ZCFM 
Set QHBOL = 0.0 
If HEATER = 1 
Btu/hr 
Then QHBOL = QHEL = MLT*(TSAZ-TMA)*ZCFM and 
Set QHEL = 0.0 
2. For cooling mode; TSAZ<:TMA 
If TSAZ<TMA and T14A<CSETPT 
then BF = 1 
QCC = QHEL = QHBOL = 0 
TSAZN = Tf.1A 
cooling is off 
heating is off 
3. For cooling mode; TSAZ<TMA 
If TMA ?" CSETPT 
then compute the bypass factor (SF): 
BF = (TSAZ - CSETPT)/(TMA-CSETPT), 
TSAZN = TSAZ 
4. For cool ing mode TSAZ < TMA 
If TSAZ < CSETPT i.e. BF<O, 
then BF = 0 
TSAZN = CSETPT 
5. From 2, 3, or 4 determine the cooling load on the cooling coil and 
the actual temperature of the zone. 
QCC = MLT*(l-BF)*ZCFM*(TMA-CSETPT) 
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Figure 8-7. Single duct with bypass control and terminal reheat 

























Figure 8-8. Flow chart of KEQ3 subroutine 
YES 
BF = 0 






























8.5 KEQ4 Subroutine 
This subroutine simulates the performance of type "four" air handler. 
A mixture of outside air and return air is supplied to a coil which may be 
used for heating or cooling depending on the operating mode. In either 
mode, supply air to the zones is modulated by mixing heated or cooled air 
with bypassed mixed air. This type of air handler can also fit the case 
of a heat pump 11ith bypass contl'ol. A schematic of this type of air 
handler is shown in Fig. 8.10 and a flow chal't of the subroutine algorithm 
is shown in Fig. 8.11. The process is sketched on the Psychrometric chart 
as given in Fig. 8.12. 
8.5.1 Calculation Procedure 
1. For heating mode, TfolA < TSAZ 
and i f Tr~A < HSETPT 
then QCC = 0 
BF = (TSAZ-HSETPT)/(TNA-HSETPT) 
TSAZN = TSAZ 
If BF < 0 then BF = 0 
TSAZN = HSETPT 
QHHP = r'lLT*ZCFM*(l-BF)(HSETPT -nlA) , 
2. For heating mode, TNA <TSAZ 
and if nlA:> HSETPT 
then BF = 1 QCC = 0 
QHHP = QHEL = QHBOL = 0 
TSAZN = TMA 
3. For coolil:g mode, TM.L\?TSAZ 
and if Tf.1A > CSETPT 
cooling is off 
heating is off 
Then BF = (TSAZ - CSETPT)/(T~~-CSETPT) 
TSAZN = TSAZ 
If BF < 0 then BF = 0 
TSAZN = CSETPT 
QCC = MLT*ZCFM*(l-BF)*(TMA-CSETPT) 
QHEL = QHBOL = QHHP = 0 
4. For cooling mode, TMA ~ TSAZ 
And if nlA ;$ CSETPT 
Then BF = 1 
QCC = 0 
QHEL = QHBOL = QHHP 
TSAZN = TMA 
5. Calculate actual zone temp~rature. 
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8.6 KEQS Subroutine 
The KEQS subroutine simulates the performance of type "five" air handler: 
a two-level room, with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by terminal 
reheat at the room. Mixed air at the air handler is cooled to a fixed set 
point for all zones. Cold air modulated py a reheat coil located near or 
at the zone is supplied directly to the main room. The required air temper-
ature to the zone is achieved by complete mixing of plenum air and comfort 
air in the room. A schematic of this type of air handler is shown in . 
Fig. 8.13 and a flow chart for the subroutine algorithm is given in Fig. 8.14. 
The process is sketched on the Psychrometric chart as illustrated in Fig. 8.15. 
8.6.1 Calculation Procedure 
1. Determine the set point temperature SETLO 
If TMA < CSETPT . 
Then SETLO = CSETPT 
Else SETLO = CSETPT 
2. Calculate the temperature of cOWTort air (THOT) 
THOT = TSAZ-(SETLO)(l - HFBRA) /HFBRA 
Wh~~ = cfm comfort air ..I. 0 
HF cfm comfort air + cfm plenum air r 
3. Compute heating and cooling loads on the coils: 
If THOT < SETLO 
Then THOT = SETLO QHEL = QHBOL = QHHP = 0 
QCC = ZCFM*MLT*(TMA - SETLO) Btu/hr 
If THOT 2: SETLO 
Then QCC = MLT*(ZCFM)*(TMA - SETLO) QHEL = MLT*ZCFM*HFBRA*(THOT - SETLO) Btu/hr Btu/hr 
4. Ca 1 cul ate the t\~o-l eve 1 room temperature TROOM 
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Figure 8-15. Schematic of KEQ5 processes on the psychrometri.c chart 











8.7 KEQ6 Subroutine 
The KEQ6 subroutine simulates the performance of type "six" air handler: a two-level room with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by by-passed mixed air and terminal reheat. Mixed air at the air handler is cooled to a fixed set poillt for all zones. The "comfort" air to the second level is a mixtur" of cold air and bypassed mixed air and is modulated by a reheat coil loclted near or at the zone. 
A schematic of this type of air handler is shown in Fig. 8.16 and a flow chart of the subroutine algoHthm is given in Fig. 8.17. The process is sketched on the p~ychrometric chart as shown in Fig. 8.18. 
8.7.1 Calculatfun Procedur~ 
1. Determine the actual temperature of air leaving the cooling coils(SETLO 1 If TMA « CSETPT 
Then SETLO = 1)~ 
Else SETLO = CSETPT 
2. Calculate the temperature of comfort air (THOT) THOT = TSAZ-(SETLO*(1-HFBR») /HFBRA OF Where HFBRA = (efm of comfort air)/(cfm of comfort air + cfm of plenum air) 
3. Compute cooling and heating loads on the cooling and heating coils: (1) If THOT < SETLO 
Then CPF = 1 
THOT = SETLO QHBOL= QHEL = QHHP = 0 Reheat is off QCC= MLT*ZCFM*(TMA - SETLO) (i i) If SETLO :5 THOT:5 THA and TMA * SETLO Then GPF = (TMA - THOT)/(TMA - SETLO) QHBOL = QHEL = QHHP = 0 Qce = MLT*(ZeFM)* [1 - HFBRA*(l - cm] *(TMA - SETLO) (iii) If THOT >TMA then . 
ePF = 0 QHEI'. = MLT*ZCFM*(THOT - TMA)*HFBRA Btu(hr Qec = (HLT)*ZeFM*(l-HFBRA)*(TMA - SETLO) Btu/hr (iv) If Tr~A = SETLO 
TheIl Qee = 0 QHEL = ZeFMkHFBRA*HLT*(THOT - mAl Btu/hr 
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Figure 8-16. Two-level room with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by mixed air 
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8.8 KEQ7 Subroutine 
This subroutine simulates the performance of type "seven" air handler: 
a two-level room with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by mixing 
cold and hot decks. Mixed air at the air handJer is divided ,and supplied 
to a heating coil and a cooling coil. Mixing of comfort air and plenum 
air is assumed complete and perfect. A schematic of this type of air 
handler is shown in Fig. 8.19, and a flow chart for the subroutine algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 8.20. The process is also sketched on the psychro-
metric chart as shown in Fig. 8.21. 
8.8.1 Calculation Procedure 
1. Determine the actual temperature of air leaving the cooling coil 
(SETLO) and heating coil (SETHI). 
If TMP,< SETLO then SETLO = TMA else SETLO = CSETPT 
If TMA »SETHI then SETHI = TMA else SETHI = HSETPT 
2; Determine the temperature of comfort air (THOT) 
CFM1 = (1 - HFBRAJZCFt~= plenum air discharge 
CFM2 = HFBRA*ZCFM~ comfort air discharge 
THOT =!'rSAZ*(ZCFM) - (CFM1*SETLO)VCFM2. CFM 2 *" 0 
3. Determine the cooling coil pass factor (CPF), which is the amount of 
comfort air that passes through the cooling coil: 
(i) If THOT < SETLO 
Then CPF = 1.0 
THOT = SETLO (i i) If THOT » SETHI 
Then CPF = 0.0 
THOT = SETHI ( iii) I f SETHI ?: THOT ?: SETLO then 
CPF = (SETHI - THOT)/(SETHI - SETLO) 
4. Calculate the heating and cooling loads on the coils: 
HLD = (1'.0 - CPF)*CFM2*(SETHI - TMA)*MLT 
If HEATER = 0 then QHEL = HLD 
If HEATEr = 1 then QHBOL = HLD QCC =, CFMl + (CPF*CFM2):f * MLT * (TMA - SETLO) 
5. Calculate the actual temperature of the room (TROOM). 

































Figure 8-19. Two-level room with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by mixing 
cold and hot decks 
/- ',C 
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8.9 KEQS Subroutine 
This subroutine simUlates the performance of type "eight" air handler: 
a single cold duct with fixed, pypassed return air and terminal reheat 
as shown in Fig. 8.22. Mixed air is supplied to all zones after being 
cooled. The supply air temperature to a particular zone is modulated by 
mixing retufn air with cold deck air and heating the final mixture with 
a reheat coil located near the zone. A flow chart of the subroutine algo-
rithm is given in Fig. 8.23 and a schematic of the processes on the psychro-
metric chart is given in Fig. 8.24. 
8.9.1 Calculation Procedure 
1. Determine the actual temperature of air leaving the cooling coil (SETLO) 
If TMA < CSETPT 
Then SETLO = Tt~A 
Else SETLO = CSETPT 
2. Calculate the temperature of the air mixture (TMR) when mixing cold 
air with return air 
TMR = (HFBRA*TRA) + ((1.0 - HFBRA) * SETLO) of 
Where HFBRA is the fraction of zone air discharge that i.s bypassed by 
return air. 
3. Determine the actual supply air temperature to the zone (TSAZN) 
If TSAZ < TMR 
Then TSAZN = TMR 
Else TSAZN = TSAZ 
4. Calculate the heating load on the reheat coil. If the required supply 
air to the zone is higher than TMR then the j"eheat coil is activated 
and the heating load is calculated. 
If TSAZ 2: TMR 
Then HLD = ZCFM*MLT*(TSAZN - Tt'IR) Btu/hr 
If HEATER = 1 then QHBOL = HLD 
If HEATER = 0 then QHEL = HLD 
5. Calculate the cooling load and the actual temperature of the room 
QCC = ZCFM * MLT * (1 - HFBRA) * (TMA - SETLO). B~u/hr 
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8.10 KEQ9 Subroutine 
This subroutine simulates the performance of type "nine" air handler: a 
two-level room with constant volume cold plenum air rate and variable 
volume comfort air rate at fixed temperature. Cold plenum air is supplied 
at constant discharge to the main room through the electronic equipment 
racks. Variable volume hot deck temperature is supplied directly to the 
main room. Mixing of plenum and comfort air is assumed perfect and complete. 
A schematic of the air handler is shown in Fig. 8.25 and a flow chart of 
the subroutine algorithm is given in Fig 8.26. A schematic of the processes 
on the psychrometric chart is given in Fig. 8.27. 
8.10.1 Calculation Procedure 
1. Determine CFM1 and CFM2 
CFM2 = HFBRA*ZCFM = maximum comfort air discharge 
CFM1 = ZCFM - CFM2 
2. Determine the supply air temperature to the zone. (TSAZ1) assuming no comfort 
air at all is pro'/ided. 
TSAZ1 = TRA - QSUM/ (CFM1 *~lL T 1 
If TSAZ1 < 50 then TSAZI = 50 
3. If TSAZl $ TPA~l then the variable volume damper is closed. Cooling set 
point is automatically adjusted to be TSAZ1. 
(a) If ECON = 0 then go to item (e) (b) If ECON ~ 0 and TOA > TRA then go to item (e) (c) If ECON ¢ 0 and TSAZI $ TOA sTRA 
Then TNA = TOA and go to item (e) (d) If ECON ~ 0 and TOA < TSAZI 
Then TMA = TSAZI and go to item (e) (e) Determine cooling and heating loads and the actual room temperature 
QCC = CFN1*(TNA - TSAZl) *NLT Btu/hr QHEL = 0.0 QHBOL = 0.0 
TROor~ = TSAZl + QSUM/CFM1 *NL T of 
Return to the main program. 
4. If TSAZI > TPAM EGON =1 and TM A ~ GSETPT thel\ 
(a) If EGON = 0 go to item (e) 
(b) If EGON * 0 and TOA >'TRA go to item (e) (c) If EGON * 0 and TPAM ~ TOA $ TRA then 
TMA = TOA , go to item (e) 
(d) If ECON * 0 and TOA < TPAM then 
TMA = TPAM, go to item (e) (e) Determine the actual cold and hot deck temperatures, SETLO and SETHI 
SETLO = MIN(TMA,TPAM) 
SETHI = MAX(TMA,HSETPT) 
(f) Determinj the variable air discharge frr corfort air, VGFM2 
VCFM2 = GFMl*(TRA-TPAM)/(SETHI-TRA) -. QSUM/MLT*(SETHI-TRA)! ,cfm 
If VCFM2 < 0 then VCFN2 = 0 
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Figure 8-25. Two-level room with constant flow cold plenum air and variable voJ.ume 
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g. Determine QHEL, QHBOL, QCC and TROOM 
• If HEATER = 0 then 
QHEL = VCFM2*MLT*(SETHI - TMA) QHBOL = 0.0 
• If HEATER = 1 then QHEL =0.0 
Btu/hr 
QHBOL = VCFt~Z*MLT*(SETHI - mAl Btu/hr 
• QCC = MLT*CFMl*(TMA - SETLO) Btu/qr 
• TROOM = I (VCFM2*SETHI) + (CFMl*SETLO) + (QSUWMLT) J / (CFMl + VCFM2) of 
Return to main program 















The coefficient of performance (COp) subroutine calculates the actual electric 
energy consumed by the compressor in electric-driven vapor compression refrig-
eration equipment. Both cooling (refrigeration) and heating (heat pump) 
modes are considered. The air hand'Jer heating or cooling loads, as computed 
from the main program arl converted in (COP) to the corresponding electrical 
consumption by the primary equipment. 
Changes in equipment perfol"!l1ance due to outside air temperature variations 
and inefficiencies due to partial load operation are considered. 
9.2 Refrigeration Performance 
Figure 9.1 illustrates the four basic components of a vapor compression refrig-
eration cycle: the compressor, condenser,evaporator and expansion (throttling) valve. 
Heat (Qe) is extracted from the space to be cooled to produce a phase change of 
the refrigerant from liquid to vapor. The vapor is compressed in a compressor 
from point (B) to (C) before it enters the condenser. In the condenser. the 
vapor (e) is condensed to liquid (D) while rejecting heat to the ambient air. 
The liquid is throttled to point (A) where the cycle is repeated. The mechanical 
work required in the compressor is 
\&! = Qc - Qe 
The coefficient of performance is defined as 
(COP) = refrigeration effect 
compressor work 
For an ideal Carnot cycle, the COP is given by 
.. (COP)Carnot = T~:Te 
refrigeration 
where Tc and Te are the absolute temperatures of the condenser, and the 
evaporator, respectively. 
Practically, a finite temperature difference in the condenser and the evaporator 
is assumed as shown in Fig. 9.2. 
The following assumptions are made 
1. In the cool ing mode, the condensation temperature (T lin the condenser is 
assumed 400 F above the ambient air temperature (TOA)~ 
2. In the cooling mode, the evaporation temPBrature (Te) in the evaporator is 
below the desired cooling set point by 10 F. 
3. The relative efficiency of an actual refrigerator compared to the ideal 
Carnot refrigerato. r. is 49% • .The rela ..tive efficiency valulf \~as abstracted 
from average conditlons of alr-cooled and water cootedchl11ers. 
1 















4. The electric power consumed. in cooling mode. per ton of refrigeration (PPT) is assumed constant for all partial loading down to 40% of the full tonnage of each compressor stage. On or below 40% of full loading. the refrigerator is assumed to consume a constant energy level corresponding to 40% of full load. Compressors are assumed to be made of two stages only with full cooling capacity delivered when the second stage is on. 
( CSETPT + 450 COP)act ; 0.49 TOA-CSETPT + 50 
For example. if CSETPTis chosen to be 55.0oF then the electric power (KWe) . per 1 ton of refrigeration (12,000 Btu/hr) is 
PPT; KWe/Ton' ; 7.l8*(TOA - 5.0)/505 
9.3 Heat Pump Performance 
Fig. 9.3 illustrates the cycle of events for the heat pump which are reversed between the condenser C\nd the evaporatol' compared to Fig. 9.2. The heat is extracted from the relatively cold outside air and is pumped to the space air by providing the mechanical work in the compressor (W). The ~oefficient of performance for the heat pump is given by: 
(C~P) heat pump; ~~~~~~;s~~f~~~k ; Q§=Qe 
For an ideal Carnot cycle, the (COp) is given by 
(COP)Carnot = T~=Te 
heat pump 
where T is the absolute temperature. 
Figure 9.3 shows the operating temperatures of a heat pump cycle allowing for a finite temperature difference in the condenser and the evaporator. The following assumptions are made: 
. 
1. In the heating mode. the condensation temperature (TC), in the condenser, is assumed 40 F above the desired hot deck set point temperature (HSETPT). 
2. In the heating mode, the evaporation temperature Te,in the eVaporator, is assumed below the outside air temperature (TOA) by 100F. 
3. The relative efficiency of an actual heat pump compared to the ideal Carnot I s heat pump is 49%. . 
4. The electric power consumed (PPK) in heating mode, per 1 kilowatt (thermal) is assumed constant for all partial loading down to 40% of the fun heating capacity of the machine. On or below 40% of full loading, the heat pump is assumed to consume an energy level corresponding to 40% of full load. For heating mode, the compressor is assumed to be single stage • 
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Figure' 9-2. Operating temp.eratures of a refrigeration cycle 
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Figure 9-3 Heat pump c.ycle (Heating mode) 
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(COP)actual= .49* (HSETPT + 500) (HSETPT - TOA + 50) 

















9.5 Computation Procedure 
Description 
cooling load, tons • 
fraction of first stage cooling load 
cold deck set point, of 
compressor cool ing load in Btu/hr or KWe 
heat pump heating load, Btu/hr or KWe 
fract~on.of full load of first s~age (cooling) 
fr"ctlon of full load of second stage (cooling) 
fraction of full heating capacity (heat pump) 
hot deck set point, of 
electric power per KWt (heat pump), KWe 
electric power per TONS (cooling), KWe 
first-stage compressor SIZE, TONS 
second stage compressor SIZE, TOhS 
heat pump capacity (Btu/hr) 
outside air temperature, OF 
1. Convert the compressor cooling load CQCC(Btu/hr) to tons of refrigeration 
C = CQCC/12000 tons 
2. Calculate the power per ton ofrefrigeratfon 
t 
PPT = 7.18*(TOA- 5.0)1'505 
3. Determine the partial loading of each compressor stage 
a. If the required cool ing tons (C) isl ess than the size of stage) 
(SIZEl) then only the first stage is loaded and the fraction of full 
cooling capacity of stage 1 is: 
FFCl = maximam (0.4, C ) and FFC2 = 0.0 
. SIZE 1 
b. If C > [SIZEl + SIZE2] then write a Warning message, 

























c. If [SIZEl + SIZE2] > C ). SIZE 1 then C2 = (C - SIZEl)/SIZE2 
where C2 is the fraction of full cooling capacity of stage 2. FFC2 = maximum (0.4,C2) 
4. Calculate the electrical consumption of the compressor, in KWe CQCC = PPT*(FFCl*SIZEl + FFC2*SIZE2) 
5. If a heat pump is used for heating, calcul ate the power per kilowatt thermal assuming 850 hot deck set ~oint. PPK = (135.0 - TOA)/(.49*585 ) KWe/KWt 
6. Calculate the fraction of full load for the heat pump and the electric pD\~er consumpti on. 
FFH = CQHHP/SIZE3 
a. If FFH <; 0.4 then 
FFH = 0.4 
CQHHP = (0.4*SIZE3*PPK)/3413.0 KWe 
b. If FFH ~0.4 then 
CQHHP = CQHHP*PPK/34l3.0 KWe 
The subroutine flow chart is sketched in Fig. 9.5. 













































Figure 9-5. Flow chart of [COP] subroutine 
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A.l List of Program Variables 




















































TABLE A.l List of Program Variables 
Description 
Solar radiation parameter, Btu/hr.ft2 
Outside wall solar absorptivity 
Daily energy consumption by accessories, KWHe 
Adjacent zone identifier 
Glass area, ft2 
Air handier type identifier 
Outside air to total air discharge ratio 
Air handler cooling load on cooling coils, Btu/hr 
Air handler heating load on gas-fired boilers, Btu/hr 
Air handler heating load on electric heaters, Btu/hr, 
Air handler heating load on heat pump, Btu/hr 
Summation of zones volume fed by common air handler, ft3 
Wall (or roof) surface area, ft2 
Solar radiation extinction coefficient 
Bypass factor 
Alpha-numeric name of oUilding under study 
Combustion efficiency for gas-fired ooilers 
Diffuse radiation parameter 
Compressor cooling load in tons 
Second stage compressor cooling load in tons 
Total air circulation of a given air hand',ler, cfm 
Cloud covel" factor 
Fraction of full load on first stage compressor 
Plenum air discharge 
Comfort air discharge 
Maximum number of compressors 
Time clock 
Compressor number or index 
















































TABLE A.l (cont'd) 
Description 
Coefficient of performance 
Compressor-air handler distribution index 
Compressor counter flag 
Counter index 
Cooling coil pass-factor 
Compressor cooling load for all air handlers, Btu/hr 
Compressor heating load for all air handlers, Btu/hr 
Cold deck set poin:temperature, OF 
Type-of-day identifier 
Sum of cooling loads oncompresso'('s for 24 hrs. 
Declination angle, radian 
Design value of zone CFM 
Cost of KWHe in dollars 
Cost of KWHt in dollars 
Tempel-ature difference'" (TOA";TRA) 
Subroutine to echo input data 
Outside air economizer cycle identifier 
Daily sum of electrical energy in zone consumed by ulectrical 
and mechanical equipment, KWHe/daytype 
Daily sum of electrical energy in building consumed by electrical 
and mechanical equipment, KWHe/daytype 
Flag or index 
Fraction of fun load for first compressor stage 
Fraction of full load for second compressor stage 
Fraction of fun load for heat pump 























































Hour angle, radian 
Hour angle at sunrise or sunset, radian 
Air handler namelist 
Type of air handle? heating source identifier 
Air discharge ratio for special air handlers 
Heating load on heating coils, Btu/hr 
Maximum sUPP1~ air temperature for multizones fed by a given 
air handler, F 
Minimum supp16 air temperature for multizones fed by a given 
air handler. F 
convectiv~ heat transfer coefficient for outside wall surface, 
Btu/hr.ft<:oF 
Hot deck set point temperature , of 
Index 
Index 
Index for two-level zones 
Direct normal solar radiation, Btu/hr.ft2 
Index 




Fil'st air handler sUbroutine (K=l) 






























































TABLE A.l (cont'd) 
Des cri pti on 
Third air handler subroutine (K=3) 
Fourth air handler subroutine (K=4) 
Fifth air handler subroutine (K=5) 
Sixth air handler subroutine (K=6) 
Seventh air handler subroutine (R=7) 
Eighth air handler subroutine (K=8) 
Ninth air handler subroutine (K=9) 
Kilowatt of electrical equipment, KWe 
Kilowatt of mechanical eqUipment, KWe 
Kilowatt of fluorescent lights. KWe 
Maximum number of air handlers in the building 
Air handler number or index 
Index 
Latitude of the location, l'adian 
Daily sum of energy consumed by lights in a building KWHe/daytype 
Daily sum of energy consumed by lights in a zone, KWHe/daytype 
Parameter in ECHO subroutine 
Maximum supply air temperature to all zones fed by a given air handler 
Maximum number of months for program run 
,. 
Maximum value of net heat gain QSUM 
Maximum cooling tonnage of a given compressor, tons of l'efrigeration 
Maximum zone cooling load per year, tons 
Minimum ratio of outside ventilation air to total circulated air 
for a given air handler 
~1inimum supply air temperature to all zones fed by a given ail' handler 
Minimum outside ventilation air for a given air handler, cfm 
Minimum value of net he~t gain QSUM . 
























































TABLE A.l (cont'd) 
Description 
Parameter for ECHO subroutine 
Index for ECHO subroutine 
Hour index 
Number of persons occupying a zone 
Number of zone 
Parameter = PI*MO/6 
Constant n 
Phase angle for heat transmission through roof. radian 
Phase angle for heat transmission through wall, radian 
Power per kilowatt (therm) for heat pumps, KWe 
Power per tons of refrigerati on, KI~e 
Zone coo 1 ing 10ad by cooling coi 1, Btu/hr 
Zone heat gain due to electrical and mechanical equipment. Btu/hI' 
Zone heat gain through glass areas, Btu/hr 
Zone heating load by gas-fired boilers, Btu/hI' 
Zone heating load by electric boilers, Btu/hr 
Zone heating load by heat pump, Btu/hI' 
Zone heat-gain/loss by infiltration, Btu/hI' 
Zone heat gain by light sources, Btu/hI' 
Zone heat-gain from people, Btu/hr 
Heat dissipated per person, Btu/hr 
Heat dissipated per person in summer, Btu/hr 
Heat dissipated per person in winter, Btu/hr 
Zone heat gain by solar and ambient air effects through glass area 
only, Btu/hr . 
Sum of zone heat-gain/loss, Btu/hI' 
Total heat transmission through walls and roofs, Btu/hr 
Transmission heat gain to zone by sol-air temperature method, for 
a given viall, Btu/hr. ft2 






































TABLE A.l (cont'd) 
. Descri pti on 
Zone index identifying the type of terminal reheating system 
Index 
Solar altitude al1g1e, radian 
Solar transmissioll angle 
S:Jlar azimuth 
Heating coil set.point temperature, of 
Cooling coil set point temperature, of 
Set point tempe~atures, of 
Ratio of wall unshaded area to total area 
Solar intensity, Btu/hr,ft2 
Compressor cooling/heating capacity 
Index 
Sum of gas-fired boiler loads on daytype, 
Sum of gas-fired boiler loads on daytype 
Sum of cooling compressor loads on day 
Sum of cooling campresso~ loads on day 
Sum of electric he&ter loads on day 
Sum of electric heater loads on day 
Sum of heat pump loads on day 
Sum of heat pump loads on day 
Zone cooling load in tons 









Supply air temperature to a zone from a given air handler 
Sol-air temperature, OF 
Average Sol-air temperature for 24-hours,oF 
Comfort air temperature of air fed into two-level room 
Mixed air temperature at the air handler, OF 
Index for time clock operation 




































TABLE A.l (cont'd) 
Description 
Jemperature of next neighbouring zone ADJ=l,oF 
Outside air temperature, of 
Special zone temperature for ADJ=2,oF 
Max-plenum air temperature, of 
Zone return air temperature,oF 
Average return air temperature for zones fed by a. given air hirnc!1er 
Room temperature, of 
Supply air temperature to zone, of 
Inside sUlll11er design temperature, of 
Daily total energy consumed by accessories for daytype 1 
Daily total energy consumed by accessories for daytype 2 
Inside winter design temperature, of 
Overall heat transfer coefficient; Btu/hr. ft20F 
Overall heat transfer coefficient for glass, Btu/hr.ft2oF 
Overall heat transfer coefficient for roof and walls, Btu/hr.ft2oF 
Amplitude of periodic heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr.ft2oF 
Variable air volume for comfort 
Zone volume, ft3 
. Ampl itude20f periodic heat transfer coefficient for roof and walls. Btu/hr. ft of . 
View factor between reflected solar energy and the ground 
Wall-azimuth angle 
Wind speed, mph 
Wa 11-so 1 ar azimuth angle 

























TABLE A.l (cont'd) 
-Descri pti on 
Yearly total energy consumption by compressor in daytype (1) 
Yearly total energy consumption by compressor in daytype (2) 
Yearly maximum ~upply air temperature to zones (MAXAH),oF 
Yearly minimum supply air temperature to zones (MINAH),oF 
Yearly total summation of cooling tons for all compressors 
Zone index 
Zone air discharge, cfm 
Maximum number of zones in building 
Zone share of cooling coil load, Btu/hr 
Zone share of heating coil load using gas-boiler, Btu/hi' 
Zone share of heating coil load using electric heater, Btu/hr 


























I C FIR$T PART OF THE ECP PROGR&~ CO~PUTES THE HEATING AND 

























































OIuE"Sro~ QGUSC~ul,Q$IJMC2'2U) ,01<00(2.24) ,WMPHC2ul ,HO(la) 
nI.E~5ION OLIGHTC?U,lbi.QEQU'C2U,16l,CAPACYCIOl 














DATA Ie~''''K /I II 
TNTEr.ER IPCBI 
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SET D£r~ULT VALUES ****************** 
e 
DO 2 ZD~El!loe 
DO 1 Jz109 
SH10E!J,z0NE}al. 
I CONTINUE 
IPCZONE1 .. 0 
C Fr~PEIl C Z OIlE J _0. 























C*~ ••• ~*.~'·~**********~****$*************"****' 
. c 
C 
C"·'~"""'."""'.'~$"'."'~"'·'O~=$f""'~'_'"" •• ,~",_, C 







REAO(5.5021 (CTOlCt,Jl. Jal.24J, I~1,'2) 
RE~0(5,50tl C ~CFCklf Kcl.121 
RElO(S.S021 t~MPHCL1. Lal.241 • 2/6/75 
RElDCS.HAIIOLRl 
R£AOCS.%NPUT1) 
501 rOq~ATC 12F6.21 
SOl FO~MlTC2aF3.01 
CO~PUTE wALL AND Roor HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ACCORDING 
TO WIND SPEEe 
00 4 1"1, "u 
a HOCI1~1.+~HPHCI)(3. 



































































































SUM ACCe:SSORIES CONTR·rBUTION 
TTLACII TOTAL ACCESSORr~S IH KWE FOR OAYTYPE 1 
TTLAC21 TOTAL ACCESSORIES IN ~WE FOR DAYlY?E 2 
DO S I=1t5 
TTLACl~TTL4tl+A~cr~1rl.t) 
5 TTLACZ_TTL4C2+ACCERY(2,Il 
EC~O INPUT D1TA IN PROPER FORMAT IF SO DESIRED 
IF(N~CHO.EQ.I) CALL ECHO(NOP,KILGHT,KFLGHT,KEGUPE, 
? KEQUPH,L1T,ECON,TMCLK,ADJ,SETPTS) 
COHPUTE CAPACITY IN CfM OF THE lH AND TOTAL CFH TO THE ZONES 
00 20 ZONE=I.ZL!~IT 




!UH LIGHTING IN KW AND EQUIPMENT LOADS IN KW 
COMPUTE HI~'MUM PERCENTAGE Of OUTSIDE ~IR FOR AIRHANDLERS 
00 15 D4TVPE~I,2 
Z-2*ZONE-! 
IF (OATVPE.E.Q.2) ZaZ+1 
00 15 HOUR:I,24 
~POWERCDATyPE,ZONEl~LPOWERCOATYPE.ZONEl+KFLGHTCHOUR,Z) 
1 . +KILGHTCHOUR,Z) 
EPOwER(OATYPE,ZONEl2EPOWERCOATYPE,ZONE)+KEQUP~CHOUR'Z) 
1 . +KEQUPHCMOUR.l) 
QLIGHTCHnuq,zlxKILGHTCHOUR,Zl*3~13.+KFLGHTCHOUR'ZI*U2bb, 
QEQUPCHOUR,Z)=3413,~(K~QUPECHOUR'Z)+,I'KEQUPHCHOUR.Z» 
1 S CONTINUE 
20 CONTtrWE 
00 23 D4TVPE_I,2 




00 3n KNUMEI.KLIMIT 









§~ t~ .~ €a 








































































• 111 * '" 111 
MONTH CALCULATION 
.. * " .. * 
* 
.. 
c Ii'IITlAL!'ZE KtLOWHToHOUR TABLE TO ZERO 
c 
c 
00 3333 K"lt24 














00 90000 HOa!,~AXHO 
c 
* '" * 
.. .. .. 













A ., .E-03 
C.(90.33l~3q.63"C05CP)+6.e3.COS(2"Pl_IO.6~1*5!NIPlt3.11UINC2.*Pl 
A >*1.<:-03 
c r*l [*] 1*1 [*, [*' r*l C*l C*' [*1 r*1 [*1 [*l C*l 1*1 
C 
e 
C SET INITIAL VALUES 
C 
• C 
00 33 HOUR_t.U8 
00 33 KNUHEI.KLIMIT 
AQHELCHOUR,KNUH)nO. 
A~CCCHOUQ'KNUH)~O. 
A~"HPCHOUP..KNIIH] .. D. 
AQM80LCHOUR,KNUH).O, 
33 CONTI'IUE 
DO 34 HOURst.qa 




00 37 I"I,Ue 
DO 37 J=!olD 
37 COUNTECI,JI:O 
DATE 062316 


















C SET DESIGN CONDIT!ONS FOR 5UHHER/WINTER MONTHS 
C 
c 
00 35 ZONEzI.ZLIHIT 
TR1(ZONElaTwINCZONEl 
~PPEGPP' 




C BEGIN ZONE BY ZONE EVALUATION OF THE HEATING/COOLING 




00 500 ZONEs!.ZLIHIT 
tASTRK-O 







00 J~ KNUM=I.KLIHIT 
rF(ICNTRL(ZONE,K~UMl .ED. 1) IP(ZONE)s, 
3! CO~rINUE 
C . COMPUTE INFI~TRATION lOAD 
C 
DO 1010 HOU~'1.2q 



























































C COMPUTE TRANSMISSION LOADS THRU WALLS ~ND ROOFS AND SOLAR LOADS 









-< ~ r;7·.i. • , ' .• ",. 
C1L~ SOlIRCTRACIONE),CCF,TOA.SI.GGlAS.ZONE) 
CALL TPANS(TR'CZONE).TO'.SI;GW~~.ADJ.ZONE) 
HOURLV HEATING AND COOLING COIL SET POINTS 
DO 39 I-I,as 





DO 1050 pATYPEa l.2 
Z=2_Z0NE.l 
TF (n4TVPE.EG.2) ZOZfl 
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QNOPC04T'PE.HOUR)~~OPCHOUR,Z).QPP GSUMCDATYPE,HOURlgQGltSCHOURI+~WAlCHOUR)+Q!NF(HOURl+QLIGHTCHOUR,ZI I +QNOPCDITVPE,HOURl+QEGUPCHOUR,ZI QSUHNUC04TYPE,HOURlaQSUMCDATYPE,HOURl 
C BEG!N EQUIPH~NT lOADS CALCULATIONS C 
IFC.NOT.CDATYPE.EQ.I .AND, HOUR .EQ. 1)) GO TO 45 IFCNO.NE,I) GO TO 50 MINGClONE),QSUNCI,I) H.XQ(lONEl·Q~U~CI.!) GO TO 50 15 MINQ(ZO_~).HIN(HrNQ(ZONEl,QSUHCO.TYPE'HOURll ~AXQCZQNc)·HAX(~AXQ(ZONEl,QSUMeOATYPE,HOURll SO CONTINUE C 
C COMPUTE TSAZI TEMP OF SUPPLY AIR TO ZONE C 
c 
TSAzeZONF,TI).rRA(ZONE)-QSUMCOATVPE,HOURl,CZCFMCZONE,!Il*MLT) TS4ZNUCZONE,II)'TBAZ(ZONE,II) 
c eoYPuTE NEW GSUM FOR AIRHINDLER FEEDING THE ZONE WITh ANOTHER e AIRH~NDlE~ FEEDING PLENUM ONLY ( reNTRla!) e 
c 
KTU=2'KlrHTT DO 56 KK=I.KTU 1F(KI{ .GT. klIMITl GO TO 57 IFC!HCZONE,KKI .EG. 01 GO TO 56 IFCICNTRLC70NE.KKI .NE. II GO TO S6 QSUHNU(~4TVPE,HOURI:QSUHNUCOATYPE,HOURl.czcrMCZONE,KK)*MLT* 4 (TR4C70NE1-C5fTPT(II,I{Klll GO TO 56 
C COMPUTE I'~X AND MIN TSAZ FOR AIRliANDLER FEEDING 8EVER4L ZONES e 57 KKI2KK-KLII'IT IFCAHCZONE.i{kll .EO. 01 GO TO 56 CDUNTECII,l{l{llaCOUNTE(II,I{K!I+! !F(IPCZaN~) .NE. II GO TO loao IFCTCNTRLCZONE,KK1)-ll I02~,1030,1020 1020 TSAZNUCZONF'IT)~TR.CZONE)-QSUHNU(OATVPE.HOUR)/(MLT* ~ IZCFHCZO~E,kKI'J) GO TO IO~O 1030 TSAZNU(ZONE,I!I=CS"TPT(II,~Kll 1040 IFllt .EO, 1) ~!NAHCKkll~TSAlNUCZONE'IIl IFCly .fQ. II H~~AH(KKIJuTSAZNU(!nNF.'Irl IFCCOUNTEcrr,KK11 .GT. II GO TO 1060 H~I~'HcrI.K.l)~TSAZNU(ZONE'IIl HMA~AH(II'KKII:T5AZNUIZONE'III 1060 H~rNAH(II,~KI) •• INCHMTNAHcrI'Kkl),TSAZNU(ZONE.IIl) HNAXIH(IT,KKII:HAXIHMAYAHCII.KH1),TSAZNUCZONE,IIlJ ~AII~('Kll=rAICM •• IHCKKI)'HN.IAH(lr'KKII) "IN'HC'KII=NINCHIN~HCKK11'HMINtHCII'K"'" 56 CONT1NUE Inso CONrZhUE 
c 






































































C • EVALUATE T>iA (TEMP OF MXXTURE 4IR)/AH/HOUR C COMPUTE TEMP OF ~ETURN AIR 
C 
c 
00 80 KNUMzl,KlIMIr 
iRAAmO" 
DO 60 NZONful,ZLTHIT 
TR 4 hTP! (I<ZONF 1."7CFM INZON!; ,K/IUH) +TRA4 rFC~HCZONE,KNUM) .Ea. 0) GO TO ao 
60 COuTIIIUE 
TPAA=TRA~/cAPACYrKNUM) 
00 7; IIxl,.a 
~QUR~!I 
IFClr.GT.2ulHOUR=HOUR·2. IFCECO~CKNUHI-l170.65,61 
C BARBER-CoLHAN TYPE ECONOMISER C 
61 WRITeC6.bOu) Er.ONCKNII~)'HOUR.HONTHCHO).KNUM,ZONE IFCHHINAHCII,KNUM).GT.TRAA)GO TO 63 C IN COOLING MOOE 
rFCHMINA~CT!.KNUH1.LE.TOACMO'HOURlIGO TO 62 THIC!I'KNUMI~HHIN4MCI1,~NUM) CSETPTCIr,KNUM):HMINAHCII,KNUHI uSETPTCII,~NUM).MAXCHYAIIH1!!,KNUM1,60.1 IFCCOUNTECrI,KNUMl .EQ, II HSETPTCII,KNUHI.TMACII,KNUM) GO TO 75 62 HSETPTCIr,KNUMlzHMAXAMCII,KNUHI 
GO TO ,0 
C TN HEATING MODE 
c 
b3 I'(HMINAHCTI,KNUHI.LT.TOICHo,HnU~11 GO TO 6q THICII.INUM)XALFACKNUHI*TOACHO,HOUR)+CI.-ALFACKNUHII*TRII C5ETPTClr,~NUH1:THA(rI,KNUM) H~ETPTC!!.KNUMI:HMAXAHC!T.KNUHI GO TO 7S 
6U TMAC!J'KNV~)=HHINAHCII,.NUMI CSETPTC!r,KNU"I=HHINAHCII,KNUHI HSETPTCII,KNUN)=HHIXAkCII,KNUHI IFCCOUNTeCII •• NUMI .E~. 11 C5ETPTC!1,KNUHlsTMICII,KNUM) GO TO 75 
C HONEY-ELL TYPE ECONo~r5ER 
c 
c 
65 !FCT5~ZClONE,III .GT.TRAA) GO TO 70 WRITECb,60U) ECONCKNUMI ,HOUR,MONTHCHO) ,KNUH,ZONE IF(TOAC~O,HOUR).GT.rR'Al GO TO 70 TMACII'KNUHI·CSETPTCII,~NU"' IFCTOACHO,HPURI .L~. TRAA.AND. TOAtHO,HOUR) .GE,eSEYPTCII,KNU +Mll TMACrI,t.NUM1=TOACMO,HOURl 
604 FORMATC/ fCO~zl,II,1 15 ON AT HOUR .',I3.3X,/7N f,AU,lX, ?'FOR 'IR.HANOLER/.I3.2X,IFEEDI~G ZONEI,Y21 GO TO 75 
C NO ECONOHISER 
C 
70 THICrr.KNUHI~ILFACKNUMI'TOACMO'HOUR)+CI.·'LFACKNUH)*TRIA 15 CONTINUE 
ao CONTINUE 
Wo... --:-:.=" ,. "' ... . " . -;:;.~_...;::;;:.r"'- '"'4';-::-";:;' , ; \ .. r .. ' usc ----------.~ ... -


































































e SET INITrAL VALUE~ FOR EQUIPMENT LOADS C 
c 
c 
00 85 ~OUR.1t 48 









C TEST ZCF~ EL.HENT5 FOR NONZERO VALUE ANO CALL APPROPRIATE !UBRTN C TO COHPUTE Ale EQUIPMENr LOADS 
c 
e 
DO 136 KNU~81.KLrHrT 
!FCAHCZONE.KNUM),EO,O) GO TO 136 
K'AH(ZONE,KNUH) 
GO TOCo,~,JOO,Jl0,120,122.12u,126.J2a'129),K qO CALL KEQ1CKNUM,tCNTRL,TCOMFT.ZONE,QHEL,QCC,~H80L'TROOM) r,0 TO 139 
100 CALL KEQ?C~~UM'ICNTRL,TCOMFT,ZONE.QHEL,GeC.QHBOL.rROO~) GO TO 130 
110 CALL KEG3CQHSOL,QCC,QHEL.KNUM,YCNTRL.rCOMF7.Z0NE.TROOMl GO TO 130 120 C~LL KEQ4CQCC,QHEL,~HHP,OHaOL.lONE.KNUM.ICNTRL,TCOHfT,TROOHl GO TO 130 
i22 C.LL KEQsCKNUM.ICNTRL.ZONE,QHEL,QCC,GHBOL.TROOM) GO TO 130 
124 CALL KED6CKNUM,,·u'RL,ZONE,QHEL,QCC,QHBOL,TROOM) 
r,0 To 130 
126 CALL "EQ7CKNUH.ICNTRL.ZONE,QCC,QHBOL,QHEL.TROOMl GO TO 130 
128 CALL KEQaCKNUH.leNTRL.ZONE,QeC,Q~BOL,QHEL'TROOM.TR.CZONE)) GO TO 130 
129 CALL KEQq(KNUM'ICNTRL.ZO~E'QHEL.QCC.QHBOL.TO •• ECON.HO.TpAH.TROOM. 
e 
* TRACZONE» 130 DO 235 11=1,46 
J~LAG(II)DO 
IFCTHCLKCI!.KNUH) •• G. I) JFLAGCrr)al rFCTHCLKClr,~NUM) .EG, 1) r~STRK31 DATYPEzl 
HOUR_II 
IFC!! .Gr. 2~1 DATYPE-2 1FC!I .Gr. au) HOURzty.a4 
TROO~AC!T.KNU")=TROOH(rIl 
!FCT~CLKCII,KNUM) .EQ, 0) GO TO 233 
C TIME CLOCK rs ON, IM'PLIES EGUIPMENT IS OF!' C 













































































C EQUIPMENT IS ON I SUM ZONE EQUIPMENT lOADS TO AH EQUIP~ENT 





AQHHPCIT.KNUM, •• qHHPCrr.KNUM)+QHHPCII,KNUM) 
AQCCCll'KNU~)~AQCC(rI,KNUH)·QCCC!I,KNUM)/12000. 





wR ITF C b 1\33) 
133 FOR~ATCII,.T3"MOI.Tbl'ZONEI'TII'IDA'- HRI,T20,IINFILTN',T30. 
?'GlA551,T37.ITRANSHI NI,TU9,ILIGHTI,T56"POEPLE',T6U, 
7IEQUIP~fNTI'T75.INp' ~EAT SUPPLIED· RESULTANT COOlING', 
7T112,IHE.UER "-OllEf PIIMPIIT1t.ITVPEI.T21,ICSTU)I,nO,I(8TU)I, 
1T3q,IC~TIJ11.T.q,IC8rUjl,T57'ICBTUJ"T&b"CBTU)I,T77,I(BTU)', 
l' AIR TfMP AM TEMP CTONS) CRTU) (STU) (BTU)I) 




no !3u hi ,us 





ZOCCCy) =ZqCCCI) +aCC(I,KNUH) 
zaHBOlC!)zZQH~OLC!)+QH80LCI,KNUM) 
alo CONTtNUf . 
TROO~Cll.TROOM(rl/ZCFM(ZONE,II) 
T=Z~CCCl)/12000. 











IFCI .EQ, 1 .OR. ! .EQ. 2S)WRITECb,b6bl 
FORHAT(/) 






138 FORMATCIII • A5TRI~K INOIC,1ES TIMES AIRHANDLER IS OFF nUE TO TIME 
" 
-
.. - .. -,~.-.--,-,-



































































• CLOCK 11/) 
GO to 134 
137 wRltF.C6'1!5) HONT~CMOl.ZONE.DATYPE."OuR,O!NFCHOURl.QGL~SCKOURl' ?QWALCHOURl,OLYGHTCHOUR,Zl,GNOPCOlTVPE,HOUR1,QEQUPCHOUR,ll, . 7QSlIM10ATvPE,HOUR).TSAzezoNE,Il,TRoOMCIl,T.ZGHELCIl,ZQHSOLCIl. ?ZQHHP C 1) 135 FORMATCIx.A3,2Ia.7S,1X,7F9.0,2F9.1,lx,F8.2,3F8.0l 13a CONTINUE 
IFCIASTRK .EO. I) WRITFC6,(38) 
500 eONTTNUE 
C ENO ZO~E BY ZONE CALCULATION C 
C 








00 700 KNUMal.KLIMIT IFCHO.NE.l) GO TO 580 YMINAH(KNUM):HINAHCKNUMl YHAXAHCKNUHl.MAXAH(KNUHl S80 YHINAN(KNUMl2 HINIYHINAHCKNUHl,MINAHCKNUH1) YH'X4HCKNUHl.~.xeYMAXAHCKNUMl.HAXAHCKNUMl) WRTTECb.hIO) 610 FaR~AiC1HI,aX.'AIR.I.2X,IMO DAY. HR TEMP OF"ax.rCOOLINGI, I! HEATeR BOILER PUMP',T11.I~IN TSAZI,T84.'MAX TSAZII ? IX,IHANOLER,.5X. ITVPE"' ,5X. ? , HI x EO • I R I ,4 x, , CT ON~ 1 , , r 4 6, I C BTU l , , T55, I C BTU 1 I , T 63, I C R TU l , , 1 T72,/[OEG F)',T8S.ICDEG Fl'lll 
WRITEC6.6ISl CKNUM,MONTHCHOl,HOUR,TMACHOUR,KNUMl,AQCCCHOUR.KNUMl, ?AQHFLCHOUR,KNUMl,AQHROLCHOUR,KNUH),AQHHPCHOUR,KNUHl, , H"INAHCHDUR,KNUM1'HMAXAHCHOUR'KNUMl,HOUR~!.2.) 615 rORHATCIs,UX,A3.3X,II',IU,F8.1,UX,F8.2,IX.3FQ.O, + 5X,Fb.2,;X,F6.2l 
WRITEC6.666l 
WRITEC6,620)CKNUM,HONTHCMO),HOUR,THACHOUR,KNUMl,AQCtCHOURt2~.KNUHl ?'AQ~EL(HoUR+2u'KNUM',AQHaOLCHoUR+2u'KNUMl.AQ~HPCHOUR'2 U ,KNUM). 1 H~INIHCNOUR.2u,~NUMl.H"AXAHCHOUR'2q'KNUM)'HOUR=I'2Ul 620 FORMATCIS.4X,AI.31,12',IU,F8.I.UX.F8.2,!X,3F9.0. + 5~,~6.2,SX.F6.~l 
WRITEC6,62~l HINAHCKNUH) 
WRITEC6,630) MAXAHCkNUH) 625 FaR~4T(TIO,I. MONTHLV MIN SUPPLY AIR TEMP ~I,FS.I) 
630 FOQ"ATCT50,1* ~ONiHLY MAX SUPPLY AIR TEMP al,F5.1) 700 r.ONTJ~~[ 
c 
. 
C SU~ COOLING LOADS F·OR COMPRESSORS AND CO~'PUTr: THE MAX TIl~"IAGE 
DATE 062376 





L,,,,,,.. ."," OM" _ " .'<c •. , ",,,.,,, 
.,,, ~ _'" ' •• "" 






































































DO aoo CNUM:I,CLIMIT 
00 750 INDE •• I.~L7MIT 
KNUM=copnfsccNU~,INOEX) 
IFCKNUM.EQ.Ol GO TO 800 
00750 HDuo=I,Ug 
CQCCCHOUR.CNUN1=CQCCCHOUP,CNUM)+AQCCCHDUR,KNUM) 





C eOHPUTE O~ILY TOTAL TONNAGE, HOURS OF WHICH THE COMPRESSOR 






DO .90U CNU~.I.cLIMrT 
wRITECb,632) 
~ATYPEtl 
00 900 II-hue 
IFCII.ED.I.0R,II.EQ.25)WRITE(6,b&b) 
HOUR. II 















632 FORHAT(IHI,T3fICO~·I.T!1,IHONTHlfTIS,loAV. HOUR rONAGE',1 
1 IX,IPRfSSORI,TI6,lTVPEI, 
633 FORMATCIS,'X,A3,2Ib,F9.2) 
b3" FORHH!lH+,Tu7"* DAILY TOTAL II,F8.2,1 TON5 1 ,T79,III, 
?T85,ICDHPOESSOO OFF I 1.12,1 HRIIII) 
CALL COP AUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE COOLING LOAOS IN KW BAeED 












































































SU MaL2a o.o 
C 
C 8UM Ale £aUIP~ENT LOAOS IN KW FOR DAVTYPE 1 , 2 
C 
00 210 KNUMSl,KLIN!T 


























C COMPUTE THE «WH FOR THE BUILDING 
C 







DO 3335 Nal,LZ 
IFCHQDCN,21 .E~. 11 GO TO 3336 
K-T2zKWT2+KILGHTCK,NltKFLGHTCK,Nl+KEQUPECK,NI+KEQUPHCK,NI 
. GO TO 3335 
333& KwTl=KWT1+KILGHTCK,NI+KfLGHTCK,Nl+KEQUPECL,NltKEQUPMCK.NI 
3335 CONTINUE 










~* • * • * $ .• • • * • • * * • * • * 
* 
OATE 062378 







































































C ENU HONIH SY MO~TH EVILUATIO~S 
C 
c 
C PRINT KWH TA~L~ 
C 
WRtTECb.,711 (~.V.'1.2U) 







• 7 •• 101" II~""ONTH TYPE 1,2ijt2X.I2.I~l) 
LH=?*~AX"O 
O~ qnOCD LAX.t,L~ 
IFCHQ:)!UX.2) .EG, !l Gn ro n9 
I =l.AXI2 
~'2 
GO TO Sill 
L~I~LA"''' 
":1 





KW I, /I 
~ 1,1: 
* * 
bqO Fon~~TCIHI"t5(1.')/IHO"ZnNF. HIN 1 HR MAX 1 H~t, 
?TU1'IOE~rG~I.T~1"PRF~!~".T1a,'~.XX~U~" 
" 
7Tl1,IH~A' GIINI,bx,IH,AT GAXNI.t~u,ICFNI,TSq,ICrMI.T72,ITaNNAaEI. 
?lTlO. IC."O~E YFtR)I.JX.l(wHOL~ YeAII1IIT13'If~TUl"T26.,tllTUlllI) 
C 
e COMPIITE DE~tr.') CFH F~P lOIlFS ~"D P~I"'T 5\1~~AR!ES FOR lONE 















bq& FQRM&'CIHO,TU,I.* O!SIGN CONDITIO_S'I" 
A Ix,l.rRI.Tlq,3(IYElRLYI.~X)/. 
+ IX.IHANnLFR"I~.IHIN CFMI, 
13X,1"IN ALFAI,733.'MIN TfHP NIX TE~PI,TS7.IMIXI/T33, 










QO ~'iO Cflll"=l,rLT"lT 
YCaCC I Cr.',I1",=vcnec I (ChII)H) '2o.q+yeQCC~(CNUHI H. S • 
DATE 062J18 
• 





























































* I (l< '" H /Rl or., I , T c b, ' t )(""H/R\..05, I ,1 LI t t 5 ( i C K ~~ lit p.)!') , r tclfn I (K I'lHT 1 I , 
• 1\ 1 q I I ~::~ l us 'll 
C •• r~T ~D~T~ ~, .n~Tw In~RGY CO~SU"PTln~Sl Y~ARL' TOTlL ~NfRGY 
C CO~St"'PTt~.,S •• ~n vO"L' E"ERGV COST FeR T~E eUILDI"G 
c 
~n 2qQ "nzl,"AXMD 
2'0 .RIT~(b'2"S)~ONT"!.al.(~t~~ON(.O'II'l.l.ql 
2u~ FOR~ATt,",.TS.lltTI3.q(EIO.u,l~1) 
n~ 2&·' hl,q 
1)0 2~O J.ltl2 







c,.· •• ,', •• ·, •••••••••••••• • •• ·.,··· ••••• ,'******$.$· •• *.,., •• ** •• * •• ~ ••••• * 
e 
C END PROGRA. 
C 
Ct •• ,."t •• , ••••• _ •••••• * •• u •••••• i.~*~.' •••••••••• *' ••• ~I.*.* •• *.,.~ •• ,., •. 
C 
YfC.EC"O·V 
PAn OoD7! P~~E 
'§jo 









































































~1'~~C<l~t'.E ECHO W%LL FCHO TH! 11l"!.!T nATA ANO PRiNT OUT %'1 PROPER ~OR"4T 
Sl'.R~:n !~F, E"eHMe "~p. lCi~GHTt "nGHT t wEr.lIP~ .K~QIJP .... L AT. !cn~, + THr.Lx',~J.~ETP·~l ~!.p~SI0~ ~~'Cpa'!~l.KILnk'(Pa.l~l"FLqHTc~a'lbl,KEalJPFc~a'lb) n I"'~ ~l,;, ' \ ,. "; 1':"'1." i' ~ t S "1 'f::: 11!'; ( J t) l .... ~ (~, 1 {) ,5~ TP T 5 (i' t J 0) ,5;t ZF: (3, 10) n!.f~5,r. H~aIEq(!"1,Hr.~'I".Z~'"C~.IIIIV"Lr'I,TSUHCH),T"lNC8) /)!.E~Sl:i" p~t ."rco r~' ,r.~P~E5 C 1 ry.\ PI,At n rIo, 'f C( I 0) ,C\.K ("6) OIH~"Slql '~JI9'"I,~~FTP,(".,!nl'kSlT~rca"'IQI,Hn(pal rNrE~~g Fr~~tcnpw.S'lL.TtlLr.ITtAH'rL!·!T'H!ATf~"~CLKC"~,IOI l~T'~ER AryJ 
CO.M~~/~~~" A'ALIQ'~)"~LASC9,el.r~E~Tc~.II'~HADFCq,8) CDUH"~/'ALLI U~.U.,PHlu"pwl.L.HQ,VN~,V.L'I~5"UT CO~~O~/" ~Sq~,T~'Z,TM~'ZC'M,C~ETP"M~Elpr'HEATFR'XH'HFRPA C~~'O~/ALLI ~Ln~,.LI~tT'ZLIHJr'VOL,TSU".T~I~'AH,ALF',5IZE,COPR~S, + CUMIT 
RE AL NOP, K ILGwT •• 'Lr,HT, "fOiJPE. "fDt'PH , LAT, L AT I O!.~~SIO~ QS"·C~,2"',TSAzrA,~8).T.Ac~a'lo"PHIRF(8),PH!WL(8) nt"ENSION YQFCA).vwLC~)IHE'TCI~) 
nATI IPI/l,IQIS91 
LATlzLIT'I~O./pr 
wRITF.Cb'l~nOl RLDG. '-LIMIT. KLIMIT. 1000 'OR~lr(IHI" ••• e~~Rr,v'cn~SU~PTION 
Ak' LUI ESTIMAr!nN ~o~ RUIL~ING I,AUI 
.. I ••• NU~~;Q n~ ~AC~OlO~ES a 1,15." .. t... NiI""~Q or lfR~AN~LERS 
• ,.15,1. 
.. I •• , A~SMPTrV!TV {1r WA~L~ J>,' .. • I.F5.2./, 
.. ,... LATTTune INGLF FOR r"~ ~_.lrION • IIFS,O.1l wRtTfChlloOl 
IIO~ ~ORMATfl 50CI")" 7~NE INPUT ~ATA 1,55(1$1),11. 
• "" "AL~ ARE~ I" S~. FT, 1,1. 
• , oRr'NTAT!nNt.Tlq.ISI,T~5'IS.,.Tll'lwl.Tl1,INwl.T43"3El,T4Q, + 'EI.'5S""",Tbl.I~I,ThS.II!OOFI.It' ZONE') 00 1~~Q 1"I,ZlY"IT wR!T~Cb'll~d) I. (A~ALI.,.I. Jel.9) 1\50 FORMATC 16.~X.9F~.Ol 
1200 eONTTWe 
"R!T"b.Ii!IQ) 1210 FOR~AVlllt ••• WALL AOJAeE~T CONn. lNS I,T40, + 'n FnR NO WALL OR PA~TITlnNS" 
+ 1.'"0,' I FOR AN tNTE~roR '~TINr. A CONSTANT TE~PI,I, + T4n,l;> FOr. A'll r"nRlna ,tNIl A II"CONOrTtaN!D ZONE',1r 
.. Tun,l 1 FOR AN EXTEPlr~ .EO TO AMRtEUTI,II. 
• 1 ORIENT'TIONI"19.1".lG~"~.'.T31.IWI,T31,lNWI.rnl,lSE1,'491 




wR!TEC6'1220l 1'(AnJCJlt),Jal,~1 FO~~~TC16'~X.qCt5,I~ll 
co~rr'IUE 
ISEhll 
QQ 1250 HO!tq 
no 12S0 Nol,6 
1250 rF(A~J(M,N) ,F.O. I) ISET-I 
IFCt~ET ,EO. 0) GO TO l~qo 
~.~-"-.-- .--~ .. -- -~.--....-.-.-~'''''' -... ... .......-...-.-.----

































































1260 FORMATe/I' ,.* ADJAcrNT T~MP~RATUR~I", 
+ I ORIENTATIO~I,Tlq.151,T25,IS~I,T3I,twt,"1,tNwt,T43.,S£I,T4Q, + IEI,T5S,INEI,Tbl,IN"T&5,IRa~FI,I.1 ZON~11 DO 12~0 l'I'ZLt~rT .RrT~Cb.1270) T,CTNEXTCJ,II,J=I,81 1270 ~OR~.Tcrb.8X.~Fb.11 1280 CO"T!~U~ 
1?90 wRITFC&,IZ9Z1 
1292 FOq"ITCII' 9.$ FR~CTION OF UNSNADFD AREA 0' ~ILLI./, 
• 1 ORIFNTATlnNI,T1R,IS',TZ5'ISwl.Tllt'wl,T37,INWI,T43,15£I,Tqq, 
• IEI,T55"N~I"bl,INI.T65,IROO~I".1 lONF.I) no 129b r~I'zLtMtT 
wRrrFCb'12951 t. C5~'OECJ,r),J'I,q) I~.~ FON"ATClb.~X,9Fb.11 
121'. CO'<Tl"UE 
WRITFC&,13001 
no, FORMAT! II, I ••• GLASS AlIEA IN SQ. FT, t,It 
.. 1 ov.rENTlTto"I,TI9,ISI,T25,I3wl,T3I,'I<I.T17,INWI ,Ultl$el,Tij~, 
• ,~.,T5~,I~EI.Thl,'NI,Tb~,I~nOFI,I,1 ZONEI) 
no Il~O T."~LIMT' 
~R!TECb'II~OI I. !AGLA~(J,tl. Jal.9) 13;0 CONTT~UF 
WijITeCb. I unOI 
1400 FOR~ArC II,T51,15CHeOUt~I,II., •• OCCUPANCY LOADI,/) ~uT1ECb'l~nQI 
1500 FOq~ATC T7,IOAyl,ltl lON' YYPEt,TI~,I",Tlq.lal,T2u,131.Y29,'Q" • T3 •• ' 5 I ,139 t I b 1 ,T":J , 111 ,14 q , I! I ,T5 U I I q , ,T5~ • I 10 1 ,T b 3 , I I I I I T &a , 
• I I ~ I ,173, 1 I 3 I , T7 8, , I' I IT 8 3. I 15 I , T ~a. II b 1 .193, 1 17 1 , rqa, I 18 t , T I 0 J, + 1191 ,Tln8,120' ,Tl13,121' ,TI16,12?I,TI23,1231 ,TI28,'2.'1) TCO\'~TZO 
ZL~T.?'7L IHiT 
DO 1600 j"I,ZLHT 
IZ.Ct+1)/2 
r COl'NT=UOU"T+ I 
'RrTFCb"~~O) fZ, ICOUNT, !NOP!J,I). J.I,a~1 1550 F~~H.TC ,U,2X,13,\X,2.F5.11 
IFI rCOUNT .f~. ~l ICOUNTaO 1600 CON TINUE 
wRTHCb'17nol 
1700 FOR"ATI/I '* ~L\lORtSC~NT LIGHT IN KW 1,/) ~qTTFCb"SOOl 
00 I~OO l~I'ZL~T 
TZaCTtll12 
rC~UNTalCOUNT+1 
wRTTE(b.I~5DI tZ. rCOUN1, ( KFLGH,CJ,%). Jal,2Ul IFC ream,T .EQ, 2) rCQIJNTOO HloO eO~Tt~UE 
"r.TTn~'lqOOl 
1900 Fa~"AT!/1 •• INCANDESCENT LIGHf IN Kw 1,/) w~fTF!b.1S00l 
00 2000 rcl,ZLMT 
rz z Cr+1l/2 
!COU~T= I COUI/H I 
wRlTFrb'lS5~1 IZ. rCOUNT. C KILGHTeJ,rl.Ja\,24) IF! TCOU~T .EQ, Pl ICOUNTzO 
2000 r.ONTTNlIE 
....... ~~ .. ~"'~~.~ ...... ---- -.-~~~ .-~~-.-~-----.~-.---~~--~ ,- .---- .. ,~- - --- -.. --.-- -..:.:... --~--~-~ ..... -----. 
DATE 06ZJ78 PAGE 



































































2100 FOQMATC/I .* E~cCT~!CAL EQUIPMENT LOAD I~ KWI,/) 
wRfTF.CbI\SOOl 
00 2200 r=I.Zl"T 
TZ"C!+1l/2 
!CDU·,T= rrOu~T'1 
"RtTEC&"SSO) iZ, ICOUNT. CKEaUP£CJ.t).J'!12~l 




noo FnQMAfC/1 ._ ~ECHANIC'L EQUIPMENT LOAD IN Kwl,/l 
WRrTECf>.!SOO! 
00 2UOO t=I.ZlMT 
tZ=Ct+lll2 
TC~u"T=TrOU"'T+ I 
wRltFtb,!5S01 IZ. ICOUNT, CKEQUPHCJ,Il,JX!,2U) 
IFC TCOUNT .c~. 21 ICOUNT.O 
2aOO CO"TIwe 
wRITFCb,·",oOI 












FOR~ATC I VOLUME QF ZONF IN CU. FT. 
F~q"ATC I SUM~ER I~Slnc n~5IS~ CONOITION (OEG 
FQQ~lT( • WINTER P.STO' rESIGN CONDITION IDEG 
FOR"ATC HEAT TRANSFFR COfFF FOrl W~LLS 









31no ~O~H~TCIISOCI").' AtR HANDLE~ DaTA ',601 1• , ).1, 
+ '" 'Til ~A"DI.ER TYPE III 
wRTTEC6'3?OOI 
3200 FOR"lTII AJRHANOlF.R NO.I,T21.'II,T29.12I,T37.111,YUS,IQI.TS3. 
+ ISI,TbT.lhl,Tb9,11I,T77.'AI,T85,IQI ,na,110I,ItT5,IZnNI:t1 
DO 3300 J:I,ZLI~TT 
WRI1Ftb'32S0) I, (AHCZ.J), Jal.KLIHITj 
32~O rOq~ATI T~.7X'IOCI6.2Xll 
33no CO~TtMJE 
.~HECb.~31~1 
33!0 FOQMATt/I' .t ilR ~A~DLER aCHEDULE WITH TIME CLOC~ 'll 
.RITI1Cb·33201 
3~20 ~ORM.1C T7. IDAVI",1 AH TyPE"TIU,ll'.TIQ.12 I ,T2a. 131,T2Q,IUI. 
+. 134, 151 • nq. 161 ,'TaQ, 17' ,TU9. I R I. TSU, I q I • TSA, I 1Ii1 , T63, I ! I I I Tb6, 
+ '12I,T7 •• ' 11' ,T76,1141 ,TA •• IISI.T88.11~1 ,T93,II7I,HS,1181 ,Tl03. 
• I! 9 I ,11 OR. I" 0 I , T 113. , "II , T ! ! ~. I 2J1' • TI n, I 23 I • T I 2~ , I 2 U 'I) 
DO 3,~O rnl.KLIMTT 
IlC H"n J~! .U~ 
elKtJ,:1 O~I 








----.-~.---.-~-.,-~-- ~.---- ... --. - -_._-_._----_. 

























































33qS 'OR~I'CI •• 2X.I~11112.!2r •• 3» JJzJJ+! 
wRITgC&'33q~, I,JJ,CCL~C~K)f~K.Z5r4S) 3350 r.O'<'T"UE 
~qlrFCb.3·Ml 3uoO F~"M.TC/' •• 'IR QU4NTITy DISTRIBUTION IN CFM 'I) wQITECb,3Z011 
no 5500 ,~I,ZlIHIT wRJlE(b'3u~l)~ I. CZCI'MCj'Jlo J"hKllHIT) laso FO."ITC Ia,IX'ID'~.ll HOO co~rl"uE 
00 3b?Q !zl,~LIKrT ~CC!)"Y"SI HEUtI)::IElEC' 
n" ECO'I(71 .~E. 1) EcCrlzl!JO' IFC HEITeR!!) .fO. I) HElrc!).'cISI 3600 cO"TT,ur 
.RITECb'37on, !SETPTSCI.Jl,J.!.K~IMrT) 3700 "O""Arc,,' 4tR~A"')lEIf 'lo.'.r'9'111.T37.'~I,T45'13I,T$l'141,T61, ~ 1<;I,H9.lhl,T71t'1'.TAr;'181.7q~'191,T9~'ll0I,h + , cnLD DEC- 5£TPDINT "I~FI.~) wRtTFCb'lbn~, ( S~IPTSr2,J).J:I,XL!M!T) ,,"t1E(6,3900) c '~F'!J), J=I,KltMITl >lRI1F.(6,u~nO) C "CIJI ,Jol ,~Lr~ITl wqITEtb,~I~Ol C ~EITCJ1,J'I,~LIMITl 3800 "OR"ATC I HnT QEC~ 5"TP01~T 1,IOF8.Z1 3900 FO~MATC 1 PERCE •• T VEIIT UP I dope.a) qnoo Fa •• ITC I D~TSI0E IIR ECQIjQMlZER l.q~.IOC'Q.QXll ql~O FORM,TC 1 TIPE GF H~'T1N~ IN AH 1,31,ID(I •• UI)) 
wRtTECb,"2r1) 4200 FOR"'T(II~~CI"l,1 COMPRESSOR PAT A 1,60('*'),1, • 1 •• COMPRESSO~/A!RHAqOLER DI!TRlaU'IO~") DO uuon 7%I,CLIHtr wRITEC6.u30~1 It CCftPPESCI,Jl,J-I,IOJ 4JOD PCR~IT" 'IR HA~OL~R NO. COqNECTED YO "13" CO~PRESsoRI,IUI5l 8400 CONTI~UE wR!T~C~.qsnOl • Sfll(I.J),JsI,CLl"IT) USOO 'O~4AT"I' SIZE DF COhnEN5,RS AND ~EAT PUHPI,/I COMPRESSOR NO,I, + r,q,lll,TJ7.121,T4S'II',T53'IU"T61,151,T6~,lhl'T".17I.T85,ISI, > rQ2. IQI.1QQ"IO"/1 FIPST CO~~eNSER TONNAGF.I,IOFB.2) "RITECb,u600) ( SIZEI2.Jl. J2j,CLI Mlll 4600 FORMATC I 2~D CONnF~'ER TO~~AGE 1,10,a.2) ~~11o!6.u700l ( SIZEr3,Jl.JalteLI~ITl 4700 FOR~ATC I SIZE OF H •• t PUHP(ijTU/H) 1,10F5.I,III) wR7T'(."~~Ol qeoo ~~ijM!TC 13q(I.'llll) RETURN 
"NO 
,PRT,S VIC. SOLAR-V 
DATf 06i!3iS PAGe: IS 
L.--"..::~._.__ _ .. "'_ .... _. ___ ~.~~ __ ~ __ ~",""----' ,._~.i,.,---~.-,--~ .. ~-~-~,-~- -"--.-......,--"~ 
."_. ___ •• ____ .....--.......-.--.... ..~~~_ .......... ~ 




































































OATA IPI/3.lalsq/ OI~ENS1C~ TOACI2.24l. 51(2u.9). OSUMC2ul'CCF(121 CO~·~N/cn~ST2/LAT,T&U.GRREFL,UGLASS 
C SET I~lTT~L VALUFS TO ZEnO C 
01) 100 hi .2Q 
IISUM tIl:OQ,O 
00 Inn J,,109 
SICIoJI~Q.n 
100 CO',T!'IUE 
c C CO"PUTE ·1~1! .. oUR ~NGLE "DR SUNRtS" TO SUNSET TO OETERNIN! THE OAYLEIIGTH C &~O CO"PARE rifTH TilE l<OlIR AI/GU TO SEE WHETHeR THE SUII IS PRESENT C 
e 
l<ALHTA~~DSC·T&NrLATI*TAII(OECll 00 bOO ;0<1. i'u 
SALTo:9, 
t DJ.J:lO • 
HA:CI2-rl*IS.·Pf/IAO. 
nT:Tn&CMo·rl-TRA 
fFCla!CH,) .GT.HILHTl GO TO 1000 
c eO"PUfE Sill' PELUEO VARUnl.ES SALT.IDN.SAZM c 
c 
SALTX'SI~CCCS(LATl*COSCOEC)·C08CHA)+SlNCLAT,~aI"COECl) yre SALT ,LT. ,02) Gn TO 1000 tONxA/fXPCq/SI~CSALT) 
SAZH'ASINccoscn~C"STNCH'I/COSC!ALT" 




00 SQO J"I,q 
I~C '~SCA.AL(J.ZN)l,LT. ,01 I GO TD 500 
_T:PII? 
IFC J .GF.. ql WT_O,O 
vS~:CI,~COSCwTl)/a. 
wAZH=tJ-l,·PY/U. 




.... ~.~ .. ~ ....... - ... -----~ ---~~-~ ........ ~- .. --------. 
:-...-' . ..,...---_._- --....~~--~~~--. ..-......... .~-~-.--'--..........- .. ------~~ ~~-'---,.;,~--.,--~ _ I~_ • ......dl 
W' 
r:cp PROG~A~ 
S7 II"CAQS(HAl .LT. o.onl) IlU~.OOI 5g l~t J .r.y. ~l HIZ~.~(J.U)*pr/4. 59 WSAZH=SAZ~+C"lZ"'HA/l~SCuAll hO C05TwaCOsCSALT)8CCSCWS1ZRl*SfNCw?l+arNCSALT)*C08(HT) hI IFe ceST ... LT •• nf,nll r.05TH"~.O 62 srC!.Jl~r~~'lr.OSTH.CC*CI •• VS~l)+CGPR~FL.VSr..tC+SI~tSALTl») 63 Qs.S!lr'J)'T'U"CLA5tJ'Z~1'CCF(MOl+UQL'SS'AGL'SCJ'ZN).or 6q qSU"Crl.r,5u~'ll.~S 6~ 500 co~rlMUE 6& 600 CD~T!~U~ 61 RETUR'i 65 E"? 
'PRT.S VIC.TRANS-Y 
.... ,,~~~ ..... ___ .~~~ ........ ...:.-,....,...~_ ..... ,::""-'-... 
't ~_"--- .. " . 




























































































50LAQ IN'~NsrTV (BTU/HR-F"'2) SOLAR-AIR TFNpeRATURo ID.ALI5~n FORM OF TF. TRA~SMISSIO~ LOA~ P~R UNIT AkEA TnTAL TR'~SMISSln~ L~AD OVeRALL H~AT TRANSFEP COFF', O~ ROOF(PTU/HRw,T.OfGFI OV~P'LL HEAT TRAnSFER COPFF, OF wALLC~TU/HR.F'.DEGFI FA~TOQ IN THP AMPLITUDE ~F GTRINS DUE TO THERUAL DIFF"SIvlrv C' WALL PHRASF A"GI,P III THe ARGU~ENT OF QT~AI/S DUE TO THERMA~ ~IF~usrvITV OF wALL HEAT 'R.~SFFR COEFF, OF OUTSIDE ~'LLrRTU/HR·FT'*2·DEGFI 5UqROUTT~E TRANS(TRA.TOA.Sy,QTR.NS,ADJllONE) REAL M.~ 
rNTEG~R AOJ(q,~),?ONE OIMENS:ON TOA!12.2Q). Sl(2U,9).QTR~NG(2Ql'SHADEC9i51 O!~E~SrON QTRAUN(2U,Q),TF.(2U"TOAIC2Q),HO(2U) DI~tNSrON UR~OF(AI'UWA'LC81.PHrRFC6),PHIWL(~)'VRFr8)'VWL(e) CO"~ONIWALL/ UROOF,U'ALL,PHrRF,PHr'L.~O,VRF,VWL,ALPHA ca'40~/AREII AMALLC9,8).'GLASC9,8',TNEXTr~,RI,SHAOE ~O.HoN/n!CI p.DFC ••• ~,C,MO OITA IPI/3.141~ql 
C THE 2U'9 ELEMFNT5 IN THF ARRAYS ARE FOR THE c4 HOURS or THE DAY C AND THE q ORIENTATI0N~ OF THE WALL C 
C STRIP TH~ PQOPEk OUT810E TEMP FOR CALCULATlONS C 
C ADJ. 0 MFA'S THf~~ :1 ~~ HALL DR ONL' PARTITION THERE C IDJ x 1 ~EJ~S THERE IS AN INTERIOR "ALL ADJOINING • CONSTANT C TE~PfAITVRF ZONt C IOJ • Z MEA~$ THF~E 1S AN INSIOE WILL THERF e ADJ. 3 ~EANS THFRF IS AN OUTSIOE wALL THERE 'C 
e 
DO 5 Z.t.2ij ~TRA~SCl).O 
DO 5 J=1t9 
DTR.U"'U,JI-O $ CONTrNUI; 
c 
C 
• e 1*1 
C 
C 
\" 1*1 1*1 






GO TO Cqo.30,20,10).!NO:~ 
1*' 1*1 1*' !*) 1~1 1$) 
. ____ ~ __ ._ .. ___ -<~-M~-"--::h.--~-~~-:~-~-=--·~~ Me. .-,-~~- -,-~.--..-
































































IF THER~ IS NO w4~L T"FPE JUMP O~E $T~P c 
c C.***"'***···*··$·$*···~···**·**·****·*···~··*····*··*$ •••••• **~ ••• * •• *~ 
e WE 00 THI NEXT 2 ~OOPS IF '"E w~LL IS AN EXTERIOR WALL 0 
C $ 









IJ='J'ALL (70 NE) 
V2~"l.tZO";:) 
PHl;~HI"UZO"E) 
1Ft J .EG, q) U"~ROOFClONE) 
IFC J .EIl" q) V_VRF rznNF) 
1Ft J .fG. q) P"I.PHIRFc~nliEl 
• 




+ + $ + ~ 
00 15 Is\,2U 
RI·l 
SANGLE%ATA~(AaS(N;~ll IFI~ ,LT, n, ,'~O. M ,GT, Q.19A~GLE.~.*PI.aANGLE 
IF(N .LT, O •• AND. ~ .LT, O.ISA~GL£·PI'SA~GLE 
IFIN ,roT, O •• A~D. " ,LT. O,)SANGLE"PI-$ANGLE OT~I~NCl,Jl'U.tTEH.TRA1.V*SQRT(u'~'N*N)'COSCPI*Rl/l~ •• 5ANGLt 
• .PHI) • 
15 eONTTNUE • 
c • e ••• ·~ •• ······.·t*.* ••••.••••• * •• *.~q··*~···*·······***."~" .. """"$' 
GO TO DO 
e e •••••••• *N •• ~.~.#M •• ~_*.~N~ •• M.#MM.~"M •• NM".N._MMMHM.N~ •• N •• ~ ••••• M •••• 
c c WE GET TM T~E NE~T CO LOOP IF WALL IS AN INTER!OR ONE 
e 
2Q DO 2S 1=1.2° IF(TOlICIJ ,LT, Tn.l TnAICl)a70. 
~TRIUN(t.J)~UW'LL(ZONF1.('OAI(I).'PAl 
25 CaNT! tlUE 
p 
e C •• ~U •••• "M~U"'.N'.M~ •• ~.n_ ••• M~"~~'.N""N"'~' •• "'" N'."'·"'.'··-*"·. 
r. 
GO TO 40 
e ell n ! II II J I III! II Ill\! ! n l! III till! 1111111 1 111111 11111 III 1II111 I I I I 11I11 
e 
e THiS LOOP IS FO~ ~iLL kIT~ cONaTANT 1EMPERATURE 
c 
30 DO 3'5 tal.aU GT~AIJ'I t! I Jl" (T'lEX! (J. ZONE I.T~ A l'U~ALL (ZnNE I 
.. 







.. _--_.- _._-_ .... ----- - ..•. -- ---- ---- ---- ~--.. -. ..~ 
~. 
ECP fi~O[;~'A~ 
11& 35 eO~Tr~UE 
II ,; e 
It belli 111111111 1 1111111111 1111111111 III! , 1 , ! 1111111 I , 11I1 II , 1I1I 1 II , 1 II I , I I 
117 &0 eO~TINuE 
118 c 
Ilq e MU,Trp,~ AREA OF WALL TO QTRAUN fO GET TOTAL HEAT TRAN5~IS5IION ,DAD 
120 C 
121 DC &0 I.lI,~. 
122 00 50 J.!o~' 
123 GTP£~scrl.QTRINSCIl.Q'RAUNCI'Jl'AwIL'(J.ZONEl 
124 ~~ CO~TrNUE 








































































C ~EATING/COO"ING LO~D e~LCU"ATION rOR TYPE 1 ArR.H~HD"ER C~!NG"E DUCT PLUS 




C XNUH'THE KNU~ITH AIQ-HlND"ER IN THE BUI"DING 
C QHEL. HEITING "OlD {ELECTRIC~Lj IN STU 
C QHHP w HEaTING ~O'D ITHERHIL) IN BTU 
C GCC a COOLING "OAD (ELECTRICAL) TN BTU 















C STAqr COMPuTATION OF GHEL,QCC ~ND GHBOL 
C 




IF CI.GT.2U)' Jsa 
IF (I.GT.2U) .-2U 
NE~HR'INK 
TFIN!WHR .EG. !)WRITECb.20) 
TSIZN·'SA1(NZONE,I) 
TFCIPeMlO"E) ,NE. I) GO TO 2006 
TSAZN:CSETPTCI,KNUMl 
lFCICNT~LINZO~E'KNUH) .NE. 1) TS.ZN~TR.A·CQSUHNU(J'I.K)/ 
A CHLT'ZCFMCNZONE,KNU~)) 
1000 JF(TMICI,KNUM) .IT. CSETPT(I,r~UH)l GO TO 200 
GO TO 30U 
aoo SETLO=THACI,KNUM) 
w~JTfC&,~SO)J,NEwHR,NZONE 
250 FORHATCI~.ITMA LESS THAN LOWER SET POINT, COalING COIL or~.I,lX, 
~IOAY.TYPEII,I2.3X,IHOURtl'!2.3X,IZONEII,I2,3X,I!KEQ1)I) 
300 IFCTSAZN .LT. SETLO) GO TO 400 













'1:10 Rf'::! ~o<. .o~ 
~~ 
.... fJ I-:l 
'<1(;1 









58 IF (ICNTRLCNZONE. KNIJHl • EQ. Il TPOO~ (n _TRA. 
5q C 
60 C THESE 2 IF STATEMENTS ARE PUT IN FOR THE CONVERSION BETWEEN A 24X2 MATRIX 
61 e AND A 48 ELE~ENT VECTOR ' 
62 C . 
b! IF tREHEATCN70NF.).NE.O.AND.RfHEATCNZONEl.NE.I) GO TO qe 
64 IF (REHEATCNZONE).fQ.l1 QH~OLCI'KNUM1.QHELCI'KNUM) 
65 I~ CREHEATCNZONE1.EQ.l) QHEL (I,KNUM1'O 
60 C 
67 C THF.SE IF STATEMENTS SERVE TO SORT THE HEATtNG LOAD INTO THE CORRECT 
68 C CATAGORY ACCORDING TO THE HEATER TYPE (ELEcTRICaL OR GAS"FIRED) 
b9 c 
70 Qce CI,KNUM)'MLT'ZCF~(NZONE.KNUMl*(rHA(r,KNUM).SETLO) 
71 GO TO 10 
72 q6 WRITf(6.QQ1NZONE 
73 qq Fo~HAT(1 fRROR IN HEATER-TYPE,CHECK INPUTI,3X'IZONE",I2,3X.I(KEQI 
74 .,1) 
75 RETURN 












-._~_ .... ',.-,-, ___ ~ •• ~~'. "--__ ,. __ ••• ~_~_ co.. 




1 C HElTING/COOLING LOAD CALCULATION FOR TY~E 2 AIR-HANDLER (nUtL-DUtT,HULTIZONE 


























































• T~E K~U"'TH Alq-HA~OLE~ IN THE BUILOYNr, 
• HFATI~G LOAO CELECTRICALI IN BTU 
B HFAT1~r. LOA~ CTHFRMALI IN BTU 
• COOLING LOAn CFLECTRICALI IN BTU 













START COMPUTATION OF QMEL,QCC AND QHBOL 
00 10 1_1,"8 
J=I 
KaO 
IF CI.GT.2U, Jo2. 
IF (r .GT .2Ul KSeij 
NEWHR"I-K 
IF(NEwHQ .Ea, IIWRIT~C6,5' 
FORHAT (I n I) 
THESE 2 IF STATEMENT ARE PUT IN FOR THE CONVERSION BETWEEN A 24X2 HATRIK 




IFCIP(NZONF] ,NF. !) GO TO 2000 
TSAZNsCSeTPTCI,KNUMI 
IFCICNTRLCNZONE'~NUHI ,NE. I' TSAZNoTRAA.CGSUMNUCJ,X-K'/ 










2000 IFCTHLCI.KNUHI .GE. CSETPTCI,KNUM),GO TO 30 
SETln=TMACI.K~UMl 
'RITE(b,~OISFTLO,J,NE~HR,NZONE 
2r FO~"ATClx.ICOOLING COIL NOT .ORKING. LOWER 5ETPOINT'TH,ol. 
*Fo.2.!X.'DAV.TVPFII,I~,3X"HOURI"I2'3X"ZONEII,!2,3X,I(KEQ2"l 





















I I ' 


























~ i~ ~ 77 
. """'" 18 
r 79 
1\... 80 













IF(XH(I) .GT. 1.IGO TO 900 
TF(XHlIl .cT. O.lGO TO 990 
IF CHEATF,RlKNUHI.NF..O,ANO.HEATERCKNUHl,NE.llGO TO 98 
103 QCC (I,KNUHl • "cT'ZCF"CNZONE,~~UHl*Cl.XHlYll'CTMACI.KNUHlo 
ISETcOl 
QHEL CI,KNUMI. McT'ZCFMCNZONE.KNUHl.XHCIl.lSETHY_THA(Y 
Io~NU"1 I 
TqQOM(!l.TSAZNtQSUHlJ,Y.Ml/C"LT*ZCFHCNlONE.KNUHll 
IFC!CNTRI CNZONE'~NU") .EG. I) TROOMCn=rqAA 
IFlICNTRcCNZONe.KNU~1 .EQ. i!l TROO"IIlaTS.<N+05UHNUlJ,I~~11 
A I~LT'ZCFHCNZONE'KNUMll 
1 IF lHEATERCKNUMI.EQ,ll QHSOLlI.KNUH)=QHEcCI,KNUMl 
IF CHEATpRCKNUMl,EQ,l1 QHEL(I,KNUMI~O 
C THESF IF STATEMENTS S,RVE TO SORT THE HEATING cO AD INTO THE CORRECT 
C CATAGORY ACCORDING TO THE HEATER TYPE lELECTRICAL OR GAS-FIREDI. C 
GO TO 10 
qa WRITE 1&,99) HEATERlKNUMI,NZONE 
qq FORMAT! I ERROR IN HEATER TYPE,CHECK INPUTI,3X,IHEATER",IZ,3X.,ZO 
~ NE I I oX 2,3 x • I C KE"Q21 'I 
GO TO 500 




GO TO 103 
Q90 TSAZN"SETLO 
~HCIltiO. 









































































C K~Q3 SUBROUTINE CO~PUTES THE CO~PRE5S0R COOLING LOAD,BOILER HEATING 
C LOlO AND ELECTRIC HElTER LOAD FOR A TYPE 3 AIR HANDLER.ITHfS SURROUTINE 
C WI~L PERFOo~ THE COMPUTATION FO~ 2U HOURS OF DAYTYPE ON[ AND DAYTYPE 
C TWO. THE RESULT IS RETURNED TO THE HAIN PROGRAM IN THRE~ ARRl,SI 
C GCC(HOUR.KNUM1.QHBOLCHOUR.KNUH1,GHELCHOUR,KNUN1. 
C qHEL=E~EcT~rc H~ATER LOADCBTUl 
C GCC-COMPRESSOR COOLING LDAOCBTUl 
C QH80L=.OTLER HEATING LOAO(~TUl 








INTEr.ER ZONE.DYTP,HEATERCIOl,REHEATCBl.FLAG,ICNTRLC8,1 0l 
OIMENSION GHELCUB.l0l,GCCCQa.IOl,GHBOLCI8.IOl.TCOMFT(S,Q8) 





C INITIALIZE VALUES TO ZERO 
OYTPaO 




! on CONTI NUE 
e WRITEC6,UOO) 
150 PVTP=DYTP+! 
DO 6~U Jol,2U 






C TEST TO OETERM!NE TF COOL!N~ dR HE~TING IS NEEDED. 
e 
TSlZN=TSAZCZONE,Il 
IFCIPCZONEl ,NE. I) GO TO ~QOO 
T5AZN_CSETPTCI,KNUMl 
IFCICNTRL(ZONE.KNU~) .NE. I) T5A%N.TRAA-/Q!UHNUCOYTP,J)1 
l (MLT*ZCF~CZONE.KNUMll) 
2noo IF CTSAZN.LT.TMA(I,KNUMll GO TO 200 
C 





TF CHEITERCKNUMl,EG,OlGO YO 650 
C COMPUTE ~OILER LOAD 
e 
, 











































GO TO 2SO 
e 
e DETERMINE If COOLING SETPOINT IS !UITABLE .~D CO~PUTE CO~PRESSOR 
C COOLING LOAD 
C 




IFCFLAG .ED, I) TSAZN-CSETPTCI,KNUM) 
tFCFLAG.FQ.IJwRITECb,bOOlDYTP,J,ZONE 




1050 FORMATClx,IT"a LESS THAN LOWER SET POINT. COOLING COIL O~FI,!X, 
" * I DAY.TYPFI',I?!3X ,I HOUP II, 12, 3X ,I ZONEII, !2,3X, , IKEG]) q 
1100 QCC(t'~~UM1'1CF~CZON~'KNUMI*M~T.(I,·BF)*(1H.(!.KNUM). 
+ CfiETPTC I, KNItM)) 
250 TRQOMC!)zTS4ZN + QSuMrOYTP,J)/CMLT*ZCFMCZONE.KNUMll 
rrC1CNTRLcznNE,kNUM) .EQ. I) TROOMIIl=TRAA 
IF(ICN7RL(ZO~E."NUM) .EO. 2) TROOHCIl.TSAZNtOSUMNUCDYTP,J)1 
, CMLT*ZcFHCZONE.KNUM)1 
600 FORMATCIX,'SETP01NTS ARE UNSUITABLE FOR RnOM DESIGN cnNOITIoNSI,3X 
• , 101 y. T Y PEl I • 12 , 3 x, I HOUR I I , 12,3 X, 'ZONE I I , 12 ,3 x, I (K ED!) , J 
650 CONTI~UE . 






'm-' .t1""H •• ~~ .--







































































c ~EaQ SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COMPRESSOR COO~ING ~OAD'lHO HEATING 
C LOlO rOR HE IT PUMP OR DOUBLE COIL HIe SYSTEM WITH AY.PAS3 CONTROL. 
e THIS SURROUTIN~ WILL ?FRFOR~ THE COMPUTATION FOR 24 ~OURS OF DlYTYPE ONE 
C ANO DAYTy?! T"O, THE REIULT IS RETURNED TO THE MAIN PROGRAM IN THE 
e ARRAYS, ~CCCHOUR,KNU~I.OHH?CHOUR.KNUM) 
C ~cc:eO~PREsSnR conLING LO'OCBTU) 


















2SQ DO 700 J.I.2~ 







C TEST TO DETERMINE IF COOLING OR HE~IING 19 NEEDED 
C 
T51ZN<T5AZeZONE,I) 
IF(IPI20NEl .NE, 11 GO TO 2000 
TSAlN'CSfTPf(y,KNUM1 
IF(ICNTRLCZON"KNU"' ,NE. I) TSAZN8TRAA~(QSUMNUCDYTPIJ)1 
• ("LT'1rr~IZONE'KNU~)11 
2000 Ie (TS~ZN.GT.THA(I'~NUH))GO 10 300 
C 
C SYSTEM 15 IN COOLING HODE 
e 





IF CSTAR .E~. I)RFoO. 
IF(STA~.EQ.11TSA1N·C5ETPT(!,KNUN1 
IF CSTAR.EG,I ).RITECb.b50)OYTP,J,IONE 




~70 FOq~AT(lx"T~' ~ESS THAN LOWER SET POINT. COOLING eOIL OFFI,3K, 







































































GO TO UOO 
C S¥$TEH IS IN HEATING MODE 
C 
300 IFCTHA(!.KNUM) .GE. H5ETPTCl.KNUH) GO TO 350 
SF=CYSAZN-H5ETPTII,KNUH)l/CTMAII.KNUH)-HSETPT(1.KNUHl) 
IF C8F .LT.O.) SrARal 
IF (STAR .Ea. 1)6F'0. 
TF C STAR .En. I) .RITElb.650lDYTP,J.ZO~E 
IFIITAR.!Q.I)TSAZN=HSETPTC!.KNUM) 




310 FOOMAT(IX,IT~A GRE~TER THAN UPPER SET POINT. HEATING COIL IS OFFI, 





OHROLI I ,~NLIH). 0 
QHHPII.KNUM).O 




GO TO QOO 
363 QHEL(I.KNUM1~0 
GH80L( I ,KNUH).O 
QHHP(I,KNUMJ.HLDAD 
qOO TROOH(I).TSA1N+aSUH(OVTP,J)/(MLT*ZCFH(ZONE.KNUM)1 
IFIICN1RLtzn~E,KNU") .EG. I) TROOMII).TRA~ 




5F.T POINTS ARE UNSUITA~LE FOR ROOM DESIGN CONOITIONSI, 
* 1 x, I D A Y-T Y pOE 1 , • I? • 3 X. '}oIOUR I , , 12, 3X , , ZONE I I , t 2,3 X • I (K E au 1 I ) 
700 CO'ITI~UE 








:-...... _I!lIi1I_J!!II4~~:::::=4..:::~_~O_ ... _, ~ ___ ~ ... ~o, 









































































C HE.TINc/COnLING LOAD C~LCUL~TIDN FOR TVPE 5 AIR-HANPLER 
C 
C 
C ~NUH • THE KNUM'TM IIP.HINOLER IN THE ~UILDJNG 
C ~ZONE • TWF NIONE'TH ZONE IN TH~ BUILDING 
C Q"EL • ELECTRICAL HEATING LOAD IN BTU 
C G"ROL • ROlLER HEATING LOAD IN BTU 
C ace • ~LFCTRICAL COOLING LOID IN ATU 
C HF • FRArTTml OF THF TOTAt [FH OF 7H€ ZONE WHICH COMES ~ROH TERMINAL 
C RE"!'!T 
e THOT • TEMPF.PHtlPE OF THf. UR LF.AVING THf T~RMINAL MOHR 








COMMO~/KI GSU •• TSA7.,TMA.7CFH.CSETPT,H!ETPT,HEATER,REHEAy,HrSRA 
r~TEGER HEATER(10).REHEATCAl 
REAL ~L T 
COMMON/CONST/MLT 
e 
C START COMPUTATION 
e 
IFCHFRRA(NZONF) .EQ, OlGO TO 110 
IFCRF.HEATtNZONEl.NE.O.AND.REHE'T(N~ONE).NE.ll GO TO 98 






IFCNfriHR .eG, IlWRIYE(6,ll 
1 FOq~'TCIO" 
T91ZNoTSAZCNZONE,Il 
l,tIP(N7nNFl .NE, Il GO TO 2000 
TS1ZN'CSFTP'CI.KNUH) 
IF(IC~TRL(NZONE.K~UNI .NE. I) TS~lN.TRAA.(Q!UHNUCJ.I.K)1 
A CHLT*7rFHCN10NE.KNUH»)) 
zona SETLO"HTNCT.,CI.KNIJM).rSFTPTCI.KNUMl) 
THOT·tIS~ZN-SFTLn*tl ••• FRRA(NZONEI)l/~FaRACNZONE) 




TROOMCII:CHFRPACNIONE)fTHOT)tCI •• HFBRACN10NEllfSETLO+Q8UHtJ,X-KII 
*CHLT*ZC,.tNZONf,KNUH)1 
IFtIP(NZnNf) .fQ. tl 
$TROOMCII.CHFR~ACN2oNEI*THOT)tCI.·HFaRAtNzoNEll*5ETLO+QSUHNUCJ,I-Kl 
v/C ML7*ZCFHChZONF.KNUH)) 






































~"-..t""_,"'~-. ..,.~ ... 
RETURN j 10 CO~TINUE, j' 
95 WR1TECb,9b'J,NEWH ,NIONE 









GO TO 5 
WRITEC6,1 O)J,NEWHR,NlONE,KNUM 
FO""ITCIXJ'ERROR IN HEATER TVPE. CHECK INPUT.I,lX.IOAV.TYP~II, 
* 12,31, 'HOUR I I , 12,3 X , , Z ONE I I , !2. 3 X • I KNUH iI, 12,31 , I C KE O!;) I) 
RETURN 
WRrTECb'12~IKNUH'NZONE 
FO~HITClx"ERROR IN HFRRI FOR THI! AIR.HANOLERI,3X,IKNUHII, 





DAT~ 062378 PAGE 33 














" ECP. I'ROGq~M 
135~2*ViCtl),KEQ&.V~ 
1 C HEATt~G/COOLING LOAD eALCUL~TION FOR TVPE • AIR-HANDLER 
2 e 
., 3 e 
q C XNUM • TME KNUMITH AIR-HANOLEA IN THE BUILDING 
5 C NZO~E S THE NZONEITH lON, IN THE BUILDING 







I ) , 
7 C QHROL a BOILER HEATING LOAD IN BTU 
.8 C GeC • ELECTRICAL COOLING LOAD IN BTU 
9 C HF a FRACTION OF tHE TOTAL FM OF THE ZONE TH~T COMES FROM TERMlNAL 
10 C R,M,AT 
II C THaT • TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR LEAVING THE TEPM!NAL HEATER TN DEG F 













































DIHENSYON aSU"NUC2,2U) . 







COMHON/K/ Q5U~,TSAZ,Y" •• ZCFM.C5ETPTIHSETPT.HEATER,REHEAT,HFBRA 
REAL ML T 
CO"HON/CONST/~LT 
C START COMPUTATION 
C 
IFtREHE.rCNZON').NE,O.~NO,REHEaTCNZONE),N~,11 GO TO 97 
C 
C HEaTER Has TO BE EITHER I CGAS-FlRED BOILER TYPE) OR 0 tELECTRIC HE.T~R) 
C 
IFtHFBRAtNlONEl ,EG, O)GO TO 100 











IFCIPthZCNE) ,NE. I) GO TO 200D 
TS1ZN"CSETPTCI,KNUM) 





IFITNOT,lT.S~T10)' GO TO 'S 
IFCTHor,GT,TH!(I.KNUM1) GO TO 105 
IFCTHACl.KNUM) .Ea, SETLO) CPF'O, 




. t ~t 
t 
:0 .... 
l5r=:i ;; . ( t-. 





,",,-,- -...:..-> ......... ,,~,,>.-..... ""--'-', ........ , ... "'- "-'~ .'....... ...-.....~ .......... 










~7 lOS CPFzo. 
~e GHELCI'KNU~lzMLT*ZCFMCNZONE,KNUMl*CTHDT-THACI.KNUHl*HFBRACNZDNEll 
o;q GO Tn & 
&0 95 CPF'I. 
61 THOT.5fTLD 
62 & GCCCI,KNUH).MLT*ICFMCNZDNE,KNUMl*CI.·HFeRAC~ZDNEl*CI.-CPF)l 
63 I .CTHI(I,KNUHl-~ETLOl 
&Q C 
65 C IF THE HEATER !3 THE GAS-FIRED TVPE.9TDRE THE HEATING LOAD IN THE MATRI~ 
&& C IQH60LI 
67 C &e IFCREHEITCNIONfl.EQ.11 OHBOLCI,KNUH).OHELCI,KNUMl 
69 IFCREHfAICNZONfl.EQ.ll QHEL CI,KNUM)BO. 
70 q TROOMCIl,CTHOT*HFRRA(NIDNEll+SETLO*(I.-HFRRACNZONElltQSUM(J,I-Kl 
71 */(MLT*ZCFM(NZnNE,KNU~)l 
72 TFC!PCNZnNFl ,Ea. Il TROQMCIlaCTHOT*HFBRACNZONFll+SfTLO* 
73 • CI,-HFRRICNZDNElltQ5UHNUCJ,I-Kl/CHLT'ZCFM(NZONE,KNUMl) 
7U I 0 r.ONTJ~lIE 
15 ~.TlJRN 
7h 97 W~ITEC6,q~l NZONf,KNUM 
77 9a FOR"ATCIX,IERRDR IN ~EATER T'PE, PLEASE CHECK 7NPUT,I. 
78 • H • _, ZONE, 1 ,.12.3 x, I KNIJM' I • ! 2,3 X, I (K EQ b) , l 
79 RF. TURN 
!O \00 WRtTECb.1101KNUM,NZONE 
AI 110 FORMATtlx,IERROR IN HFARA FOR THIS AIRQHANDLER,I.3X,'KNUM,I, 


















































































C SINGLE coLO DUCT AND SINGLE HOT DUCT AIR HANDLER WHER~ THE HOT AND CO~D 













IfeCF H2 .LE. O)GO TO 300 
00 20U OATYPEzt,2 
on 100 HoUR'I,2a 
IFCHOUR .EG. IlwRIT£Cb,3) 
3 FORHATClo!) 
tFeOATYP •• fG. I)GO TO 5 
NFwHRZMOUR+2Q 




C CHECK THF PROPER HOT ANa cOLD OECK 8ETPO!NTS AND COMPUTE THE TEMP 
e OF COMFORT iI? 
C 
TSAZN·T5.ZIMNUM,NEWHRI 
IFCIP(ZONE) .NE.· Il r.o TO 2000 
TSAZN·C5fTPTCNE.~R.KNUMl 




!fCT"'(NFWHR,~NUMl .GE. C!ETPT(NEWHR.KNUH» GO TO Iq 
SErLO ~ TMHN""HR,~NU"' 
WRITE(&,12)SETLO.OATVPE.HOUR,ZONE 
12 FORMATell,lconLING cnIL NoT WORKING. LoNER SETPOINTa'MAal, 
*Fb.2,3x,IDAY-TYPF.II,I2,3X,IHOURI',I2,3X,IZONfll,I2,JX,1(KEG7)1) 
IU lFCTHACN~wHR.KNUMl .LE. HSETPTCNEWHR.~NUM»)GO TO IS 
SETHI = THACNFwHO,KNUM) 
wRITEeb,'bISETHI,DATVPE,HDUR,ZONE 
- 16 FORHATCIX,IHfATINr, COIL NOT WORKING. UPPER SETPO!NT.1HA.,,~b.2,lX 
* • I 0 AY- T Y PEl I , I?, 3 X, I HoUR I I 112.3 x, t Z ONE I I oI 2. lx, I C KEG?) I ) 
Ie THnTe(CTSAZN*ZCFHCZONE.KNUH)-CCFMI*SETLO»/ 
·CF H2 




GO TO ~o 


























































GO TO 40 
COMPUTE THE Ale EQUIPMENT LOAO~ AND THE PROPER ROOM TEMP 
CPF.CSETHI.THOTI/(SETHI.SETLO) 
HLo o C1,O-CPF).CFM2*CSETHI·TMAC'EWHR,KNUM)I*MLT 
GCC(NEWHR.KNUM)Z(CFMI+CCPF'CFM2».MLTo(THACNEWHR,KNUH).SErLO) TROOMCNEWHRI.(THOT*HFRRACZONtl)+(SET~O*~I •• HFBR.(ZONE))1. 
eQSUMIOATYPt,HOURI/(MLT*ZCFHIZONt,KNUH)l 
IFCIPCZO"E) .EQ. II TPon'(NEWHP):CTHor*HF8RICZONEII+CSETLO* 
A CI"HF~PA(ZONE)II+QSUMNU(OATVPE.HOUAI/CMLT~ZCFH(ZONE'KNU~)1 
IF(HEATER(KNUMI .EG. I1GO TO 50 
Q"EL(NE"HR,KNUMI. "LO 









FORMAT(lx"ERROR TN HFBRA FOP. THIS ~!R.H~NDLER, CHECK INPUTI, *>~"CFM211'F8,3.3X.tHfBRAII'F8.4'3X'IKNUMlt'I2'3~"(KEQ7)') RETURN 
END 
VIC.KF.Q8.VA 
, _____ .......... __ ~.~._~ ____ "_~_.u."""',.. • ..-.. ... __ ~ ...• ~~.~ ..... ~ "-,-.~.,, _, ",H -................ ~ ........ ~~ 








I 5UBROUTINE KEQetKNUM'ICNTRL,ZONE,QCC.QHBO~,QHE~tTROOM,TRA) 
2 DIMENSIO~ QSUMNUC2.2U) 
3 I'~TEGER IPC81,ICNTRLC8.IOI 
U COMMON/CNTI IP.QSUMNU.TR1A 
5 C FIXED BYPASS OF RETURN AIR TO BE MIXED WITH COLO DUCT AND TERMINAL 
b C REHElT 
7 DIMENSION 
8 * q 0 I ME 'lSI ON 
1 0 O!HENSIO~1 
11 INTEGER 
12 COHMONIK I 








15 no 200 OATYPE=I,2 
III 00 100 HOUR=I.2U 
17 !F(HOUR .FQ. I)WRITECb,S) 
18 5 FORMATClijl) 
19 IF(DATVPf .EO. IlGO TO 10 
20 N[WHR=~OUR.2u 
21 roo TO 20 
22 10 NEwHR=HOIJR 
23 20 TS~ZN'T5AZ~ZONE.NEWHRI 
2U IF(IPCZONE) .NE. 1) GO TO 2GOO 
25 TSAZN=CSFTPTCN'WHR.KNUMI 
,2b 7FClcNTRL(ZONE.KNU~l .NE. I) T5AZNaTRAA-QSUMNUCOATYPE,HOUR)1 
21 A CMLT'ZCFMCZONE,KNUMl) 
26 2000 SETLO=MI.CCSETPTCNEwHR.KNUHl,TMA(NEwHR,KNUM)) 
2q T~P.=C~FBPACZONf)'TRA1+(CI.-HFeRACZONE)l'SETLO) 
30 !FCTSAZN .GE. THRl GO TO UO 
31 TSAZN2THR 
32 WRITFCo'301T"R,04TyPE.HOUR.ZONE 





























IFrICNTRLctON!.KNU"l .(G. II TROOH(NEWHPI=TRAA 
rFCICNTRLCI0NE.~NUM) .'Q. 21 TUOOMCNEWHR1=TSAZN+GSUMNU(OATYPE, 
.HOUR1/CMLT*ZCFMC70NE,KNUM») 
IFCREHEAYCZONfl .EG. I)GO TO 50 
OHELCNfwMR.INUM): H~O 






.PRT <. 5 vrc.I(EQQ",VA 



















. !CP PROG~AM 
13S92fvrCCII,KEQQ·VA 
1 C HEATING/COOLING LOAD CALCULATION FOR TYPE q AIR-HANDLER CCuNSTANT VOLUME 












































































a THE KNUM TH AIR HANDLER IN THF. BUILDING 
• THE NZONE lH ZONE IN THE BUILDING 
• ELECTRICAL HEATING LOAD IN BTU 
• ~OILfR H~ATING LOAD I~ nTU 
• ELECTRICAL COOLING LOAD IN STU 
• FRACTION OF THE TOTAL CFM OF 
Rf~EAT 




x VARIABLE AIR VOLUME OF EPM OF HEATING 
• MAXIMU" PLENUM AIR TE~PfRATURE 
















IF(~E4TER(KNUH).NE,O.AND.HEATER(KNUM).NE.ll GO TO 7 
HEAYER HAS TO BE EITH~R I (GAS FIRED BOILER TVPEl OR 0 CELECTRIC HEATE~) 
CFM2.HFBRA(NZONElfZCFM(NZONE,KNUMl 
CFMI='CF~CNZONE'KNUMl·CFM2 
CFMl IS THE PORTION OF ZCFM FOR COOLING,CFM2 IS THE PORTIoN FOR HEATING 






FO~MAT CO 0 II 
WRrTEC6t10l 
THF ToO IF STATFAENTS TAKE CARF OF THE CONVERSION B~TWEEN 2'2Q ANa 1*12 
MAT~ICE5 
TSAllzTR,-QSUMCJ,I-Kl/CMLTfCFH11 
IFCIP(NZONEI ,EQ. 1) TSAZI-1RA-QSUMNUCJ,Y-Kl/(MLT*CFMI) 
." 































































!FCT~AZI .LT, 50.1 TSAZI-50. 
lFCTSAZI.GT.TPAMl GO TO 3 
lFCECO~CKNUH) .FG. OlGO TO II 
lFCTOA(HQ.Y-Kl .r.r. TRA) GO TO II 
lFCTOACMO,IQKl .LE. TPi .AND. TOACMD.X-Kl .GE. TSAZI) GO TO 9 
r"lcr.·NU~18TSA21 
GO TO II 
9 TMACt,K'HIH).rniCHo,I_Kl 
II TSAZ\=Hl~CTHAel.KNUH1,TSAZll 





lFCIP(~20M~1 .~Q. II TPOOHCI1"TSAZI+QSUHNUCJ,I-K1/CCFMI.HLT) 
STOHF='CJ,T·I<):Oe 
GO Tn 5 
3 IFrECONr"HUH) .EQ. OIGO TO 4 
IFCTnl(Mo.Y-Kl .GT. TRAI GO TO 4 
TFCTOICHD.Y-Kl .LE. TRI .~ND. TOACMO'I·~) ,GE. TPAM I GO TO ~ 
THAC T '~~JJH)~1PA" 










1 Fe HF.ITH C K Nil") • f~ .11 QH~OL ex, KNUH) 'QHEL C II KNUMI 
lFC"F.ATfPCkNUM1.c~.ll DHF.l cr'~NUH1'O 
flce (1. KNUM ).ML HeF" I * C T~A C 1. KNIJH1-SE TLOl 
TROOMCll.CVCF"?$SfTH'+CFMI'SETLO+05UH(J.l-K1/HL1)1 
/(CFMI+VCFH21 
IFCIprN7~~F.) .FD. 11 TPOOH(Il'CVCF~2'SETHI'CFHI'SETLo, 
I QSll"NIJCJ. I-Kl/ML T'ICCFH1+VCFf''', 




~RITE C6, 1 01 
I~ FORMATC1H).3r,IKEQql.TI6.1** V4RTABLE VOLUME or HEATEDI, 








?~({T1S.IHH1./TJ?.,V H VI/TI2.IVV H VVI/TI3,5HVTTTVI 
7TI".lHVVV.T21. IATI-HINDLER NOI,la,1 FEEDING ZONEI,!2/TIS,IHVl 
RETU"'l 
1 'RITECb,Al KNUH,N70NE 
8 FORMATCI.,fFRROR IN ~EATFR TYPE. CHECK INPUT.13x,IKNUHII,I2, 
DATE 062378 PAGE 
'0'0 /:XJ~ 
~~ ~~ 
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1 e SUBROUTINE COP COMPUTES TkE CnO~ING ~OiDS IN KW SABED 011 THE 







































































THIS PORTION OF THE PROGR~M IS FOR A~~ C~DS 
DO 5 CNUH=I.CLIHIT 
DO Q HOIIP.&! ,n~ 




COMPUTE cOOLING LOID IN TONNAGE. POWER 'ER TOil OF REFRIOER~TrONI 
TEST HO" HANY CO';PPESSORS AM NEEOED 
c=caCCCHOUR,CNUM)/12000, 
PPT;7.18*CT01CHO,NE.HPJ-S.)/SOS. 
IFCC .Gr. S!ZEC1.CNUH)+S!tEC2.CNUHlJ 
Iree .Gr. S!ZEC1.CNUHll GO TO ! 
CDSIZ1"CJ5IZEI!.CNU~J 
FFCI.APoIX!CD,·,CD5IZ!) 
GO TO qOO 
FFC2:1iO. 
IF{HDUP .EG. 
FMHO C I 0' J 
GO TO 3 
1 .OR. HOUR .EG. 25)WRITEI6,IO) 








THIS PORTION OF THE PROGRI~ 13 FOR HEIT PUMPS ON~V 
DO '0 CNUM.l,CLIMIT 
DO SO HOIIR.!.48 
IFCC~~H?(HOUR,CNUMJ .ED, OlGD TO 50 
NEW~R"HOUR 
IFCHQIIR .Le. 2UJr.0 TO 35 






















___ f: ...... . J"<" ,. _____ ,," 




57 IfCf.FM .LT. o.alGO TO ao 
eOHHPCMOUQ,CNUMl·CCOHMPCHOUR,CNUHl*PPKl/laI3.0 
GO TO 50 
~~ 
00 CQHMPCHOUR.CNUHl.O •• 'SIZ~{3,CNUHl*PPK/3~13.0 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTtNl'E 

















tNP liT I , 3 x , I MaURo I , 12,3 X. I (COP l I ) 
CQCCCMOUR,CNU~).PPT.C 
IFCHOUk .EO. J .OR. HOUR ,EO, 25)WRITE{6,JO) 
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APPENDIX liB" 












BLANK FORMS OF INPUT DATA TABLES 
Two different sets of input data tables are required. The first set, Tables 
, B-1 to B-41 are intended for Use by personnel who have little or no familiarity ~~,;~~-w:i-i;~&he--computerprogram terminology. The second set constitutes the translation 
of the first set for use by the machine operator and is presented in the exampie, 









l' 1 1 
1 






HOUTH I 1 . 2 
, I 1 
I 2 I 
3 I 
I I 4 I 
i ;:; I 
.{ 6 
7 I , 
I I I ·8 
9 
I 10 1 
11 
12 I 
.. -.-~'--~-' . .,....,.-,.,~ . 
• TASLE B-1 OUTSIDE AIR DRY BULB TEMPERATURE (rOA) 
:; 
HOUR , 3 4 5 6 7 1l 9 10 11 l~ ~ 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 123 124 j I I I I 










Outside air dry bulb temperature, in Deg. F. One representative day in each month shall be selected. TWenty-four values of outs1de air dry bulb temperature correspond 
! 














_ •• , 
.-.r,. 'd.o!' ,_~--'-~._._=--_' --"',-:";::* : !.4 rw \W 





i TABLE B-2 CLOUD COVER FACTOR (CCF) 
I ~~~TH I 1 I 2 I 3 I a I 5 I 6 r 7 I 8 I 9 I 1 0 I 11 -- I 1 2 ·l 
" 
Cloud cover factor is a number varying from 0.0 to 1.0. (Zero) means no solar energy available for 
the full month due to heavy clouds, rain etc. The value ·unity" means that the total solar energy 
per unit area fa11ing on earth's surface is identical with that predicted theoretically from ASHRAE 
model on clear days. Claud cover factor thus presents the rltio of actual accumulated daily solar 
energy incident on the location to that calculated using the theoretical model by ASHRAE (ASHRAE 
Fundamentals Handbook 1972). If no solar insolation dati Ire available. the cloud cover factor shall 
be approximated by an estimated guess of the percentage ar~a of clear sky on the selected 
average day of the month. Twelve cloud cOVer factors are required corresponding to 12 nwnths. i.e •• 
one value presents each month weather on the average. All data boxes shall be filled with no blariks, 
TABLE B-3 WIND VELOCITY (WMPH) 
I 1 -7l-s I .9 16 117 I ' HOUR 2 3 4 5 6 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 19 20 21 22 f 23 124 WIND, MPH I j I I 
Wind speed in miles per hr. 24 values are needed corresponding to 24 hours of a representative day 
of the year. The values shall indicate whether the site is windy or not. If data are not available 
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1Ii!!Y' 
TABLE B-4 BUILDING NAME (BLDGl 
r BUILDING 
An alphabetic and/or numeric name of the 
building. under study. A maximum of six 
alphanumeric characters shall be used in 
addition to single quotation marks, 
TOTAL NUMBER OF AIR ,HANDLERS 
TABLE B~6 (KLIrUT) 
I NO. OF AH f 
The maximum number of acti.ve air handlers per 
building shall not exceed 10. If this number 
exceeds la,then the building shall be divided into 
sections each having a maximum of 10 air handlers. 
TOTAl. NUMBER OF ZONES 
TABLE B-8 (OR MACROZONES) (ZLIMIT) 
LNO. OF ZONES I . . I 
The maximum number of zones per building shall not 
exceed 8. If there are more than 8 zones, grouping 
of several zones into macrozones having only the same 
air handler type (Table B-15) shall be done. 
, 
TABLE B-10 TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPRESSORS (CLIMITl 
INo. OF COMPRESi. . I 
The maximum number of vapor-compression refrigeration 
compressors used is 10 per building. 
TABLE B-5 COST PER kWre (DKWHE) 
$/kWhe 
L 
Unit cost of electric energy in U. S. dollars 
as purchased from a utility company or 
generated in house. 
TABLE B-7 COST PER kWht .(DKWHT) I $/kWhe I , I 
Unit cost of thermal energy used for heating 
purposes. Natural gas, liquiffed!petro1eum 
prodUcts or diesel ail are common fuels for 
heating. 
TABLE B-9 LATITUDE (LAT) 
I LATITUDE I RAD .1 
Local latitude shall be converted to radians by 
MUltiplying the latitude in degrees times 0.0175. 
lYLE B·,1.1 P'jESSURE 
PRESSURE .' in. ijl 
. . 
Local pressure in inches of mercury 
sha'll be used. The p'res5ure is 29,92 in. Hg. at 
sea level. 
I.... .- '-'~~-~.- . '._~_ ... _ '"_ ", .:_:~"~:-,~~: :::_~=:-, . ,._ .. _,, _  ~""_"_' .. ~·_a.~~.~_L_,~'~""""""'· ___ f~",',.,_. ".~:~=.:7"-:~-.~~'~..:'~~~- ~~:.c...-.. .......... ~~. ~ __ ,""""'"'" 
1I!!i'"" 
, 
TABLE B~ 1 z , ZONE VOLUME, (VOL) 
l~:OLNU:Eft;P ,-2 1 3 I 4 I 5 1 6 I 7 I 8 ! 
, The zone volume in ft3 shall be cal~ulated as the sum of volumes of rooms that constitute the zone even 
if the rooms are physically located far from each other. The room boundaries used in calculating the 
volume. are the "living" boundaries not including attics (unless they are occupied) or return air ceiling 
plenums etc. Non~applicable boxes shall be left blank. 
TABLE B~ 13 ZONE DESIGN TEMPERATURE IN SUIfoIER. (TSUM) 
\ ~~:~~I-g 2 ! 3 I 4 I 5 I 6l 7 1 8 I 
I-' 
\D The zone temperature in sUtm1er Un Deg F) can 'be the summer des;-gn value, the summer thermostat setting, or the en 
actual room air temperature measured and averaged over the summer season. Non~applicable boxes shall 
be left blank. ' 
TABLE B~14 ZONE DESIGN TEMPERATURE IN WINTER. eTIHN) 
IW~~~R' OF I 1 I 2 I 3 4 5 I 6 I 7 I B I 
The zone temperature;n winter (in Deg F) can be the winter design value, the winter thermostat setting, or the 
actual room air temperature measured and averaged ovel' the winter Seas(lO. Non~applicable boxes shall 
be left blank. 





TABLE B-15 AIR HANDLER TYPE (AH) 
~ -"11' 1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 ~ 8 
1st ! 













The air handler type is an integer number varying from 1 to 9. The air handler type iqentifies th
e 
mechanism by which the air temperature leaving a specific air handler is modulated to match zone 
needs. 
The nine types of air handler are as follows. Only one of the following 9 numbers shall be select
ed. 
1. Single cold duct with terminal reheat at the zone 
2. Dual duct, multi zone with mixing boxes or single duct, trultizone with mixing hot/cold air at 
the 
-air handler section 
3. Single cold duct with bypass control around the cooling coil and terminal reheat at the zone 




with bYPass control -
5. Two-level room (plenum and main room) with cold plenum air ind comfort air modulated with termihal reheat. 
6. Two-level room with cold plenum air and comfort air modulated by a mixture of cold air with by
passed 
mixed air with terminal reheat 
7. Two level room with cold_ plenum air and comfort air modulated by mixing cold and hot decks 
8. Single cold deck with fixed bypassed return air with terminal reheat 
9. Two level room with constant volume cold plenum-air and variable volume comfort air at fixed h
ot 
deck temperatures. 
There can be as much as 10 air handlers per building and as much as 8 zones fed'b~ a single air handler. 
Non applicable boxes shall be left blank. If the 3rd. zone is fed by the fifth air handler throug
h a 
single cold duct with terminal reheat of the zone, then air handler type (1) shall fill in the ,fifth row 
and 3rd. column as shown. . , 
-- ._--._---_ .. --
.. 
~ 




TABLE 8-16 COLD/HOT DECKS SETPOINT TEMPERATURE (SETPTS) 











, 10 ~~ 
Cold/hot deck set points (oF) are the air temperatures set for air leaving the cooling coil 
(in the cold deck) and/or that for air leaving heating coils (in the hot deck). Thereocan be 
as much as 10 air handlers per building. Cold set point is usually adjusted around 55 F, and 
hot set point is usually adjusted around 80oF. These values are only used as guidelines and shall 
be substituted for actual field data only is set points are not known. 
TABLE B-17 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE PLENUM AIR TEMPERATURE (TPAM) 
I~~P-!IJM PLENUM Ta.!PERATURE of 1 
This is orily applicable for two-level room conditioned by two streams of air:i plenum air for 
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TABLE B-18 TYPE OF HEATI~ FOR TERMINAL REHEAT COILS (REHEAT) 
I ~~~~AT I 1 I 2 I 3 I 41 5 I 6 I 7 I 8\ 
~ 
This table applies only to Zones that are associated with air handler type 1. 3. 5, 6 and 8 (as'in table B-15) which have terminal reheat coils. A maximum of 8 zones per building shall 
be used. Type of reheat in the heating coils shall be O. I, 2 or N/A as follows: 
o For electric reheat 
1 For gas-fired reheat 
2 For heat pumps (in heating mode) 
N/A For a non-applicable case 
TABLE B-19 AIR FLOW RATIO FOR SPECIAL ZONES (HFBRA) 
\ ~~N~TIO 1 I 2 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 
.... 
'" ;0 














TABLE 8-20 TYPE OF HEATING IN AIR HANDLER HEATING COILS (HEATER) !A~~A ~~DLER f' 1 T 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 ! 9 -1 10 ] 






for electric he~ters for gas-fired boilers for heat pump (in heating mode) for a non-appl iC<1b1e ClSe 
OUTSIDE AIR TO TOTAL AIR RATIO (ALFA) 
~iE2~flJ 2 f 3 I 4 15 I 6 I -7 f B ! 9 110 ! 
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TABLE B-22 TYPE OF OUTSIDE AIR ECONOMIZER COHTROLS (ECON) 
t~~N:N~~~: I if i -r!l4IS I0 r 7 I 8 I 9 flO I 
Table 3-22 allQWs for: 10 air nandlers per building. The olltside- air economizer cycle controls 
shall be O. 1 01" 2 as follows: othe(-cases shaH be ianti'f'led and listed in /Alphabetic form according 
'to manUfacturer's name. HowevOer, the value (2) can be used as a starting point. 
no econom'lZer 
1 'for lloneywell-type eCl$liOOlizer control 
2 for ~rber-Coll!l!ian (DIGI-DAP) type control 
TABLE B-23 AIR DISCHARGE/DISTRIBUTION (ZCFt,1) 











Tabl e B-23 shows how the ai r di schi!rge (in ft3/mi n) is divi ded between zones. 
A maximum of 10 air handlers per building and a maximum of 8 zones fed by II single air 
handler al"e allowed. Bui1dings with more than 8 zones per air handler shall be grouped into' 
Macrozones. Zones that see the type of air handler identical (from table "8) can be grouped 
into one macrozone with one total cfm. A zone (or·macrozone) can be fed by more than one air 
handler. Non-applicable boxes shall be considered zero. M~asurements of air flow in cfm in the 









TABLE B-24 REFRIGERATION/HEAT PU'lP - COt4PRESSOR CAPACITf (SIZE) 
~ FIRST STAGE ECOHD STAGE HEAT PUMP . ~OM- ~OMPRESSOR COMPRESSOR HEAT~DE ) ~FESSOR (TONS) (TONS) (BTU HRJ : UMBER 
1 (fi'rst) I 














~~ ____ ~_ •• ,." •• ~_~_ ................ ~ _____ ~' ....... _ ....... _ 




TABLE B-25 AIR HANDLER - COMPRESSOR ARRANGEMENT (r.oPRES) 
~ ,'-r- .. --No. compr~~sor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 In. ' 















Table 6-25 gives information about which compressor is feeding a specific air 
handler and vice versa. A maximum of 10 air handlers can be fed by a single 
compressor. and a maximum of 10 compressors per building are allowed. For 










TABLE B-26 TWO-LEVEL ROOM INDEX (lCNTRL) 











Table B-26 applies primarily to two-level zones (or rooms) such as control rooms. The index differentiates 
between the various air handlers in supplying a two-level zone and supplying a single-level zone. The index 
can be an integer 0, 1 or 2, according to the following. The index shall be taken (zero) if the zone is a 
single-level (simple) zone fed by one or more air handlers supplying each the same air temperature (not 
necessarily with equal air discharge). The index shall be taken (zero) also if the zone is a two-level zone 
fed by two air streams (cold plenum air and comfort air) of different temperatures coming from a single air 
handler. (The air handler/zone type. in this case can be 5, 6, 7 or 9 as in Table 8-15.) For two-level zones 
fed by two or more air streams (single comfort air stream and multiple cold plenum streams) the following 
indexes apply: Index equals (1) shall be given to each air handler participating in supplying the plenum air, 
Index'equals (2) shall be given to the air handler which is feeding the comfort air only (see bottom sketches). 
Non-applicable cases shall be left blank. If "index" equals 1 or 2, the air handler type (see Table 8-15) can 
only be 1,2,3,4, or 8. 
J:ndex=2 
: k:J~ --' --H--/AH .. +HAil 
IndeX=l Indexxl Index =0 Index =0 rndex =0 
'" o 
.po 









TABLE B-27 NET WALL AREA LAW\l} 









The net wall area in square feet (excluding glass areas) of each zone shall be grouped according to orientation 
S-South, sW south-west, W West, NW North-west, SE South-east, E East, NE North-east and N No
rth. In a zone of 
irregular geometric shape combining rooms that are distantlY apart, similar orientation walls
 shall be grouped and 
summed. Only zone wall areas and orientations that are either next to a non-air-conditioned 
area (such as outside 
air, mechanical rooms, etc.) or next to a constant temperature room are included. Floors are assumed insulated 
and not losing or gaining heat from sub levels, therefore not needed. Non~applicable boxes 
shall be left blank. 
Contour measurements of walls, roof dimensions are needed. For zones having two (or more) walls having the same 
orientation but adjacent to different neighbouring zones, use can be made of one (or more) of the 9 orientations 
in tne table that is otherwise zero. The program vlill not differentiate wall orientations u
nless the wall is 
an exterior (see Table 8-30). 
TABLE B-28 OUTSIDE WAll SURFACE ABSORPTIVITY (ABSORT) [ ... ~- - ----.. --~. 
SOLAR ABSORPTIVITY 
The solar absorptivity of outside walls facing the sun (a dlll1ensionle5!> value) depends on the paint color. 
The value shall either be estimated from any heat radiation textbook or by measuring the wa
ll reflectivity 
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TABLE 8-29 GLASS AREA (AGLAS) 









The glass area in square feet in each ;!:one shall be grouped according to orientation •. Glass areas 
i ncl ude wi ndaws, gl ass doors, etc. Same comments as of Tabl e 8-27 app1 y • 
.. 
~--.. --. .:.--'--- -
.-... ~~- :j 
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TABLE B~30 ' ADJACENT CONDITION OF WALL CADJt 











This table identifies the nature of neighboring zones and whether these are air-conditioned or no
t and 
. how. The adjacent condition shall be an integer 0,1.2 or 3 according to the following cases: 
a means no wall exi'sts or there is a thin partition between two air-conditioned zones having 
always the same temperature. 
, case of an interior wall/partition next to a room with a constant all year around temperatur
e 
(see table 32 also) 
2 case of an interior wall/partition adjacent to a non-conditioned room (typically a mechanical 
room housing boilers, pumps etc.). The non-conditioned neighbour room is exposed to the 
ambient air temperature fluctUations 
3 case of an exterior wall exposed to ambient air temperature fluctuations in addition to 
solar .r:-adiation 
Tables B~27, B-29, B-30, B~3l, and B-32 shall be completed simultaneously. Non-applicable boxes shall be left blank. . 
. __ ,,~ __ ~. ___ ._ ..
.. __ . __ ._ 
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I If [! 
'I ' ~ , 
TABLE B-31 FRACTION OF UNSH;\DED pO~nON Of y/ALL (SHADE) 
ZONE s(1) SW(2) ~113 ) f'M(4) , SE(5) E(6) N£(7) N(8) ROOF' 
~ 
1 " 






7 1 , 
. 
8 , 
Table B-31 gives i,nformat;on about the percentages of shading and unshading exterior walls by overhangs. 
Since the shaded/unsnaded areas vary throughout the day and with the season 'in a complex manner, the data 
supplied to this table shall be considered as an approximate observation for the year. Each wall or roof 
in a particular zone shan be associated 11ith a shade number. The shad~ number to be used in Table B-3l 
sJiall be the ratio of ,unshaded area of a wall to its total wall area. This ratio val'ies from zero for 
completely shaded wallS-to 1.0 for unshadedwalls. Non-applicable boxes shall be left b1ank. Unshaded 
fractf ons are taken as yearly average. ' ' ' ' 
" 
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TABLE B-32. TEMPE~P.TU~E OF CONSTANT TEMPERATURE NEIGHBOUR (TNEXT) 











7 . I 
8 . 
Temperatures of neighbouring zones (in deg. F) shall ~ be listed whenever the adjacent table (Table B-30) 
snows ADJACENT = 1. This means that the neighbouring zone is at a constant temperature 
all year round. 
Table B-32 does not apply to any other cases and shall be left blank if ADJACENT = 1 con
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TABLE 8-33 NUMBER OF PERSONS IN ZONE (NOP) 
ZONE .1 DAYTYPt~ 1 2 3 ,4 5 6 7 8· 9 !1O I l' 12 ~.< 14 1! K 17 lR Ig 20 121172[23 i?a: ; 
. 
, .. . . I 1 
I·' 1 ? 
1 
~~ 1 . I 
'i 
1 ,'- 2 1-" . 
I I ' I 1· . p' '. 2 
,. 
I 1 
i 4 . I 2 
, 









1 . 8 ' 
2 i . 
Two daytypes are listed; 1) a weekday (Monday through FridAY) Ire considered of day type (1). 
2) a week-end and holidays are considered of daytype (2). The type of activities in eachdaytype may 
vary according to the work load. Twenty-four val ues are 1 isted corresponding to 24 h's of day. The 
number of persons occupying the conditioned zone shall be estimated (on an hourly basis) for only two 
representatiVe days, one 'for each daytype. Non-applicable boxes shall be It!ft blank • 
. ' 
"" I-' a 
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t'UWt;K MU :,t;HWULE IN KILOWA
TT (KILGHT' 
ZONE DAYTYP~ 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 . g- O i 
12 13 14 15 .16 i17 18 19 ~20 i21 I?? L?'!l I?A 
J 
.. 




















The magnitude and schedule of lig
ht power in each zone shan be g
iven hourly (for 24 hours) for only 
two representative d~s per year. Daytype 1 pre
sents a regular weekday type and 
daytype 2 presents a 
weekend (or a holiday) type. The electr
ic kilowatt for incandescent ligh
t bulbs shall be summed over 
all the bulbs inside the conditio
ned zone. External light bulbs 
shill not be considered in this t
able, 
but rather be included in Table. B
-38. Non-'applicable blocks shall 
.be leftblank. 



















TABLE 8-35 'FLUORESCENT LIGHT POWER AND SCHEDULE IN KILOWATT (KFLGHT) 
ZOiIE . \ DAYTY~ 1 \2 .3 4 5 6. 1 7 B\9\lc/ll 12 13 14115i 16\17 18 19120121122 23 24\ 
I . I I I I I I 1 
1 ? . I I II 
1 \ I I I I i 2 2 \ I \ I J I 
I I 1 1 I I I I I : I I I-H-J i 3' 2 II I I I I \ \ I I I I I I I ! 
I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I , I i 4 I I I I I I I I i I I I I , 2 I 
I 5 1 I I I I I I I 







1 I 8 
2 I ' I I I I I ,_, _I I. l \ 
Table B-35 has the same comment/description as Table B-34 except that data related to flUorescent 
light power are listed instead o'fthe incandescent ones. Tables B-34 and B-35 are necessary in 









TABLE B-36 ELECTRICAL EQUIPI4ENT POWER AND SCHE:DlIlE IN KILOWATT (KEqUPE) 
DAYTY~ 1 2' ...... -.~. 123 ZONE 3 4 5 6 7 8 9.\10 jll ~2 '13. ~4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ~2 t24 
• • 




2 2 I 
I 1 . i 3. 2 
I 4 1 I 2 
I 










The electrica1/electronics equipment wattage and schedule inside each zone shall be given hourly 
(for 24 hQurs) for only two representative days per year. Daytype 1 is a regular weekday type and 
daytype 2 is a weekend (or a holiday) type. Electric wattage is additive for all equipment inside 
the conditioned zone. External electronic/electrical equipment power shall not be considered in 
Table B-26 but rather be included in Table B-38. Non-applicable blocks shall be l~ft blank. Data 
may be provided by name plate capacities assuming full load operation or else measured • 

















TABLE B-37 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT POWE.R AND SCHEDULE IN KILOWATT (KEQUPM) 











4 2 . 
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Table B-37 has the same comments/description as Table B-36 but is concerned with data related to 
meCnanicalequipment instead. Data may be provided by ·manufacturers namelist capacity assuming 
full load operation or else measured. Non-applicable blocks shall be left blank. Only mechanical 
equipment which contribute to room heClt gain, excluding air conditioning equipment, shall" -
be entered. ' 
~ 
..,. 





TABLE B-38 DAILY ENERGY CONSU~lPTION BY AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT (ACCERY) 
ACCESSORIES 
(KV/I1) " DAVTYPE 1 DAYTYPE 2 
AIR HANDLER FANS 
CONDENSER FANS . 
BOILER PUMPS 
EXTERNAL LIGHTS 
I OTHER . 
- -------
Auxiliary equipment is here defined as that equipment outside the air conditioned zone space 
which does not affect the heating/cooling load calculations though necessary to run the system. 
Auxiliary equipment affects directly the watt hour meter reading. The load profile and schedule 
for such eql.lipment can be quite complex and an approximate daily energy consumption is sufficie",t. 
Table B-38 identifies some of the auxiliary equipment such as air handlers fans, condenser fans, 
boiler pumps, external lighting, etc. Data can be found by multiplYin~ the full load name plate 
kilowatt times the average number of working hours per day. Two days (daytype 1 and daytype 2), 
if different, shali represent the accessories energy consumption for similar daytypes. Non-
applicable blocks shall be left blank. Refrigeration compressors, electric and gas heaters should 
be excluded from this table. 
.,. 
. .. ,.' 
:;l 
<11 




TABLE B-3!! TIME CLOCK SCHEDULE (TMCLK) 
HOUR I 
,AH'NO; 1 DAYTYPE I 1 12 13 I 4 15 1 6 I 7 1 B I 9 110 III I 12113 11~ ! 15 I 16 i 17 I 18 19 120 21 122 123 !2l: 
1 I 1 I "I I' I . I I I 1 I I I ! I I I I I I ! 
1 • i 2 1 I I I 1 1 I ill I I ! I I I 1 I I I I ! I I 
2 1 l' 1 Iii 1 1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
2 1 I 1 1 1 1 ' I I I I I I ! I I I" I I I ; I 
3 1 1 1 I ' i I Iii I I I I i I I I i I Iii ' I 
2 I I 1 I ; ! I 1 I i I I I 1 1 I : ! 1 
4 ill I I 1 'I ill i I I 1 I I I : 
2 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 
5 ~ 1 - " t- '-1- ~ '" 1-' Ol 
6 1 I I i I ; 
, 2 1 I 1 ,I I 1 I 
7 H-f 1 I 1 I I I 
2 ' I 1 1 I I 1 
8 1 I 1 1 II 1 1 I 
• 2 1 1 1 
-9- - ',_" "_" 1=--~1----l--+--l--l---1--I--+-+-+-l---t--1--l--+-t-l-+--I--r--+-+_l--l1--l 
2 I I 
" 10 1 1 I i 
1 2 I I 
Table B-3~ gives the time clock schedule which controls the air 'handler operation only. Other time 
clocks which are connected to light bulbs or electronics eq~lpment shal I alter the power levels with 
schedule and will aRpear indirectly in tables 8-34,'B-35, B~36, and B-37. Two.representative days per year are 
considered daytype (1) and daytype (2). Time clock indicator shall be either (0) or (1). Zero means 
the time clock is OFF and the air handler/compressor equipment are still on. The value (1) means that the 
time clock is triggered and the air handler/compressor equipment is OFF. Non-applicable blocks shall be left 
blank. -. 
, ____ ,_~ __ ~ .,,",,0.,,-,--'0 0 -- ~~ 




TABLE B-40 WALL CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION TABLE B-4-1 ROOF CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
THICKNESS LAYER MATERIAL 
LAYER INCH DESCRIPTION 









In Tables B-40 and B-41 _only ONE'w~ll and ONE r06T~5ha11 be 





and mater·ial description are required. An air space shall be con-
sideredas a layer. The entire roof description starting from the 
inside (living) space to the outside ambient air shall be described. 
Sketches are recommended to clarify the construction. For eqch lqyer 
material the values of specific heat, thermal conductivity and density 
must be provided. 
. 




.. . , 
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The (UVPHI) sub-program calculates the overall heat transfer coefficients: mean (U), 
amplitude (V), and phase lag (l'l) for wa11s and roofs. Multilayer wall or r~of is 
presented by an average set of properties as if it were homogeneous. The fln~l result 
of the .sub-program (U, V and l'l) wi1l be used as input to the (TRANS) SUb-rout,ne 
discussed in Section VII. The analytical description is explained in reference (4). 
C.l Variables List 





























layer density, Lb/ft (F10.3) 
equivalent wall (or roof)density, Lb/ft3 
equivalent Viall (or roof) specific heat, Btu/LboF 
convective heat transfer coefficient for the inside 
surface, Btu/hI' ftZ' 
convective heat tran~ber coefficient for the outside 
surface, Btu/" hI' ft F 
equivalent ~hermal conductivity for wall (or roof), 
Btu / hI' ft F 
eqUivalent thermal diffusivity for wall (or roof), 
ft2/hr 
phase angle for \~an or roof, radian 
layer thermal resistivity, ftZhrOF/Btu 
number of layers i'n roof (F10.O) 
coefficient, ft-l 
coefficient, dimensionless 
layer specific heat, Btu/lbOF{F1D.3) 
layer thickness, ft (F10.S) 
tota 1 thermal resi stance for a wall (or roof), 
ftZhrOF/Btu ' 
total thickness of a wall (or roof), ft 
U-factor or overall heat transfer coefficient for wall 
(or roof), Btu/hr.ft2oF 
V-factor, or amplitude of heat transfer coefficient 
for wall (or rOOf), Btu/hr.ftZOF 
wind speed, mph (F10.O) 
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C.2 Input Data Cards 
The four data items: THICK, DENSE, RESIST and SPHEAT should be punched 
on one data card per layer using only 10 columns per data item. The cards 
corresponding to the layers in the roof shari be first, followed by the cards 
corresponding to the layers in the wall. A sample data deck is shown in Fig. C-l. 
The data items WIND, RLAYER, and WLAYER should be put on one data card using 
10 columns only, and all constitute the first card as shown in Fig. C-l. 
The first card indicates 9 mph wind speed, 3 roof layers and 2 wall layers, The 
three data cards following dah qrd 1 give the thickness, density, thermal 
resistivity, and specific hea 'JI" each layer of the roof. Data cards 5 and 
6 give the thickness, density, .nermal resistivity and specifi c heat of the 
two layers of the wall. 
C.3 Computation Procedure 
1. Calculate the total thickness, thermal resistance, the equivalent density 
and specific heat. 
TTHICK = l: THICK( i) 
i 





TRESIS = 2: RESIST(i) hr.ft2oF/Btu 
i (including the two air boundary layers on the inside 





2. Calculate the overall U-factor for the wall (or roof). 
U = 1 Btu/hr.ft2oF 
or UWL TRESIS 
URF 
3. Calculate the outer surface and inner surface heat transfer coefficients, 
assumed as follows: 
HO ~ 1'.0 + WIND/3 
HI ~ 1.0 (still air) 
Btu/hr.ft2oF 
Btu/hr.ft2oF 
4. CalCUlate the equivalent thermal conductivi~y and diffusivity. 
KSUBW = TTHICK 
TRESIS- (l/HI) - (lIRO ) 
_ KSUBW 














BEGIN KEY PUNCH PROCEDURE 
IN COLUMN No. INDICATED 
Q 11 
t t 
'.0l2 ••• % .. 681 65.Q 
~.1' IQ.' 











0.33 '.20 . . 
2 1 
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5. Calculate SIGMA and SL coefficients defined as: 
SIGMA =0 ..J n / (24*NUSUBW) 
SL =0 SIG~1A*TTHICK 
6, Calculate the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions of SL needed to determine 
angle (PHI) , 
CO =0 COS (SL) 
SI = SIN(SL) 
HCO = COSH(SL) 
flSI = SINH(SL) 
7. Calculate A. B, Y and Z coefficients defined as: 
A = (HI*HO)/2*(SIGMA*KSUBW)2 
B = (HI + HO)f(SIG~1A * KSUBW) 
Z = [(A+ l)*SI*HCO J - [(A-l )*CO*HSI] , + [B*SI*HSI] 
Y'" [(A+l)*CO*HSI] + [(A-l)*SI*HCO] + [B*CO*HCOJ 
8. Calculate the V-factor from 't and Z. 
-
V = (HI*HO)/ I SIGMA"i(SUBW..J (y2+Z2) 
or (VWL) 
(VKF) 
9. Determine (PHI) 













If Z<O and Y>O then PHI = 2IT -PH! 
If Z<O and Y<O then PHI = IT +PHI 
j 
; I 
If Z >0 and Y< 0 then PHI = n -PHI 
The flO\~ chart is sketched i:n Fig. C.2 for reference. 
Example of U. V and PHI calculatlons: 
Tables C.l and C.2 lists the data collected about one exterior wall and one , 
roof respectively for the example building G-86 previously discussed in Section III.: 
Table C.l Construction details of one exteriorwal' 
for the example building G-86. --
LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS DENsqV . THERMAL SPECIFIC (FT) Lb/ft RESISTANCE HEAT 
'ft2hroF/Btu BtU/LboF 
1 moving air 0.07 0.25 0.24 
2 concrete block 0.667 65 1.11 0.156 
3 ins).tl ation 0.3 8 9 0.2 
4 acousti c til e 0.063 20 1.89 0.3 
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Table C.2 Construction details of one zone roof 
for the example building .G-86 
LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS DENSIF THERMAL (in, ft) Lb/ft RE2ISTANCE 
ft hroF/Btu 
1 moving air 
2 built-up roof 
0.07 0.25 
0.03 192 0.33 
3 insulation 0.167 11 5.56 
4 insulation 0.208 6 4.2 
5 metal deck 0.012 489 0.0 
6 air space 2.0 0.07 2 
7 suspended 0.063 20 1.89 
ceil ing 
8 still air 0.07 1.00 
The wind velocity WIND = 9 mph 
RLAYER = 8 












Following the computation procedure given in Section C.3. The values of 
U, V and PHI were as follows: 
, 
UW = 0.075472 Btu/hr.ft22
0 F 
VW = 0.01807 Btu/hr. ft of 
PHIWL = 2.9624 radian 
UR = 0.06566 
VRF = 0.037787 




The computer program that calculates the parameters U, V. and PHI is listed 
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UVPHI PROGRAM ~._. PQE.PROCE5S0R OF ECP PROGRAM 
1359ztVIC(jl.UVPHI 
1 C • PROGRAMH. FOR THE COMPUTATION OF U,V AND FHI,VALUES THAT ARE RELATED 
Z C TO THE TH~R"AL PROPERTIES OF A WALL 
3 C 

































































1HTC~NFSS nF h LAYER IN FT 
DE~5ITY OF THAT LAYER IN LB/CU FT. 
TH<"MAL R~S15TANCF OF THAT LAYER IN O.fT,;HnUR40EG f PER RTU 
SPFCIFIC ~EAT OF THAT LAVfR IN 8TU PER LB PER DEG F 
HE,T TRINSFf~ COFFICIENT OF wALL IN BTU PER HR.FT'(OEG FI 
FACTOR fPIIE 10 THFHAML DIFF1S[VtTV OF WALLl IN THE A~PLITUDf. OF 
ThE AMOUNT OF HEAT TRANSFEkREO 
PHI = PHAR5F LAG IN TRANSMTSSION 
NINO. vFLnCITV OF OINO IN MILE. 
_LAYER. hO. OF LAYERS THE WAL~ H'S 
RLAVfR • NO, Of l'YFRS THE ROPf HAS 
~EAL K5UBW, NUSUBw 




IN THE FOLLOWING DO-LOOP, J=1 IS FOR THE ROOF ANO J=2 FOR THE w~LL5 
00 21l J=I.2 
TTHICK=O. 
nHSS=O. 
T,SHEJ. T:;O c 
TREST5=.11}. 
DO 10 l=j.N 










NU5U~":<~SIIHW IEPENSE/e:SHf AT 
SIG~' 'S~~TC3.1qI5q/~q./NUSUBWI 
SL :<SIGMI*TTHICK 




























































IFCl.LT.o •• hND.Y.GT.O.,PHI=Z*PI.PHI 
I'CZ.LT~O •• A"D.V.LT.O.)PMI.pr+PMI 
IFCl.Gr.O •• AND.Y.LT.O.)PHI.P!.~HI 
lFCJ.EQ.2JGD 10 I 
WRIlE!6, I liZ) 
, GO 10 2 
1 wRtTECb, [fJ3) 
2 W~!TE (brlIlS) 




101 FORMA' C4FIO.3) 
10Z FORMAT (1132X,' ROOF'II) 
103 FOR'''' CIIII13U, I "ALLI/I) 
104 FORMATCFlb.5,F23.S,F24.SJ 
lOS FORHIT C, U 1,1 
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